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FOREWORD 

This compilation of deaert references from the world literature 
has been searched during the period January 1969 to August 1970, under 
a continuation of contract DAAG17-67-C-0199 with the U. S. Army Natick 
Laboratories, Earth Sciences Laboratory.  It is presented here as a 
companion to Desert Research; Selected References 1965-1968 (Technical 
Report 70-24-ES, December 1969, 410 p.), which is available from the 
Defense Documentation Center and the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific 
and Technical Information under the number AD703884. 

This final contribution terminates a six-year association between 
the U. S. Army Natick Laboratories and the Office of Arid Lands Studies, 
to provide the Department of Defense and the world's scientific 
community a tool designed specifically for bibliographical coverage of 
the desert environment and its extensive literature.  In future, the 
massive literature bank which the Office of Arid Lands Studies now holds 
will be available through an automated program of dissemination, by way 
of an international arid lands information network. The University of 
Arizona, and this Office in particular, is pleased to take this oppor- 
tunity to express its gratitude to Natick Laboratories for its sponsor- 
ship of what it is hoped will be a continuing source of usefulness to 
the U. S. Government and its friends throughout the world. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report consists of 594 references to worldwide 
desert literature appearing between 1966 and 1970, as 
located during the period January 1969 to August 1970 in 
standard abstracting and indexing tools, by continuing 
searches in sources not so indexed, and by a worldwide 
network of direct contacts. It is arranged alpha- 
betically by authors, with a brief index of subject geo- 
graphic terms.  Brief abstracts are included, with empha- 
sis on arid lands aspects of such topics as geomorphology, 
weather and climate, vegetation, fauna, surface materials, 
hydrology, and geography. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As indicated by the time span covered by the publications 
included in this compilation, there is some overlap between it 

and the earlier volume, Desert Research:  Selected References 

1965-1968 (Technical Report 70-24-ES). This is an inevitable 
aspect of bibliography, especially when the coverage purports 
to be worldwide. Many of the citations in this overlap period 
will be seen to be of foreign crigin, delayed in receipt by ab- 
stracting and indexing services in their original format, and 
even later appearing as translations. A very few references 

between 1963 and 1965 are included to maintain a sequence of 
references on ecological investigations at the Nevada Test Site. 

Excluded from this compilation are references very clearly 
agricultural, as being outside the scope of our contract, though 
several references that seem to fall in this category are in- 
cluded because they deal with soil-plant-water relationships 
that can have a bearing on military geography. A number of en- 
tries referring to disease vectors, particularly in desert areas 
of the Soviet Union, are included because they appeared to have 
implications beyond local interest. In general, however, strictly 
medical citations are left to the admirable coverage of the 
Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System (MEDLARS) of the 
National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Maryland, especially those 
referring to diseases that are not endemic to desert environments. 
Some of the common tools used in our literature searches are: 

ANAG      Abstracts of North American Geology 
ATD       Aerospace Technology Division Reports (Library of 

Congress) 
BA        Biological Abstracts (including BASIC and Bioresearch 

Titles) 
BIGENA    Bibliography and Index of Geology Exclusive of North 

America 
CBE       Chemical, Biological, and Environmental Factors, 

Monthly Survey (Library of Congress, Aerospace 
Technology Division) 

MGA       Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts 
STAR      Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 
SWRA      Selected Water Resources Abstracts 
USGRDR    U. S. Government Research and Development Reports 
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Whenever any of the abbreviations noted above follow the 
citation in this compilation, the user may wish to consult 
the ebstract that appeared in sue'.- source, for the annotations 
given here have been prepared by the technical staff of the 
Office of Arid Lands Studies, or modified from author abstracts 
to emphasize our arid lands interests, and this shorter scope 
may not be appropriate for special requirements. We have tried 
in all ways, however, to make the references, or fuller in- 
formation about them, readily available, including referrals to 
availability from the National Technical Information Service. 
In addition to the tools noted above, the Office of Arid Lands 
Studies conducts a continuous and systematic search of sources 
not covered by these tools, and enjoys, as well, the benefits 
of direct contacts through a worldwide network of colleagues 
and arid lands institutions. 

The particular format of the following references has been 
determined by the computer program developed here for automated 

retrieval of the immense desert reference information bank 
available at the Office of Arid Lands Studies. Thus the use of 
asterisks indicates to the computer a new element in each ref- 
erence, and has no meaning whatsoever to the user nor should it 
affect his use of the information in this form. 



DESERT RESEARCH, II: 
SELECTED REFERENCES 1966-1970 



1. «Abdalla, R. £. 
«19^9        «Son« studios on relapsing fever la tho Sudan. 

«Journal of Tropical Medicine anu Hygiene 72(5) 1 
125-218.   BA (51) 50683. 

•The origin and nature of a few isolated cases of relapsing 
fever which appeared in Khartoum among immigrant eowunities 
from the southern Sudan were studied.   Among the infected 
people asymptomatic cases and ambulatory patients with mild 
symptoms formed the majority.   Examination of Hoe for infec- 
tion and susceptibility tests in animals showed that the in- 
faction was caused by BorreHa recurrent!s and hence the 
disease was louse-borne relapsing fever. 

2. «Abdallah« A.M. 
♦1966        «Stratigraphy P—1 structure of a portion in the 

northwestern desert of Egypt, U.A.R. (El Alamein- 
Dabaa-Qattara-Moghva areat) with reference to its 
economic potentialities.   UAR Geological Survey, 
Paper U5.   19 p. 

3. «Abdel-Rahman, A.'« 
«1967   * Water relations of windbreak trees under desert 

conditions. *Phyton (Annales ReL Botaideae)12(l/U): 
35-U1. BA (50) 56736. 

«The water relations of some windbreaks growing in the desert 
region at Burg El Arab were studied. Tamarix, being a highly 
salt-tolerant species, can be grown in saline areas found in 
lowlands distributed in the desert region along the Mediter- 
ranean littoral west of Alexandria. The growing plants act 
in trapping the drifted sand that covers the salt crust at 
the soil surface. The new accumulating soil receiving run- 
off water is favorable for plantations of fruit trees and 
crops. Acacia saligna, which provides a complete cover over 
the soil surface, is a proper tree for the control of move- 
ment of sand dunes. 

U. «Abdel-Rahman, A.A./Batanouny, K.H. 
«1966   «KLcroclimatLc conditions in Wadi Hoff. «Soelete 

Geographie d'Egypte, Bulletin 39« 137-153. 

5. «Abdel-Salam, M.A./Sabel, S.A. 
♦1966        «Soils of the Gaza strip.   «Sodete Geographie 

d'Egypte, Bulletin 39: 25-30.   Map. 

6. «Abou-el-Enln, H.S. 
*1966        «Cuesta features: definition, classification, and 

their development in the Maghara District« northern 
Sinai, U.A.R.   «Sodete* Geographie d'Egypte, 
Bulletin 39: 177-192.   Maps. 



7. *Addadi, C./et al 
"'1968    <sAge de la raise en place do nappes duns le Tell 

meridional Alg'rie (Age of emplacement for the 
* southern Tell nappes, Algeria). ^Acad. des 

Sciences, Paris, Comptos liendus, b 267: 557-560. 

8. *Agi, M. 
*1968   -»'-..'etter und Klima im b'stlichen i'ittelmeergebiet 

unter besonderer Berücksichtigung dcz .typerntiefs 
' ('leather and climate in the eastern Mediter- 

ranean region from particular consideration of 
the Cyprus lows). #Freie Univ., .'Berlin, 
Institut f. iJeteorologie u. Geophysik, Ibteoro- 
logische Abhandlungen 74(4). 117 p. I-.T3A 21.2-95. 

I ^Discusses cyclonic activity from a climatological and 
synoptic view, summarizing climatolor.ical characteristics 
of the area, showing new 10-year monthly mean naps of 
atmospheric pressure in the area, and including statistical 
and synoptic investigations of Cyprus lews 1954-1964. 

I 

|. 9. *MUcademiia Uauk SSSE,/Geografii Institut, ibscow 
I *1958   *3redniaia Aziia: fiziko-geograficheskaia 

charakteristika (Central Asia: physicogeogra- 
phical characteristics). *Izdatvo, Ibscow. 
647 p. ÜGA 19.10-10 

I '"■Comprehensive treatise onthe physical geography of 
|,  , Central Asia covering its general characteristics and 
I those of individual regions: relief climate, glaciation, 

water, soil, flora and fauna. Bibliography p. 611-624. 

[ 10. *Alimen, K. 
*1968   ^Chronologie des formations contenant les 

I industries acheullennes dites de "Tabelbala- 
I Tachenghit", Sahara nord-occidental 
s (Chronology of formations containing 
I Acheullian industry of Tabelbala-Tachenghit, 

northwestern Sahara). *Acad, des Sciences, 
Paris, Comptes Rendus, D 267: 839-842. 

11. *Allred, D.H. 
*1965   *:fote of phalangids at the Uevada Test Site. 

*Great Basin Naturalist 25(l/2):37-38. BA(5C)6i670. 
I ^his is another of a series of faunal reports dealing 

with the ecology of the Nevada Test Site. Two species 
of phalangids are known from this area. Durybonus 
riversi Goodnight and Goodnight is widely distributed 
at the test site, found in 10 of the 25 areas studied, 
present in all olant communities, with seasonal activity 

I 
i 
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prcco::Jin~lntly durinr, the w:intcr nonths. Lcioburnum 
to\ol!1~~"-~:-Jc!i ':!ccd, thoul~h common in the western u. :~., 
o:-:1:,· :. :;pccl:~.0ns were found at the test site, taken in 
Pi:1·:o:--t-.:'.::1: :•er community durinC" July and :.ur. Graphs 

... • ... , l,.....o 

o: :.r:..: !'•:i. ttive :1bundnnce in C) plant com:~.unities and 
::v··1·;o;:·~2. ·~c:.~vit,:: lx:.sed on nllr.1'8•~r:; of individun.ln of 
_' ... ~~:L·Jersl :tre [~ivcn. 

;:-:_n(,:, -::~.'ausu2..l ~·ecords of Ut:J.h nitcs. ·;;r;reat 
:·~tsin ibturJ.lisL 26(1/2): 34. J.·~ (50) 61676. 

~---:ive!~> reccr :s o: r.1ites taken from reptiles collect~d 
J.~:-i.'1~ :!:·1 ecolocical study of the reptiles of the Great 
.-...:~:.t L·1~:c :~cscrt in 1953. All \-tcre t1.ken in Tooele 
Soe1:1:.~.·, :Jt..-til. The nurabers of hosts infested and r:rites 
collected arc listed • 

-::2_r::/) ·l::ces o:' t:1e ::evadA. Test .)ite. -;::~re.::.t ;:;a::;in 
., ~ , . t ')C)(l) ?Q -J -.~ ('-"') 117"43 .• J.~ur.:.u.ls ._ : ._ -~ •· ... \ :;u u • 

~~;'ro:~. li~)') ~o :c)65, r::~n:,· bee!> were collected at the 
::t·\-:Hi.:-~ ~est ~ite ~s :x1rt of t:-:e ecGlr .. ~ical studies con
!uctc,: :):.; the :~~;.art::lent of Zoolo~..f and :::ntor.:olocy of 
=::--.:.c:-:.:1::: ·:aunt~ ~>':1iversity, u11der con~ract v;ith the U.S • 
.',tor::ic -:....:wrt.".:: :0::-.r:rissicn. The identifications form the 
':.:. -~s.:.::; c! ... t:~is rcrort on the host relation!>l1ips, ~caso:1al 

occt~~c~ce, and cco~raphic distribution nt the test site. 
~nc!',L and s~eci.es are listed alphabetically. .;reas of 
:::o::.~c~io:l refer to divisions dcllne.:J.tcd by ·_llred, 
::cc::, .:1nd Jorcensen. :-ethods of collection used were 
::.:u:d C::.L?~'-~:re, .::.v:ri.:;.l a:1d G\-t~ep nets, and cu.n pit-traps. 

•• •., 1 I ~ • ;!J~ I • . • · .. ¥.~ _:-e\ .. , .). . .• ;.;.r-;cr:, ;.,., • ...:. • 
1:1~.;{)7 {:~3 . ..,iuers of the ::ev<J.da Test 3ite. 1:·f}rcat 

:3.-:tsin :;.;.turalist 27 ( 1): 11-25. :llus. 
3.4. (50) 61671. 

-1:-:.;.l!':.nc t!'.e ::e.:1.:-s 1959-1965, :::.ore than 5600 :>piders were 
collected in connection with other~~udies at the i~vada 
·~est 3ite. :'hese represent 91~ species of 65 genera in 
22 f.'l.~U .. ies. 7r.e greatest nUr.lbers of specie-s were found 
d 1 1:ri::c~ <iu:;e <lr,,i July, and popul<..tions of spiders were 
:.::.. ~::e::;t :rcr:~ .hme throU£;h. :-Jept. '.L'r1e Coleoc;yne and l:i.xed 
cc~~::~es lpported the ereatest nunbers of species, 
~::-. .:. :::e ·:::olcvc,y:-:e c.nd S2.lsola co:r.::ru .. "lities possessed the 
:.:.. ·::-,·:-;: ;'o!::ll::ttions. ~·e·..:est species were found in the 
?~::::c::-.:·.:.'1i.;•er cor:t-:::.t'1ity, and lowest popul2.tions in the 

E:::ST AVA~lAElE COPY 
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I 15.    »Allred, D.M./ Johnson, D.L./Beck, D.E. 
I *1965 «A list of some beeflies of the Nevada Test 
I Site.    «Groat Basin Naturalist 25(1/2): 5-11. 

BA (50) 61623. 
I «This paper reporti 2,573 identifications representing 

111 species of 24 genera.    The species, numbers of indi- 
viduals collected, months of occurrence, and ecological 

[ distribution is tabulated.    Species taken in most abundant 
numbers at the test site are Lordotus albidus Hall, 
L. nigriventris Johnson and Johnson, and Poecilanthrax 
apache Paintrr and Hall.    Those most widely distributed 

| ecologically are Paracosmus morrisoni Osten Sacken, 
f Poecilanthrax apache, and Villa aenea Coquillett.    The 
| greatest numbers of species and individuals were found 
I in the 'Lixed and Larrea-Franseria communities.    Seasonally, 

the greatest numbers and species occurred in May,  June, 
April, and Sept., respectively. 

j 16. «Allred, D.K./Goates, H.A. 
«1964   «rates from mammals at the Nevada Test Site. 

I «Great Basin Naturalist 24(2): 71-73. 
DA (50) 101066. 

«Presents mite-host associations resulting from ecolo- 
[ gical studies at the nuclear test site north of Mercury, 
I Wye County, Nevada, Given are 11 new mite-host asso- 
| ciations, 10 new distribution records for the test site 
I and apparently for Nevada, and an unusual record of 
I erythraeid mites of the genus Caeculisoma crawling on 
[ bats. Tabulation of mite-host associations shows 23 spp. 

of mites and their mammalian hosts. 
I i 
I 17. «American University, Foreign Area Studies Division 
[ «1969   «Area handbook for Argentina. «U.S. Dept. 
jj Army, Pamphlet 550:73} Superintendent of 

Documents, Washington, D. C. 440 p. Avail- 
| able CFSTJ as AD-698 093. 
I «Covers the economic, social, political, and military 

institutions and practices of the country, including 
public health, law, terrain, weather, and transportation. 

18. * — — 
«1969   «Area handbook for Lebanon. «U.3. Dept. Army, 

Pamphlet 550-24j Superintendent of Documents, 
Washington, D. C. 362 p., maps. Available 
CFSTI as AD-692 729. 

«A revised edition of the 1964 publication. It offers 
an integrated exposition and analysis of the dominant 
social, political, and economic aspects of the country. 
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l,_;. -1:-A;nerican University, FCJrcign Area Studies .!livision 
-J:lc)t')') -1:-: ..... ~ea -handbook for Libya. -~~cr.:~. Dept. /.:rr:ry, 

~:..:::phlet 550-85; Superintendent of Locumcnts, 
·.;ashL"l[:ton, D. C. 301~ p. .\vai1n.ble CFSTI 
~~s AD-702 763. 

-r.·o~sicr.cd to l>e useful to r:1ilitar.r .1.nd other personnel 
·.-:!":o need a convenient compilation of basic facts about 
the sccial, economic, political, and nilitary institu
:.~ons .:.:-:d pr~~ctices of Libya, \dth the emphasis on 
c'JJectivc description of the present society and the 
idnds of possible chant:es that mieht be expected in the 
!.'uture • 

. ~c. -1: • ..-~in, :<. ,\ • 
.Wl';09 -~~r.~ Khas~ 21 Girba irri~ation scheme: a new 

socioccono:-aic project in the :lud-1.n. 

._). 

.... .. .. • - .. :.r:t::, J • . :. : ... 

J ;'),... • • ~ ' • ")1 ( ... ) ' ~ c l'" ') .. : . otcss1.on:u.. ·:eocr~lf':1er ·- ) : ...L.:, - :.;._ • 

->:-.~;}-:::posiul'71 on Coastal Deserts (.:..nd Ch:inces in 
Cccn~ce of :u-i:d ~u·eas) in Peru, :.pril 3-21, 
lS~(:~?. {:-:~ature .1.nd ::esources 3(i,): 11-13. 
: ::;.; 19.9-543 • 

.;.;·:cvie'.ls t!:c 36 papers presented at the s;y'Tr.posiurn, lists 
t~e arec:..s studied iJ1 the field durin[; the northern and 
sc·.1t.~ern e;-:cursions_., and presents the r;enerc:..l resolu
~io:&s pro;x>sed b~· the .\rid ?Dne Contr:lission of the 
:::!t.e:-:1<'-tio:1:tl ~or,raphical Union \-thich orr;<mized the 
5~,:::.;:-oslun :;ith assistance from U!iSSCO. 

-:.,·.::dcr:::o:1, : •• t./ .. llrcd, D.~:. 
-::::_~.:)~. -:.:\.-'"l.nt:aroo rat burrmts at ~he ::evada ':'est 3ite. 

·::~r·:at 3.1sin ::.1.turalist 2h (3/4): 93-101. 
::~-:-.is :.t 'let·, ,1s ~1:-t of a broad ecolor;ical study, .... ras nade 
to deter:-..ine the :-~<.lture of burrm-rs rr:a.de by the chisel
toothed ka~Laroo rat, Jipopocyrs nicrops occidentalis 
::..1.11 ar.d :U.1e, .; n different soil types <.nd plant cor.'nu
nities 2-t the ::e•Jada nuclear test site. 3uch inf'or~ation 
is L7.port~nt L~ evaluatin~ the radiation d~=~~e a rat 
:-::a:: receive ·.\hile in its burro~r, and the effe:ts of soil -
co:::pac~ic!"'. :0:-o::: ove·r-pressure of a nuclear detonation. 

-t .. k~dr~~son, 

h'"l'):)7 

.., . 

.J.c.... • 

~~tudies of structure in plant communities. 
1: Pattern in Atriolex ve~icaria comnunities 
in south-e.:>.. stern ~ustralia. ·::·:..ustralian Jr. 
:::!otany 15 (3): 1.51-458. 3A 49 (15) 76301. 
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■»•The distribution pattern of A. vesicaria (perennial 
saltbush) was examined in a number of locations 
extending from Hay in western Hew South '..'ales to Koonamore 
Station in South Australia. The populations nampled 
were from a range of locations exhibiting a variety of 
topographical, edaphic, and effective rainfall conditions. 
Pattern varied considerably between sites. 

24. "»Anderson, T.VI. 
*1968    *Electrical analog analysis of ground water 

depletion in central Ari7<ona. *U.S. 
Geol. Survey, '..'ater-Supply Riper I860. 21 p. 
MAC (1969) 03692. 

*The extensive use of ground water in the Salt River 
valley and lower Santa Cruz River basin (largest agricul- 
tural areas in Arizona) for irrigation has resulted in 
water level declines as much as ?.0  feet per year in some 
places. The use of electric analog modeling techniques 
has made it possible to predict future ground water 
levels under conditions of continued withdrawal in excess 
of rate of replenishment. Prediction of future water 
table conditions is accomplished by extension of pumping 
trends to determine resultant effect on regional water 
levels. Results indicate probable depths to water in 
central Arizona in 1974 and 1984 if aquifer characteris- 
tics are accurately modeled and if withdrawal of ground 
water continues at the same rate and under same areal 
distribution as existed between 1958 and 1964. 

25. *Arad, A./i"&chaeli, A. 
*1968   *rfydrogeological investigations in the western 

catchment of the Dead Sea. ^Israel Journal 
of Earth-Sciences 16(1967-4): 181-197. Map. 
BI'JEKA 32(9) E68-11648. 

■«Three main aquifers exist in the area under study: 
the lower Cretaceous sandstone aquifer (below or above 
ground level); the upper Cenomanian dolomitic limestone 
(mostly phreatic) aquifer; the graben fill aquifer 
(sometimes phreatic, sometimes confined) of I.'eogsne Recent 
age. The annual natural replenishment is between 70 
and 100 x 10bm',j it takes place mainly in the northern 
part of the western catchment area of the Dead Sea. The 
water wells situated along the main graben fault line 
pump mainly from the reserves of a huge natural reservoir. 

26. *Argentina, Instituto Nacional de Ceologia y /ineria, Buenos 
Aires 

*1967   *Carta geologico-economica de la Republica 
Argentina: hoja 7a,  Salta, provincias de Salta 
y Jujuy (1:200,000;.  *Same as author. 
BIC-ECL 33(4) E69-07665. 
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,..~ ,, .J'. ' • l . 1' 

·-f· '·.U"lf..!d, ·'•t• 
1T)t';7 *jeismicity of Israel and adjacent areas. 

i:·:sr.:J.el, Geol. Surv. Bulletin 43: 1-14. 

:~s. ·:~:ui~~o:--:.:.t, .;~:-tt.c L"L'1c.! Dept. 
~-:;_·._l:'./1 1:·:'umual rqJ ort on ground water in Arizona, 

3pring 1968-Spring 1969. ~~e as author, 
'J.::.ter Resources Report 42. 46 p. 
3.~~:~ 3(14) · .. 70-05718. 

-::~ ~r~tpr:s :>hm-:ing Hater levels in selected wells anrl. cstir.tatcd 
:m!1u.:tl croundwater pumpace in most of the developed 
.:.rca:5, :..~.nd ::1aps sho-vrine depth to Hater in selected 
·~:e:ls, cr~<1.11ge in \·rater levels in selected w~lls 1961~-
l'.~:Js-:, <~:ld ?Qtential •nell production by areas are 3hown. 
?rejects suj')ported by the Federnl-.Jt.ate cooporativc 
:-':·c,::· .::-. i.ncludc effects of ver,etation manipul4'.tion on 
..;:..:.:·~·:.c~: r·~'1o!.'.i,, 3ycarJorc Creek; a."ld electrical analog 
;-~~1alj·:;L> or ·~vra t/alley. 

:~:). ·,:.u::~.:.:~:Ls, .• 
{ll)b<J -::-.~id frontier of :-:exic~ civilization. 

>:-::. Y. .\cadc~cy of ::Jci.ences, Trar.sactions 
Jl(6): 697-?0lh EGA 21.2-304. 

_"\..... 

:<!-Tcscnt.s a r:-tap shm-tin£: the pronounced rece::m of the 
c~~tr~l se~~ion of tha early 1500's aericultural frontier 
~:::.~tt-:_'1.:: to the heartla."1ds of Tarascan and Aztec power 
·":,Lc:t corresponds to the present-day boundary betueen 
.>~c:);::e "J.:~d desert clir.utcs (Koeppen •s 33 .:md .U types) 
a:: t.!':~ c::c ha."ld and rr.esotherrnal savan."1.a ( Cw) a."'ld 
t.~.:!n:Jcr:lte :::,:)t.:ntain forest ( cr) on the other. The author 
s:.:~tc~ t.hat. to the north of the ~oundary tr.e ancient 
ot:.~;--o5t5 of Tarascan and Aztec settlement 'rere alizned 
:1Lo:.zt t.:-:.c present r.ten.n-position of the 700 I:lr.i-isohyet 
:~.~d t: . .:. +-~ • .. ri ~hln a eli st ~tr.ce of < 60 m northward the 
a:1:1ual :.vcr.:1gc drops< 400 :nr.1. He then notes the 
~:e:tcra.: corr~..'srx>ndence between cliir.atic bounciary a."'ld the 
c:::..rl:: l5CO 's acricultural frontier and usf.ne historical 
::.::d a:rc:1colorical evidence traces this correspor.dence 
~:rc:. a~o~t oCO ~J ~o the oresent. ~e states inter alia . -
t~at dc~inite correlations have been detected between 
·.-r::1t.er te:::?era~ures in the northern latitudes and the 
·l::".o:..:.:1~ of su::-.-:er rainfall o.V'dr central =·exico. 

~~ ' . ... .... ·,...· ,.,s:~~e ...... , -· 
~:.·?t.'7 *Clir.:ate o: the ::ear L:ast. I: Air .:md soil 

tc~?~ra~urc. ~r~brew Lniversity, Jerusalem. 
: :~ . .;, 19.9-530. 
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*Entirely chnrts and tables. I.er•f?nds in Hebrew and 
r}lelish. Data for all stations.,for the obnervntion 
period to 1965 include temperatures for soil and air. 

Jl. *Ashbel, IJ. 
~~1967 *Frcr;ucncies of tcm:~crature thrc~holds (hours 

per nonth) and mn.:d.Jaum ninir.1l.lr.'l craphs. 
·l'f.Iicbre'.·r University, ,rcrusalcm. Unpp,ged. 

.3 2. -!:· ___ _ 

-t:·i:un;erous charts ;.nd tables. ·:~xt in .n;:lish and Hebrew. 
Contains gr;tphs of daily me:m, r.-:a.xi.-:m:.i <!nd ::1ini.nu.":'l and 
tables of frc'lucncies for varyin[; periods at approxirn<~tel:r 
100 listed st.:-~tion~ nostly in Isr:tel, ~nd a fm-1 in 
:Urkey, :-)yria, Iraq, and L.!b.:mon • 

;:-· )oP"o • - t r .. .. • +"" , ~ 'ra · t ( ''""\ "'I. •r • .,..,.J.n u..'1C ..-!10;. 1!1 v,.e .. ~a!' . '-•·-' , 1 :.l. r.CJ, 
T . ., • ? ' ,. " _,. 1 d 
...!'.:1\!, .)jTla, J...C:><:mon, c.~or·Gan, .;.sr~~·~ nn 
.. t) 1"'7- ·9'7 .... ' 'Jn' T 1 •'.Q/P c.:. )-.L. u • ···::c:~rcu · ~v. ..cruse. en. 
::c;. 20. 7-1.04. 

-!~Contains, in addition to the :1:dn t<tblc~, thn a.uthor 's 
isohj·etn.l n~r> of annual rtin.f"all :md :""..nou in the t:ear 
;~~st, cr~phs (in pocket) of annual rainfall for indivi
dun.l years and of lonr; terr.t trends at ~tn.tion~ in the 
vo.rious countries, a statio:1 index uith the nunber of 
stations rn.ngi."'lg from 1 in Jordan to 63 in Turkey. 
The :nnin tables eive oonthl.v and annual norms of rainfall 
and of numbers of rainy da~ts in 'I'urke:r a."'ld :::onthly and 
annual rainfall for individunl :rears in the· other countries. 

33. *.'~ustralin, Jureau of !-leteorolor,y 
*1969 ~:-Tropical cyclones in the :.orthern •• ustralian 

regions, 1966-67 season. ·n~e as author, 
:-elbourne. 77 p. XGA 21.3-456. 

*7he areas of responsibility of i:.he 3 Tropical G-Jclone 
·\!amine Centers at Darwin (norther ~cion), :.Jrisbane 
( Nort !'tea stern ?.eeion) and Perth (llortlxwe stern Region ) 
are listed, the 3 classes of tropjcal disturbances are 
defined, and the code used in the catalog identifica
tion is Given in the introduction. The 3 parts, one for 
each center, contain lists or tropical disturbances, 
general discussion, and ev~luation of aids to develop
~ent and ~~vements. Case histories are included 
i~ which developoent; :eatures of the track; rainfall 
floodi."lg and flood da.-nage; ~rinds and \·ti."'ld da.-nage; and 
sea, $:ell, storm surges; ~~d related carnaGe are dis
cussed. Tracks of cyclones in each of the 3 reGions 
are shown on maps. 
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1
:.: :tr: • .:.i.;l., ::,~FC/:J.i..vision of ;·etcorolor:ical Physic~> 

~;~')(')~' ·::.\.rmu.J.l. report, 196~-l(J(,{;. i:·:.:.arne :ta 

.J.ut.hor, ;.:elbourne. ?..l~ p. ;.:•'}A l') .1-45. 
" ;:l:::::,:.r·::.~:s activities in dynanic :md :::;~·nortic netcoro

:c~·,.·, '-!;);;cr at:::osphere studies, ::.icrometeorolor.::y and 
·~v;~~Jo!·~~tlon, ar,riculturnl meteoroloGY, radiation, etc. 

-::_\:r~j~:~~ll: .. , =~·c:iG.rt:-::er~t of :Jational ~Jcvel0pr.1ent 

·, ~··· :. ~·-~rface ~·rJ.ter resou!·cr.s. ·:<.~u·;trali.J., :Jep.J.rt-
: .ent of :Jat.ionn.l .;e;,ource::>, :.J~rtlney. 

•·. :t,;,J r.e· .. 1 :::a;), at a ~;cale of 1 inch to 95 miles, and 
.•cco:-.;v...:.:·ln~~ ::ooklet, replace thr. 1()55 infornn.tion on 
::·.~:..n::-'c'.: s::sLer:1s. Lines .1.nd colors indic::te aver,..lr.;e 
'lr.n~~:'..l :·:..:.n-o.::, over the continent much in the sane >'fay 
~-·'""':~· .. 

3

,_·:..~~ ::.:'c 1lGCd on r~·-inf,1.ll r.:;!f'l~. ~~~a!1 of hi.::1t 
. · . :. _, .:' ;· c,):-; ~. r:. st. sh:t:-:; l:: u it:: . "t'~i L c !' !. he con 1.. ~:l•mt 
<;';.·:· ....• c;1 !.o.JS:> t.~::..1 :::~1.!.' LU'l j~~r.:: ci' ~:.c rninft:ll ..-~~;Jc:•.rs 
.. ; .;::.;:'::~·:: ::'lo'.·: .in un ~ver~r.c year. :;:;uri in con~iuncL::.o:1 

).'~~:~ --· r~:~:lf;.tll ::1.:&.!), t.!te :1~~~ ~heet ca"1 indicate nr)~)roxi
·---~~~-.. ~: ... !:o:.; ~1~c!1 of th~ r~inf~ll ~~:1s :.nto ~trc:....:1s .in 
c:::: :·:.:-"~~ of ;,ust:rnlin. Een:rly ;tll the 1~cst, reprcsr.ntL'1C 
~· J .:~ ·.<· : o:' :,astralin '~ total r:! _!:.fall-; r..:turns to the 
. ~---·~ :;-,;,•)rc a:~ evaporation and tr,.J.:·~irat:..on i'ror:: pl.:.mts. 

'i ,- ' i ht '"'' ~ 'ro ·~ )nth ·.:..:":'::?OS.l.'.l."t. On ( rOU[; o •\,jt.H.'W ~.on_zrcss, I. ,, 

~'clbourne, J..967, ::aport. i~ \,tstrali~, 
:~irec~or of ~ eteoroloc;:.r' : .clbourne 0 71 p. 

· .. ·:--::;·:"':·:: (:e3.: wi.th econor.1ic .:l3!1ects, effects on livestock, 
~::-.:L~_:::t. :-.::d ::lunts, clrou:!'lt ar.:el:i.oration, <>.nd drou,:!-lt 
.:L;:>·:.:>~~;:-:£:::~ ~:.· ;;~:tti.sticetl .~l11:lJ.:.·;,is cf :·ai:1fu.~.l. 

\_:l:.~~} of -·{:;r,t 

. .. .. .. """, ..: .. ~· ·-· ..... ...... __ , ~\. 

~~~·i::cipal desert ro~ds of . i::fpt 
:. :2' 750' ceo). ·::.,ut.:Y-:obilc Sl:l!; 

( :>c.J.le 

· -~ ·J: -:: ... __:-:; :~c evolut::.on o.: t!:e ::;ul;:' of ,~den. 
1·::1~. :-;..:!olocic.-.. 1 Co!lc;ress, =::>rd, ?ra[:ue, 196~, 

.. e:~or:., .;ect..:.on 1. :~occedinr·s 1: 125-131, .. 
-~<l:scusscs 7ertiarJ rift, possible drifting of Arabia 
~:.::.! .3c:--:al.::!.la.."1d, sir.cilar Jurassic-cretaceous structure. 

CEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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39. *3abayev, Ä.G./et al 
•"■1965"    ^sasic problems in the study and development 

of desert territories of the UCJ.'lR,  -Soviet 
Geography: Review « Translation 9(6): 430-443. 

«•Lack of water and shifting sand are the principal de- 
ve?.opment obstacles. An interagency research council 
under the ..cademy of Sciences USSR and the present 
specialized desert journal were established in 1967 
to coordinate Soviet desert research and publish its 
basic results. 

40. ^Bagirov, B.3, 
*1967    *A new drink fromYandak and green tea 

extracts as a nutritive medium for replacing 
water loss in hot climates (translated titleJ. 
«Gigiyena i Sanitariya 9i 114-116. CH3 25:138. 

*Dince fluid and electrolyte imbalance are grave problems 
at plants in Turkiütnia, a beverage containing green tea 
and Yandak (Alhagi pesarum) extracts was tested on 
volunteers. Yandak is a legume, grovs well in hot 
places perenially, and contains significant quantities 
of tanr.ic acid, soluble silicon compounds, glucosides, 
flavin groups, and vitamins A, C, and K. The physio- 
logical responses of the test group were compared to those 
of a group receiving only water. The tea prevented 
significant rises in body temperature and even lowered 
it in a few cases. The test group desired to drink 
less than the control group, liked tha t;.ste of this 
beverage, and water loss in the test group was 600 gm/da 
less than in the water drinking group. A following 
experiment revealed that when volunteers drank a 
solution of 2% green tea and 0.17^ Yandak, blood pressure 
remained closer to normal and pulse rate did not rise 
to the extent it did in the control group when both 
groups perform labor after drinking. 

41. «Tahl, 3.K. 
*1967   ^Control of evaporation from soil. In Symposium 

on water evaporation control, Poono, 1962, 
Proceedings, p. 257-259. '""Unesco South 
/.sia 3ci. Coop. Office/Indian Council 3ci. 
Indus. Res, Hew Delhi. XO-A 20.7-359. 

**The evaporation control from the moist surfaces of a 
number of typical Indian soils by the spreading of 
xuoncmolecular films of cetyl alcohol and stearyl 
alcohol was investigated. The experimental arrange- 
ment and the procedure for computing evaporation 
are described. Black cotton soil shows the highest 
percentage of evaporation control, next comes Delhi 
alluvium, and, lastly, sand. 
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I 42. "EJailey, 
#1966    -Climate of southern California. *Univ. Calif, 

Pross, Berkeley. (California ."Jatural Mistory 
Cuide, 17). MC 4 13.4-^3(1. 

*H description of the geographic setting, land f< . , and 
air flow, followed by discussion of the 5 clinat_ regions, 
including high and low desert climates.  Droughts are 
treated as problem in applied climatology. It is 
concluded that rainfall has gradually declined in southern 
California, u^d that a drought of major magnitude has 
taken ;lace in the last 20 years. 

43. Kiaile^, '..:;./.ice, 4.."'.. 
*1969    i;C'il slippage: an indicator of elope insta- 

bility on chaparral watersheds of Southern 
California.  "Professional jeographcr 
T; f i \ .   i in   i 77 

44. ';:Cant.a,   ....1,/Tanner, ".'.'./. 
";cl?64 ";:*'v brief historical resume of horpetological 

studies in the Great basin of the western 
United states.     I:  The reptiles.    *0rcat 
Basin "aturalist 24(2): 37-57. 

45. ""Barrett, i.. C. 
^•1967 *2aja California II, 1535-1964.    * biblio- 

graphy of historical, geographical and sci- 
entific literature relating to the penin- 
sula o1' Baja California and to the adjacent 
islands in the Gulf of California and the 
Pacific Ocean.     KWeste":->lore  Press,  Los 
Angeles,  California.    ^50 p. 

*Incluues a chronological index to books I and II, 

U6.    -«-Bartholomew, J. and Son, Ltd. 
■*196?        «Middle East.    Rev, ed.    --Bartholomew and 

Son, Ltd., Edinburgh. 
*This map, at a scale of 1:U,000,00U, shows routes, 
railways, oil pipe lines, boundaries,  sand deserts, 
salt marsh and escarpment.    Inset:  Southern Arabia. 

U7-   *--• 
-*l?68a     -»-Israel with Jordan.    -«-Bartholomew and Son, 

Ltd., Edinburgh. 
-«This map, at a scale of 1:2$0,000, shows boundaries, 
roads, railwajs, airports, cease-fire Line, armistice 
line, physical features, oil pipe lines and ancient 
sites.    Insets:  Israel military administration, Israel, 
/addle East. 
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l|6.    ^Bartholomew, J.  ;ind Son, Lid. 
*1960b      *Norl.li-east Africa.    itev. ed.     -Bartholomew 

nnd Son,  Ltd., Fdinburph. 
"Tliia map,  at a scale of 1:!?',000,1)00,  shows boundaries, 
roads, railways, airports, canals, oil pipo lines, 
physical  features and spot elevations.    Insets:   Nile 
Delta and Suez. 

1*9. * - 
*i$6bc  «North-west Africa, -«'tartholomow and Son, 

Ltd., Edinburgh. 
■"i'liis map, at a scale of 1:5,000,000, shows roads, 
railways, boundaries, airports, oil pipe lines, sand 
dune areas, ,*irch and flood area«, salt areas, and 
spot elevations. Insets: Cape ^:rcie Islands, Asension, 
St. Helena, and Azores. 

50. «Beadle, N.C.'J. 
«1968   *Some aspects of the ecology and physiolo/^y of 

Australian xeroinorphic plants. «Australian 
Journal of Science 39(9): 34B-355. 

51. «Seals, E.W. 
#1960   -»Spatial pattern of shrub3 on a desert plain in 

Ethiopia. «Ecology 49: 744-746. 
•«The distribution of t he shrub Cadaba rotundifolia on 
a sandy plain showed a complex pattern which anprently 
included a trend towards aggregation, and within areas 
of higher density a strong trend towards rerularity. 
The latter may result from competition for water, and 
the former from seed dispersal. Of the various methods 
of analyzing departure from randomness, the ratio, 
observed variance to expected variance, and the index 
of dispersion associated with it, were the most sensi- 
tive, 

52. *3eard, J.S. 
♦1968   «Drought effects in the Gibson Desert. 

«Royal Society West. Australia, Journal and 
Proceedings 51(2): 39-50. Map. 

«On a recent expedition through part of the Gibson Desert 
and adjacent areas it was observed that most of the 
vegetation had been severely affected by drought 
during some recent period, with widespread death and 
dieback. regeneration had since taken place. Brief 
details of the principal vegetation types and of the 
effects of drought are given. The latter are shown not 

I   * to have been caused by fire and are traced to three 
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years of drought in 1961-1964. It is suggested that 
infrequent severe droughts cause cyclic death and 
regeneration in thess arid areas, producing more or 
less even-aged stands. The text includes descriptions 

I of the following land forms : l) sand dunes, 2) sand 
I plains, 3) mulga, 4) mul/ra parkland. 

| 53. *Beatley, J.C. 
| «1967   «Survival of winter annuals in the northern 

Ibjave Desert. «Ecology 40(5): 745-750. 
| liGA 19.6-429. 
I «Following early autumn germination in ibjave Desert 
j winter annual populations in southern Nevada, 1963-64, 
| there was 38 percent survival to maturity. Death 

occurred in early spring at the time of shift from the 
| slow vegetative growth of winter to the beginning of 

stem elongation. Despite no marked precipitation 
j deficiencies during the 7-8 month growing season, 

mortality apparently resulted from inadequate soil 
moisture to meet the demands of all seedlings at the 

[ point in the life cycle of a many-fold increase in 
I plant volume. 

| 54. *  
I «1969   «Dependence of desert rodents on winter 

annuals and precipitation. «Ecology 50(4): 
721-724. 

«Winter annual parameters, postreproduction rodent 
densities, and precipitation were recorded over 5 
consecutive years on 15 sites in Jackass Flats, southern 

! Nevada. It is concluded that occurrence and failure 
of reproduction in desert rodents are correlated with the 
presence and •bsence of winter annuals in the environ- 
ment. The data suggest that dietary water (and vitamins), 
available in winter annual vegetation prior to or at 
time of onset of the breeding season, are requirements 
in the physiology of reproduction of heteromyid species. 

55.    «Beaumont, P, 
*1968 *A climatological traverse from the Caspian 

Sea to the watershed of the Elburz Mountains, 
Iran.    «Weather 23(12): 515-517.    MBA 20.11-375. 

«The elburz Mountains represent an unusually sharp climatic 
barrier zone.    To the south is one of the driest salt 
deserts of the world.    To the north is a wet area with 
dense deciduous forest on the lower mountain slopes and 
intensive rice cultivation on the plains.    A traverse 
was made on June 12, 1967, with recordings taken at 
one-mile intervals using a whirling psychrometer 
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from a vehicle moving at 20 mph. The run began on the 
shore of the Caspian Sea at 1200 hr and finished at the 
watershed of the Elburz Mountains at about 1500 hr, a 
distance of 81 mi with an ascent of 3000 m. The results 
are shown graphically and briefly discussed. 

56. *Beaumont, P. 
*1968   «The road to Jei-icho: a climatological traverse 

across the Dead Sea lowland. «Geography 
53(2): 170-174. 

«The road from Jerusalem to Jericho gives evidence 
of the very considerable environmental differences 
which existed between adjacent parts of the Jordan 
Valley, that express the clear effect of altitudinal 
differences on local climate variations. 

en   #____ ____ 

*1968   «Salt weathering on the margin of the Gr?at 
Kavir, Iran. *Geol soc. Amer., Bulletin 
79(11): 1683-1684. BIGENA 32(12) E68-16655. 

♦Part of the fine-grained material characteristic 
of the outer margin of the Great Kavir central basin 
may have formed as a result of saline weathering of 
larger-sized pebbles under alternating wet and dry 
conditions in the surrounding piedmont zone. 

58. «Bechara, A. 
*1967   «Regionalplanung in der Vereinigten Arabischen 

Republik (Regional planning in the United 
Arab Republic). «Petermanns Geographische 
Mitteilungen lll(l): 19-22. Maps. 

*A survey of economic planning in the UAR, especially 
on the regional plan of 1963 for the Aswan district. 
The author believes that such planning for the whole 
country would be advantageous, and to that end 
proposes tc create 7 macro-divisions: Faiyum, Eastern 
Desert, Sinai, southern Western Desert, northern Western 
Desert, Nile Valley, and the Delta, and further to 
sub-divide t.iese into 24 meso-regions. English Summary 
P. 19. 

59. «Beck, D.E./Allred, D.M. 
♦1966   «Tingidae, Ifeididae (Berytidae) and Pentatomidae 

of the Nevada test site. Great Basin Natur- 
alist 26(1/2): 9-16.  BA (50) 61653. 

«This report is another in the continuing series of 
publications concerned with the results of ecological 
observations of fauna at the U.S. Atomic Energy Com- 
mission Nevada Test Site. The data are arranged in 
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tabular form. Five tin^ids were collected, all 
nw records for Nevada. As a group, the Neididae 
(Berytldae) were widely distributed over the test 
site ty 3 species. Jalysus wickhami Van Duaee was the 
most abundant especially on 3 species of Eriogonum. 
Of the Pentatomidae, the most commonly encountered 
species, Chlorochroa sayi Stal, had a wide geographic 
and seasonal distribution of 8 pentatomids collected, 

60. *Beck, D.E./Allred, D.M. 
«1968   «Faunistic inventory: BYU (Brigham Young 

University) ecological studies at the Nevada 
Test Site (invertebrates, vertebrates). 

«Great Basin Naturalist 28(3): 132-141. 
BA (pO) 118800. 

«The Nevada Test Site is located in the southeastern 
part of Itye County, Nevada. It is about 70 miles 
northwest of Las Vegas, just north of the Las Vegas- 
Tonopah Highway (U.S. 95). The test site is divided in 
almost equal north-south halves by a biotic line of 
demarcation with the Great Basin Province to the north 
and the Mojave Deseit to the south. At the southwestern 
edge of the site near Forty-mile Canyon the elevation 
is approximately 2800 ft. At Rainier Mesa in the north- 
central region, the elevation is 7694 feet, with some of 
the surrounding mountains reaching slightly above this 
level. Practically all portions of the test site were 
visited and some surveys conducted. However, the major 
portions of the site where systematic year-around 
surveys were made are the lowland desert valleys basins, 
playas, and foothills. The main objective of the 
research projects was to make a faunistic inventory 
of the test site. The test site was surveyed to deter- 
mine plant communities characteristic of the areas of 
our studies. 

61. «Beck, D.E./Allred, D.IU/DesDain, W.J. 
«196?   «Predaceous-scavenger ants in Utah, «Great 

Basin Naturalist 27(2): 67-78. BA (50) 61647. 
«A summary of data accumulated over the years of field 
surveys on the predaceous activities of ants preying 
on a live animal or one recently killed, based on the 
trapping of small rodents for parasitic arthropods. 
The literature is reviewed with pertinent comments 
added where significant. Species of ants, collecting 
data and prey are tabulated. Of the 126 kinds of ants 
known for Utah, the authors list k2 kinds representing 
41 species in 17 genera. Six species were found only in 
the Great Basin, 14 in the Colorado River Drainage 
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Basin, and 24 were generally distributed in both 
basins. Of the approximate 126 kinds of ants previously 
reported, 19 have been found by this study to be 
predaceous-scavengers. There is little evidence that 
any of the ants observed in this study were prey- 

l specific in their association. 

I 62. »Belyayev, N.A. 
I »1968   »Industrial development of the desert of west 

Turkmenia. »Soviet Geograühy: Review and 
Translation 9(6): 511-519, 

»A review of industrial development of West Turkmenia, 
with emphasis on the expansion of the oil, gas and 
chemical industries, the growth of population and 
urban construction, and the water-supply problem. 

63. *Ben-Arieh, Y. 
»1969   »Pits and caves in the Shephelah of Israel 

compared with similar pits in East Anglia. 
«Geography 54(2): 186-192. Tap. 

64. *Benham, A.D. 
•»1968   »Estimation of effective rainfall in the 

design and operation of irrigation schenes. 
»UN Econ. Com.Asia Far East, Water Resources 
Series 34: 131-134. MGA 20.8-442. 

»Effective rainfall is defined as the rainfall left 
to meet the consumptive requirements of a crop after 
losses through evaporation from the plants, percolation 
and surface runoff have taken place. This lecture 
discusses the various ways of assessing efiective 
rainfall and lists and discusses the empirical rules 
that have been formulated in the following countries 
of the ECAF2 region: Japan, Taiwan, Vietnam, Thailand, 
Burma, and India. Included also is a paragraph on 
U. S. practice. 

65. »Bennett, G.D./lfandorff, M.J./Hussain, S.A. 
»1968   »Electric analog studies of brine coning 

beneath fresh-water wells in the Punjab 
region, West Pakistan. »U.S. Geol. Survey, 
Water-Supply Paper 1608-J. 31 p. 
NBA 20.11-655. 

♦Graphical procedure developed by }brris Miskat to deal 
with the problem of water coning beneath an oil well 
was utilized to study the coning of brine or brackish 
water beneath a fresh-water well, supplied at equili- 
brium by uniform areal recharge. Applied to conditions 
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in the Punjab recion of West Pakistan, the results 
indicate that prospect3 are good for the development 
of wells capable of yielding fresh water above a stable 
cone in the underlying brine or brackish water. 

66. «Bennett, J.W., ed. 
*1966   «Social research in North American moisture- 

deficient regions. *Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sei., 
/Southwestern and Rocky 1-buntain Division,/ 
Committee on Desert and Arid Zones research, 
Contribution 9. 70 p. 

■»Contents: Do we need a sociology of arid regions? 
by C.E. Cleland; Deficit-creating influences for role 
performance and status acquisition in sparsely populated 
regions of the U.S., by C.F. Kraenzelj Ecology, econony 
and society in an agricultural region of the northern 
3reat Plains, by J.W. Bennett; The problem of drought 
perception, by T.F. Saarinenj and Technological conser- 
vatism in cattle ranching as an adaptive process, by 
T. J. Maloney. 

67. «Berdyyev, A.S. 
*1968   *Toxoplasmosis among wild vertebrates in 

Turkmen!a (translated title). «Akademiia 
Nauk Turkmenskoy SSR, Izvestiya, ser. BLolo- 
gichesJdkh Nauk 5": 82-85. CBE U0: 1$7. 

«Study of the serum of 486 wild vertebrates from the 
desert zone of Central Kara Kum and Central Kbpet 
Dagh in the complement fixation reaction with toxoplasma 
antigen showed that the following species carry toxo- 
plasma: the long-clawed ground squirrel (spermophilopsis 
leptodactylus). the samll five-toed .jerboa (All&ctaga 
elater). the great gerbil (Rhonbomvs pjBÜBMÜ» the 
red-tailed Libyan bird (Iferiones erythrourus). the 
Afghan pika (Ochotoma rufescens). the long-eared 
hedgehog (Hemiechinus auritus)7 the common sheltopusik 
(Ophisaurus apus). and Vormela peregusna. Wild animals 
in this area can serve as a natural reservoir of toxo- 
plasma and thus this part of the Turkmen SSR is a 
natural focus of toxoplasmosis. 

68, »Bessmertnyi, V.E. 
♦1968   *Khinicheskii metod bor'by s solontsevatost'yu 

takyrov (Chemical method of controlling 
alkaline takyr). *Izv Akad Nauk Turkm 
S3R ser Biol Nauk 2: 55-60. BA (51) 51742. 

«The application of 2500 kg/ha of gypsum improves the 
water properties of takyr (desert) soils, creates a 
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more favorable ratio of cation.; in the soil absorbing 
complex, lowers the alkalinity of the soil solution 
during leaching and has a positive secondary action 
on the washing out of the salts. 

6G.   *?ieurlen,   K. 
*1967 ttA estrutura geologica do nordeste do iirasil 

(Structural geology of northeastern F?r'j.zil). 
^Boletim Paranaense de Gccciencia 26; -°2-23. 
(Abstr.) 

70. *Fiiswas, A.3. 
*1966    *A note on certain sand dunes from the 

Kaliana area, iahcndr.igarh district, Punjab. 
*India, Geological Survey, .lecords ()U(2): 
221-228.  FIGÜNA 32(10) [d6ß-13073. 

*vbrphological and micropetrological studies of certain 
sand dunes occurring in the Ilahana area of the !ahen~ 
dragarh district, Punjab were carried out. Three 
ty^es of Junes namely longitudinal, transverse, and 
barchans have been recognized in the area. The 
aeolian sands composing the dunes are of uniform size 
and are very well sorted having a coefficient of sorting 
below 2,0 and appear to have been deposited under uni- 
form conditions of wind, 'i'he sands are composed mainly 
of quartz with subordinate quantity of lelspar. The 
heavy mineral assemblage consists of magnetite, ilmenite, 
garnet, amphiboles, pyroxenes, epiaote, zoisite, 
micas, tourmaline, sillimanite, kyanite, monazite and 
zircon. 

71. *Blanc, P./Conrad, G. 
*1968    *Geochemical evolution of oued Saoura 

(northwestern Sahara) '.waters (translated 
title), *p.evue de Geographie Physique et 
de Geologie Eynamique 10(5)? 415-428. 
StfPJi 2(24) W69-I011U. 

*Geochemical evolution of streamflow waters in the 
northwestern Sahara were investigated on the basis of 
geocheraical, hydrologic and geologic data recorded in 
1965 and 1966. The study shows that in time of a 
flood, Saoura carries the waters of the Atlas mountains 
province, supports a narrow band of vegetation in the 
desert areas of the norwestc>rn Sahara, and carries 
soluble salts which concentrate at the extreme limit 
reached by the streamflow. Solid loads carried by 
streamflows consist of clays and sands and these loads 
do not modify the streambed morphology becanse of the 
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short-time periods associated with the flood high- 
water .'narks. Salt concentrations arc slowly dif- 
fused through the alluvium formations and water- 
bearing formations (aquifers) alon^: the whole 
course of Cued Saoura, especially in the Melah and 
Sebhet areas where large accumulations of halite, 
gypsum, and some carnallite are present. 

72. *boisvert, W.E. 
*1966    *Ocean currents in the Arabian Sea and northwest 

Indian Ocean. *U. 3. "aval Cceanographic 
Office, Special Publication 3P--92. MSA 
20.4-791. 

■»Presents data on surface currents and winds, ljcolanations 
are given on the monthly charts used to represent 
graphically the current and wind conditions of the area. 
The basic surface current data in each 1* quadrangle 
were tabulated by direction to rt points of the compass. 
The wind data were obtained from British, German, 
Netherlands, and U. S. sources, '.find roses give relative 
requencies of selected wind speed categories by direc- 

tion. 

73. *Bollen,  J.B./lJiohikawa,  3. 
*1968 *Syst-jmatic description and key to strepto- 

myces isolants from Chile,  Ifexico and Arizona 
desert soils.    Progress Report.  *Calif. 
Inst.  Tech.,  Pasadena,/Jet Propulsion Labor- 
atory/Oregon State University,  Corvallis. 
NASA-CR-96470,   Contracts NAS7-100,   JPL-950783. 
100 p. STAR 6(20) 1168-33066. 

*1969 -»Systematic description and key to streptomyces 
isolants from Chile,  Arizona and Antarctica 
desert soils.    *Calif.  Inst. Tech.,  Pasadena,/ 
Jet Propulsion laboratory/Oregon State Univer- 
sity,  Corvallis.    IIASA-CR-100445,  Contracts 
MAS7-100,   JPL-950783.    215 P.  STAR 7(10) 
N69-21223. 

*Sixty-seven isolants from Chile,  Arizona, and Antarctica 
desert soils have been examjied.    Of these, 37 have been 
identified; 9 were cultured on the various media but 
these could not be classified and were designated 
"indeterminate", 20 could not be subcultured from the 
original slants.    With the exception of 2, non-sporu- 
lating cultures, all the streptemycete cultures iso- 
lated from the Antarctica desert 3oil were identified 
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as Streptemyce3 longis, »roflavus. The non-spomla- 
ting cultures nay be variants of 3.  lonr.ipperoflavus 
as their colony characteristics are similar to other 
cultures which have been identified as 3. longispero- 
flavus. 

75. *l!ond, It. D. 
#196? *Vfater repellent sands. *;Int. Congress Soil 

Science, 9th, Adelaide, Australia, Transac- 
tions 1: 339-347. SURA 3(6) YJ70-02A40. 

*This paper reports field investigations of water 
repellent sandy soils in South Australia. In arid 
or semiarid lands where soil moisture for plant growth 
is alre-dy limited by the climate, soils of a water 
repellent nature cause further difficulties in even 
infiltration of the limited rainfall and subsequent 
uneven germination and poor growth of range and 
pasture grasses. Water repellcnce is caused by or- 
ganic coatinrs which prevent water films from spreading 
over soil particles since the advancing contact 
angle of wetting with water is frequently greater than 
90 degrees, Observations showed that the degree of 
water repellence varied with type and age of plant 
cover. 

76. *Bond, T.E. 
*1967   Microclimate and livestock performance in 

hot climates. *'Araer. Assoc Adv. Sei., 
Publication 86: 207-220. 

■^Indicates how animal performance and some of the factors 
of the microclimate are related. It is shown that 
animal performance can often be influenced by one or 
several of the microclimatic factors discussed. !!o 
single index accurately describes the microclimate of 
an animal, and care must be exercised in assessing the 
environmental conditions surrounding an animal. 

77. *3orisenko, V.A. 
*1967   ■"'New occurrences of steppe pika in Kustanay 

district (translated title). "*vbskovskoye 
Obshchestvo Ispytateley Prirody, Otdel 
Biologicheskiy, 3yulleten• 72(3): 125. 
CBE 23: 84. 

■»The steppe pika (Ochotona pusilla) was discovered 
during field v/ork in the steppes of Kustanay district 
in the period of 1962-1965. Although its presence in 
this area had not been verified previously, excrement, 
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burrows, and tracks were found in bru3h and scrub 
Growths at several points from 100 km northwest to 
50 kn southeast of Naurzum. This evidence indicates 
that steppe pika has been spreading northward in 
recent years. 

78. *Dori30V, A.A. 
*1967   «KLimaty 3S3R (C -nates of the USSR). 

■"■Izdatvo Prosves  enie, Moscow. 294 p. 
MCA 19.6-8. 

*This third ed. contains new material and an additional 
chapter on the variations and fluctuations of climate 
in the territory of the U. 3.S.R. during ecological 
tine. Contents: a brief historical account of climatic 
studies in the U.3.5.R. since the 18th century and 
accounts of the climate of Russia in earlier periods; 
an examination of the factors producing the general 
climate of the U. S.S.R., namely: the radiation regime, 
the general circulation conditions and the moisture 
cycle; the characteristics of tho individual climatic 
elements over the U.S.3.R. including atmospheric and 
soil temperature, atmospheric moisture (absolute and 
relative humidity), cloudiness and solar radiation, 
precipitation, evaporation and potential evaporation, 
snow cover, and the general climate of the U,3.S.R.; 
the classification of the U.S.3.R. into climatic regions. 
The book contains extensive climatic data presented in 
the form of tables, graphs and maps. 

79. *3orn, !•:. 
*1967   *"Anbauforaen an der agronomischen Trocken- 

grenze "ordostafrikas. *CJeographische 
Zeitschrift 55(4) 243-278. tops. 

*The Red Sea Hill3 are a marginal area in which an 
impressive expansion of teras-cultivation as well 
as flush-irrigation has taken place. But, with the 
exception of the southern fringe, the Red Sea Hills 
can offer only a limited scope for a permanent seden- 
tary agriculture. Much of the present expansion of 
cultivation is due to the basic problems of the 
camel-nomadism of this area and can not yet be consi- 
dered a stable foundation for the future. For the 
problem areas of the Red Sea Hills there does not seem 
to be an alternative solution but the numerical 
restriction of herds or the depopulation of the tribal 
lands, ä-iglish summary, p. 276-277. 
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80. *Borod'ko, S.L. 
*1968   ^Current status of experimental studies of 

coccidioidomy^^is prophylaxis (translated 
title). Zhurnal Mkrobiologii, Epidemiologii 
i Immunobiologii 1: 98-100, CDE 28: 152. 

■"■A laboratory rat can develop a resistance to the disease, 
but the fungus is retained in the body for a lone tine. 
A killed vaccine has produced resistance in mice, saving 
50—70/i of the animals. The fungus was found in the 
organs of the surviving animals, however. Animals that 

[ survive an intraperitoneal dose of fungus are insuffi- 
ciently protected against the same or smaller inhaled 

I dose. Aleksandrov and Gefen used the aerosol route in 
their experiments and found that immunized apes were 
protected from fatality, although they had well developed 
pulmonary coccidioidomycosis. An additional subcutaneous 
vaccination protected dogs aginst repeated aerosol 
infection. Heat killed, carbon tetrachloride inactivated, 
formolized and dried vaccines were tested and the 
formolized 0.5# artrospore vaccine proved to be the best. 
Administration of an attenuated vaccine increases 
resistance to subsequent infections. Both types of 
vaccine are being tested. 

81. ^Botswana, Geological Survey Department 
*1966   ^Provisional geological nap of Botswana 

(scale: 1/2,000,000). -»Botswana, 
Geological Survey Department, Lobatsi. 

82. *Boulos, L. 
*1§66   *A natural history study of Kurkur Oasis, 

Iibyan Desert, Sgypt. IV: The vegetation. 
*Postilla 100: 1-22. Maps. BA (48) 84069. 

83. *Bowie, J.E./et al. 
*1968   *Use of water riparian vegetation, Cottonwood 

Uash, Arizona. *U.S. Geol. Survey, Water 
Supply Paper 1858. 62 p. HGA 20.1-670. 

■»«The change in water use as a result of the modification 
of riparian vegetation was measured in Cottonwood 
Wash, Ibhave County, Ariz. A 4.1-mi length of the stream 
channel was selected and divided into a 2.6-mi upper 
reach and a 1.5-nd lower reach. Measurements of stream- 
flow, ground-water levels, vegetation, and meteorologi- 
cal phenomena in the area defined the use of water 
by riparian vegetation under natural hydrologic conditions. 
Subsequent defoliation and eradication of the vegetation 
in the lower reach permitted the determination of the 
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change in wr.ter use 03 a result of the modification. 
The computed average loss of water from the lower reach 
before modification was 80 acre-ft/groving season, a 
quantity which represented 18;^ of the average flow 
entering the re.\ch in the same period. The average 
loss after modification of the vegetation was 42 acre- 
ft/growing season, a quantity which represented 12,* 
of the average flow entering the reach in the same 
period. 

84. *L>ox, T.'.:. 
*1968    '"■P-ange resources of Somalia. #J, Ran^e 

ianagement 21(6)? 388-392. \\\  (50) 72136. 
^-Livestock production from native range lands is the most 
important agricultural enterprise in the 3omali Republic, 
"any areas described in the literature as desert are 
actually grassland savannahs, having a greater poten- 
tial than currently realized. Major problems are 
water, use of grazing systems, proper stocking, and 
application of range management principles. 

85. *Box, T.W./Powell, J./Drawe, D.L. 
*1967   ^Influence of fire on south Texas chaparral 

communities. ^Ecology 48(6): 955-961. 
^Experimental fall burning of south Texas chaparral 
communities significantly reduced canopy of all brush 
species in  untreated areas and in areas previously 
treated by roller chopping, shredding, and scalping. 
There was a significant reduction in lotebush 
(Cpndalia obtusifolio (Hook) Ueberb,), lycium (Lycium 
berlandieri Dunal.), and creeping mesquite (Prosopis 
raptans 3enth. var. cinarascens (Grau) Burkart), 
brasil (Condalia obovata Ibok.). and Mexican persimmon 
(Diospyros texana Scheele). The study substantiates 
the theory that fire suppressed brush on south Texas 
grasslands. 

86. «Boxhall, Pu 
♦I968 Way to tne liirzuk sand sea.    -»Geographical 

Magazine 41(2): 120-124.    Map, 
*Tripolitania and Fezzan,  Libya. 

87. *3oyer,  D.L./Sraith,  Jr.,  A.L. 
*1969 *An annotated climatological bibliography of 

India.    *U.  5.  Air Force,  Environmental 
Technical Applications Center, Washington, 
D.C., Report ETAC-TN-69-6.    61 p.    AIX-691 432. 

■"•Includes 141 climatological references, all post-1959. 
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88. »Boyko, II. 
#1967   *;iorae new methods in ecological climatogr;iphy 

and ecological hydrology. *3iometeorology 
2(2): 924-930. DA 49(1) 586. 

#A number of new methods are presented, as well as 
examples of practical applications: a vegetation map 
of tho Huleh region in Israel; examples of quantitative 
indications of groundwater fluctuations in oases 
by investigating the vegetation cover; and an example 
showing tho determination of the yearly water influx 
into these oases of V/adi Araba as a basis for recog- 
nizing their potential for settlements and land use 
in general, v/ithout endangering the natural equilibrium; 
plant sociological records showing the erratic features 
of desert climate and the various adaptations of plant 
species to this important factor of erratics. 

89. "Bradley, W.O. 
*196?   *!bme range, activity patterns, and ecology 

of the antelope ground squirrel in Southern 
Nevada. -»Southwest Naturalist 12(3)J 231-251. 
BA (51) 64701. 

*Live trapping data from the Desert Game üange in 
southern Nevada were used to determine the activity 
patterns and home range of the antelope ground squirrel, 
Citellus leucorus. Young ground squirrels appear above 
ground in the late summer. Few animals remained on the 
study area by the following spring. Above-ground 
activity occurs at that time of the day when temperatures 
are moderate. Live trapping data as indicated by the 
number of daily captures and average range of daily 
movements clearly suggest that temperature is a major 
factor influencing activity. Squirrels are largely 
inactive at temperatures below 10°C. and above 32s C, 
and are most active in Sept, a time when moderate 
temperatures occur throughout the day. The winter and 
early summer are periods of reduced activity as revealed 
by few captures and shorter average range of movements 
for daily and monthly periods. liome ranges by the 
greatest distance between captures method averaged 20.6 
acres as contrasted with an estimate of 14.9 acres by 
the minimum home range plus estimate method and eight 
acres by the distance between random points of capture 
method. 

90. *Brawer, K. 
#1968   *The geographical background of the Jordan 

water disput.;.  In C. A. Fisher, ed., Essays 
in political geography, p. 225-242. 

*Kethuen, London. !-"aps. 
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»One of the aspects of the Palestine problem is the 
Jordan water dispute. Israel has completed a project 
for withdrawal of large quantities of water from the 
river, while Syria has embarked on a project designed 
to cut off the headwaters of the Jordan. The dispute 
is basically a direct result of long-standing Arab- 
Israel hostility, and not a genuine clash of interests. 
The quantities of water in dispute seem very small 
when compared with those involved in other similar and 
recent disputes, for example that between Pakistan and 
India, or with the dimensions of water projects in other 
parts of the Mddle 3ast, for example, the I.'ile or the 
Tigris and Euphrates, but they are nevertheless of 
considerable importance in the region through which the 
Jordan runs. 

91. *Brokaw, A.L./Barosch, P.J. 
»1963 ■»Geologic man and sections of the Pdepeto;</n 

quadrangle, VJhite Pine County,  Nevada (1:24,000). 
■«■U.S.  Geol.  Survey,  Geological Quadrangle 

Map GQ-758.    ANAG (1969) 04210. 

92. *3rown, J.i:.M./De '.,'et, P.J. 
♦1967   *A survey of the occurrence of potentially 

harmful amounts of selenium in the vegetation 
of the Karoo. *Onderstepoort Journal of 
Verterinary ?.esearch 34(l)s 161-217. Taps. 
3A 49(15)80304. 

*The 3e content of the vegetation of the Karoo was investi- 
gated. Given suitable conditions numerous species of 
plants in this area can take up moderate amounts of the 
element. A classification of these plants on the basis 
of apparent 3e uptake was attempted. 

93. »Brown, R.'..'. 
»1968 »Two Libyan oases.    »Ibndo 4: 1-11. 
»Deals with Augila and I-arada. 

9/+. »Bryson, A.D./Baerreis, D.A. 
»1967   »Possibilities of major climatic modification 

and their implications: northwest India, a 
case for study. »American Meteorological 
Society, Bulletin 48(3;: 136-142. 

»On the basis of field observations and theoretical 
studies it is believed that the dense pall of local 
dust over northwestern India and V.'est Pakistan is a 
significant factor in the development of subsidence over 
the desert. Archeological evidence derived from the 
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northern portion of the desert within India suggests 
a pattern of intermittent occupation with the role of 
man being important in making the desert. As man has 
made the desert, so through surface stabilization can 
he reduce the dust and consequently modify the subsi- 
dence and precipitation patterns in the region. The 
social consequences of such climatic modification are 
briefly considered. 

95. *Bryssine, 0. 
*1966    '"'Contribution a l'etude dos sols du 3ud 

Ilarocain: (Sols de la region de Taouz et 
du ihl 'der Douziane) (A study on the soils 
in southern .torocco: Soils of the district 
of Taouz and the leider Jouziane), 
*A1 Awamia 20: 1-41. ?A  (50) %8IU>. 

■•The general soil development conditions in those pre- 
saharian regions, physical and chemical characteristics 
of a number of soil profiles and the nature of soil 
formation, and the effects of the wind and river floods 
in shaping the profiles are described. Among the 
agronomical problems are those of the formation of 
a hard and compact clayey crust interfering with crop 
development and of the occasionally high salinity of 
the soils. 

96. *Bryss.'jie, I. 
*1966   *Btudes sur la dynamique de la microflors de 

troie types de sols larocains (Study of 
microflora dynamics in three types of 
loroccan soil). *Cah liech /tgron 23: 1-189. 

*In a profile of the red sandy soil the maximal number 
of -izotobacter was found in the sandy layers while 
Closbridium were found in the clay layers. Lienitri- 
fying activity was concentrated in the clay layer and the 
bacterial activity of the carbon cycle took place at 
the bottom of the profile. In a profile of the brown 
soil Azotobacter bacteria were numerous at the surface 
but their number diminished with depth. The surface 
layers were also rich in Clostridium but their numbers 
dropped sharply below 120 cm of depth, i.'itrifying 
bacteria were numerous up to 60 cm of depth. Devitri- 
fication diminished with depth. Cellulolytic micro- 
organisms abound in the 1st 60 cm of the soil profile. 
In the profile of the heavy clay which was rich in 
Azotobacter and Clostridium up to a depth of CO cm 
nitrifying bacteria abounded up to a depth of 1 m. 
Denitrification was high throughout the profile and 
cellulolytic bacteria abounded throughout. The 
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microflora of these soils was more uniformly- 
distributed through the profile and throughout 
the year than in the 1st 2 soil types. The above 
conditions prevailed in winter at the time of 
maximal humidity. 

97. «Buol, S.W. 
«19^6   -»Soils of Arizona. -»Arizona Agric. 

'Experiment Station, Technical Bulletin 
171. 25 p. 

■«•Included is a soil association map which indi- 
cates the distribution of soils in the state. 
Each mapping unit is described briefly in general 
terms. No attempt is made to give detailed 
profile descriptions of the soils present. Charac- 
teristic series in each unit are named and their 
placement in the n->w classification system is given 
to inform the professional reader of the characteris- 
tics of the soils in the unit, 

98. «Busch, CD./Turner, Jr. P. 
*19^7   «Sprinkler irrigation with high salt- 

content water, Amer Soc Agr Eng Trans 
10(h): h9h-h9*.   BA ($o) 72179. 

«The 2-year study of sprinkling cotton with saline 
(31^0 ppm) water indicates daytime evaporation 
losses from sprinkling markedly affect both the Na 
content in plant leaves and the crop yield. The 
normal diurnal fluctuations plus problems of sprinkler 
adjustment suggest night sprinkling as a reasonable 
procedure for sprinkler irrigation where water is 
classified as poor in quality, 

99. "-3usch, F.L./Hudson, J.D. 
«19^9   «"round-water levels in Mev Mexico, 1967. 

«■New Mexico State Engineer, Easic Data Report. 
7 k p. Maps. 

100.    «Bush, P.D./Finke, J./Wilson, J.R. 
:-l>'3 -'Jesalinization-pover plant proves economically 

feasible,    «Ijnvironmental Science and 
Technology 2(4): U2-3-U3U-    RA (1.9) 113732. 
3VJRA 2(20) ^9-08295. 

«An evaluation of capital costs and potential cost 
variables reveals that the variables can affect the 
projected unit cost of water from dual-purpose plants 
by no more than If percent from best to worst conditions. 
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101. *Butzer, K.W./rwidale, C.H, 
#1966 "-Deserts in the past. In, *-.3. Hills, ed,, 

Arid lands: a geographic appraisal, 
p, 127-3 |U. tflethuen, London. 

-^Discussions of criteria of climatic change including 
lacustrine conditions, river terraces, palynology, 
sediments and fossil soils, dune forma, dendrochrono- 
logy, and archaeology. Emphasis is on pluvial 
periods of the Quaternary. 

1Ü2. •:;l,.utzer, l\„ iv./Hansen, C.L./Leigh, K. h,Jr./ Van Camf-o, ]„/ 
Gladfelter, B.G. 

*1968     -"Desert and river in Nubia. "Univ. Wisconsin 
Press, Madison. £6? p. HOA ?0.1-8. 

-"An account of the Yale Prehistoric Nubia Expedition of 
196P-63, encouraged by Unesco to document or remove the 
archeological wealth of the High Dam Reservoir upstream 
of Aswan, including; nilotic and wadi interrelationshipsj 
evolution of the Proto-Nile Basin into an integral part 
of the modern hydrogr&phic system; geomorpnic processes 
and landforms in an arid environment} prehistory of 
southern Egypt. 

1-3. «•Bytinski-oalz, H. 
^19^6   ^An annotated list of inspects and »lites 

introduced into Israel.  "-Isr J Entomol 
1: l$-hl. 

•«About 190 species of insects (Colc-optera, Diotera, 
hemiptera, Hyaenoptera, Lepidoptera, Orthoptera, 
rh/sanoptera) and taites are considered as introduced 
into Israel, most of them during the last half century. 
General remarks on the history of introductions, their 
origin, acclimatization and present economic status 
are followed by a detailed list in which it is endeavored 
to establish, as far as possible, the first date of intro- 
duction, the host, and spread within the country. 

104. *Cameron, U.E. 
#1969   ^Abundance of microflora in soils of desert 

regions. *Calif. Inst. Tech., Pasadena,/ 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 21 p. 
MA3A-CR-101127, JPL-T3-32-137G.  Contract 
HAS7-100. STAR 7(14) N'69-26316. 

«Surface soils were collected by aseptic techniques 
from cold, polar, hot volcanic, and high mountain 
deserts, and were analyzed for physical, chemical, and 
microbiological properties, .Soils showed a wide range 
of properties but were generally greyish, yellowish, 
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or brownish sands, low in organic natter and cation 
exchange capacity. There wore detectable concentrations 
of water-soluble ions, and pll values above 7.0, except 
in volcanic areas. Total microbial abundances ranged 
fron zero (undetectable) to more than 10 super 8 per 
gr;m of soil. Aerobic and nicroaerophillic bacteria 
were nost abundant, followed by algae and molds. The 
anaerobic bacteria were generally least abundant or 
undetectable. 

105. «Cameron, ::.U./:ilank, G, D./Gensel, D.R. 
*19/i6   «Desert soil collection at the JPL soil science 

laboratory« «Calif. Inst. Techn., Pasadena,/ 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Technical Report 
32-977. 53 p. EA 49(15) 80457. 

«Desert soils and other geologic materials collected from 
IOC sites in desert regions comprise the Desert Soil 
Collection» Approximately 400 samples were obtained 
from the surface to depths of 1 meter since 1961, 
primarily from arid and semi-arid regions in the United 
States, iiast of the samples are from California deserts. 
Additional samples were obtained from arid or semi-arid 
regions of Baja, California and Sonora, Ilexicc, several 
states of .j-^entina and Chile, and '.gypt, U.A.R, 
Descriptive information on the location and characteris- 
tics of the collection site, including photographs of the 
terrain and soil, are included. 

106. «Cameron, H./King, J./David, C. 
«1968   «Soil microbial and ecological studies in 

Southern Victoria land. «Antarctic Journal U.S. 
3(4): 121-123. 3A (50) 71757. 

♦Basic groups of microorganisms of extreme environments, 
with the emphasis on desert soils, were identified. 
The environmental parameters were correlated with the 
distribution, abundance, and kinds of microorganisms 
and their activities. 

107. "»Campbell, A.C. 

«1968   *The Central Kalahari Game Reserves. 
»African VJildlife 22(3): 191-198. DA (50) 79377. 

«The Central Kalahari Game Reserve, located in the middle 
of Botswanna in the eastern Kalahari Desert, is one of 
the largest and remotest game reserves in Africa. The 
entire reserve of 21,000 square miles is covered by 
sands varying in depth up to 300 ft. There is no surface 
water in the reserve except for several days in depressions 
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after heavy rains. Annual rainfall rarely anywhere 
exceeds 16 in. and often is less than 10 in. The country 
is mainly composed of low rolling dunes covered 
by open grassland, broken here and there by small clumps 
of thorn trees or by heavily wooded areas in some places. 
Travel is extraordinarily difficult ac there are no 
roads and the few tracks are passable only by 4-wheel drive 
vehicles. All water, fuel and other supplies must be 
carried by the traveller. A unique feature of the game 
reserve is its human population of .?ushmen varying in 
number from 1000 to 3000 at different times of the year, 
who have absolute rights to hunt, rhormous herds of 
migratory game were present until 1961 but since have 
been declining rapidly for no known reason. 

10S.    *Canavan,  ?. 
*1968 -»Geologists and their contribution to Australia. 

*Geol.  3oc.  Australia,  Journal 15(2): 163-174. 
BIGE0L33(4) 269-05C29. 

■^Historical evaluation, future programs,  prospects for 
development. 

109. «Candela,  B./et al. 
*196C #Large-volune-long distance fresh water trans- 

ferral as an alternate to desalination. 
•"■Hudson institute,  Sccnomic Development Studies 
Section,  :iI-923/2-P.    Groton-on-Hudson.    52 p. 
ihps. 

*A preliminary evaluation of technical and economic 
alternatives related to transfer of large quantities of 
Mississippi and Arkansas River waters over long dis- 
tances with significant changes in elevation to provide 
irrigation water to Texas,  Oklahoma,  New Mexico,  Arizona 
and the areas of Nevada,   Calif, and Mexico served by the 
Colorado River System. 

110. *Canizares, 0. 
*1965   ^Physical geography, its role in skin diseases 

in tropical America (human). *Dermatologia 
Internationalis 4(1): 34-37. 3A 49(17) 90644. 

^The 4 main types of climate of dermatologic interest in 
tropical America are the tropical rain forest, the 
tropical savanna, the desert, and the mountain climate. 
They have definite and different effects on the develop- 
ment and distribution of skin diseases, with each region 
presenting its own characteristic pattern. 



111. *Carr, J.T., Jr. 
*1967   #Climate .ad physiography of Texas, *Texas, 

Uater Development Hoard. Report 53. 27 p. 
MIA 19.1-317. 

*Aims to provide explanations of the large daily, seasonal, 
and annual variation in climatic parameters in the 
various sections of the State and to emphasize moisture 
sources and topography, the 2 most important factors 
affecting precipitation and temperature. Physiography 
and climate regimes in the various climatological sub- 
divisions 'jf Texas are examined in detail. Simplified 
explanation .:'* characteristic "summer drought" in east 
Texas and of the rainfall gradient along the Texas 
coast are offered. An attempt is made to explain how 
and \-r'ny mountains and scarps trigger the precipitation 
mechanisms and why plains, valleys, and plateaus do not. 
The decrease in rainfall resulting from a moisture 
bearing wind trajectory over the dry land in Mexico is 
apparent in the Stockton Plateau and Pecos Valley. 

112. *Carrodus, B.E./Specht, ILU/Jackman, U.E. 
■»'1965    *The vegetation of Koonamore Station, South 

Australia.      •''Royal Soc. 3o. Australia, 
Transactions 29: 41-52. BA (50) 90437. 

*A vegetation map of Koonamore Station in the arid zone of 
South Australia is presented, describing six vegetation 
forms or sub-forms (semi-arid mallee, arid scrub, low 
arid scrub, low arid woodland, shrub steppe, and ephemeral 
herb and grassland) and 15 plant associations for the 
Station. These are correlated with the landscaoe and 
soils on which they are found. Appended is a list 
showing the ecological distribution of 196 native and 
16 alien species recorded on the survey. 

113. *Chatterjee, S.P. 
ft1966 ^Progress in climatology in India.    *Tokyo 

Journal of climatology 3(1): 30-35.    MIA 
18.12-380. 

I *After noting that rainfall measurements were taken in 
India as early as the 4th century 3. C, this brief 
summary indicates the different aspects that have been 
studied by meteorologists, geographers, agriculturists 
and others, in the fields of surface climatology, 
upper air climatology, weather and climate, rainfall 
and runoff, climatic types, and climatic changes. 
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114. *Ch'en, Ching-sheng 
•1966 *Brief introduction to some basic knowledge on 

saline soils   (translated title).    *Ti Li 
1:  35-40.    Translation available CFSTI as 
AD-692  153. 

•Discusses salt content in salinized soils and its damage 
to crops, salinized soil formation in relation to natural 
conditions, and classification of salinized soils. 
Most plants cannot absorb water in salt solutions at an 
osmotic pressure of 6.8 atm.    The osmotic pressure in 
deserts in central Asia varies from 3.29 atm to 8-15 atm. 
Classifications have been made for the Ning-hsia region, 
in the Northwestern region, and in North China. 

115. *Chernenko, I.M. 
•1968 *The Aral Sea Problem and its solution. 

•Soviet Geography:  Review and Translation 
9(6):  489-492. 

*A hydrogeologist suggests that nine-tenths of the 
present stream flow into the Aral Sea can be diverted 
for other purposes without causing the sea to dry up. 
The diversion would cause the sea level to drop by 12 
meters, where it would stabilize because of a greater 
intake of sub-surface runoff resulting from an increased 
artesian pressure differential, and beoause the drain- 
ing of flooded shore areas and the drying UD of reed 
growths will make more water available through savings 
in evaporation and transpiration. 

116. *Christensen, E.M. 
*1967    »Bibliography of Ut*h botany and wildland 

conservation. Brigham  Young University 
Science Bulletin, Biological Series 9(1). 
136 p. 

•This bibliography includes articles on botany per se, 
biotic communities, range management, watershed manage- 
ment, forestry, recreational use of wildlands, and those 
aspects of zoology and wildlife management involving 
plant communities or habitat management. Most of the 
references are to scientific papers and theses, but 
selected semipopular and popular articles are included. 
References published by Dec. 31, 1964, are listed. 
The references are arranged alphabetically by author. 
A chronological arrangement follows the alphabetical 
listing. A general subject index based on the reference 
titles is also included. 
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117. »Christensen, E.M. 
•1967 »Bibliography of Utah botany and wildland con- 

servation, no. 2. »Utah Academy of Sciences, 
Arts and Letters, Proceedings 44(11): 545-566. 

»Brings the original bibliography up to date through 1964, 

118. »Church, R.J.H. 
•1968 »West Africa, a study of the environment and 

of man's use of it.    6th ed.    »Wiley, N. Y. 
543 p.    Maps. 

»Physical basis, resources and their development, and 
political divisions. 

119. »Cloudsley-Thompson, J.L. 
»1966 »Climate and fauna in the central and southern 

Sudan.    »Sudan Notes and Records 47:  127-136. 

12G, 
[ »1969    »The zoology of tropical Africa.  »Norton. 

355 p. 
»Brief accounts of the climate, zoogeography, soils, and 
vegetation of Africa. Includes discussions of migrations, 
irruptions, and rhythmic; behavior, and three chapters 
on various physiological and behavioral adaptations to 
heat. Ihe final chapter reviews the effect of the 
African environment on man and the ecological effect of 
man on Africa. An encyclopedic work, with original 
sources of all facts cited, serving as a valuable guide 
to literature as recent as 1967. 

121.  »Cluff, C.B. 
»1969    »A new method of installing plastic membranes. 

»US Department of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Research Service, ARS-41-147, p 86-93. 
SWRA 3(6)w70-02274. 

»Plastic liners can be successfully installed and 
covered in one operation.  The use of the plastic- 
laving chute on small ponds as described in this 
paper, or larger self-propelled plastic-laying 
spreaders on reservoirs, should result in a substan- 
tial savings in time and money over the more con- 
ventional methods of installing and covering' 
plastic. Although the amount of field seaming is in- 
creased, the effect of the inherent weakness in field 
seaminq is minimized by the ability to immediately 
cover the seam. The time required to make a seam in 
the field is reduced because the plastic is held in 
place by the soil cover. The chance of damage to 
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the film is greatly lessened since the protective 
earth cover is applied at the same time the plastic is 
laid down. This is of particular advantage with the 
use of plastic having a low puncture resistance, 
such as polyethylene. 

122. *Cobb, L.G. 
*1967    *The "El Nino" phenomenon and rainfall in 

Peru and Ecuador. In W.K. Henry et al,, 
Research on tropical rainfall patterns and 
associated mesoscale systems.  *U. S. 
Army Electronics Command, Ft. Monmouth, N. J., 
Technical Report ECOM-02313-S2: 87-103. 

*In The 'El Nino1 ohenomenon and rainfall in Peru and 
Ecuador, Cobb reports an excellent correlation between 
high sea temperatures (El Nino phenomena) and excessive 
rainfall. This correlation does not extend to the 
Andes highland. 

123. *Coetzee, CG. 
*1969    *The distribution of mammals in the Namib 

Desert and adjoining inland escarpment. 
♦Namib Desert Research Station, Scientific 
Papers 37/53: 23-36. 

I *The mammals of the Namib Desert and adjoining escarpment 
zone are listed under the different habitats they occur 

[ in: sand dunes, coastal hummocks, gravel plains, rocky 
outcrops and canyons, riverine growth. Their utiliza- 

I tion of these habitats and possible dispersion routes 
are discussed. 

i 
I 124. *Condon, R.W. 

*1968    'Estimation of grazing capacity on arid grazing 
lands. In G.A. Stewart, ed., Land evaluation, 
Papers of a CSIRO symposium organized in 
cooperation with UNESCO 26-31 August 1968. 
p. 112-124.  *Macmillan of Australia. 

*A method of estimating grazing capacity of arid lands is 
described. This requires the selection of a standard 

I land class for which the grazing capacity is known, or 
can be determined with reasonable accuracy; and the 
establishment of rating scales for the various factors 
which influence grazing capacity. The most important 
of these rating scales is average annual rainfall. 

\ 
\ 

125.  *Conrad, G./Geze, B./Paloc, H. 
*1967 »Observations sur des phenomenes karstiques 

et pseudo-karstiques du Sahara  (Observations 
on karstic and pseudo-karstic phenomena of the 
Sahara) .    *Revue Ge'oqr. Physique et de Geologie 

j Dynamiiue,  ser.  2,  9(5):   357-369.    Map. 
BIGENA 32(9)   E68-11726. 
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*The  limestone  forrr-it.'ions of the Sahara desert frequently 
show surface karst  tormss     clints   (Lapiez),  dolines 
(dayas),  and dry valleys.    Subsurface forms, potholes, 
caves,  and resurgences are more unusual.    Pseudo-karst 
features  occasionally develop in sandstones,  granites, 
rhyolitic or tracht >.c  lavas.    Most of these karst or 
pseudo-karst features are fossil and date  from the late 
Tertiary and Quaternary.    Their evolution apparently 
continues  in  the present. 

126. *Constantine, D.G, 
*1967 'Activity patterns of the Mexican free-tailed 

bat, "Univ., N. Mexico, Publ. Biol. 7: 8-79. 
DA (50) 67997. 

*The widespread distribution of rabies in the Mexican 
free-tailed bat and the occurrence of manv bat deaths 
at Carlsbad Cavern stimulated a study of virus-host 
relationships, requiring clarification of the activity 
pattern of this bat species, Darticularly in reference 
to Carlsbad Cavern. New techniques had to be developed 
to study the host. This paper emphasizes the ecoloqical 
nhaso of the investigation. Great numbers of adult 
bats were observed to die durina certain years at 
Carlsbad Cavern and at several bat caves in Texas. The 
deaths occurred at the onset of the fall miq.ation. 
Neither rabies nor insecticide could be credited as the 
cause. Morbidity was characterized by eoileptiforrn 
convulsions and at times by hemorrhaging in lur.qs and 
thorax. Examples of unfavorable weather influences were 
reviewed. Cases of rabies virus infection in Mexican 
free- liled bats at Carlsbad Cavern usually were relatively 
few.  .'ais species was found to live in certain Mexican 
caves uhat al3o shelter the vampire bat, which has been 
reported as a rabies carrier. 

127. 'Contreras, H.B. 
*1966    *Diseno d« un mapa evaporimetrico de Chile en 

base a radiacion solar (Plan for an evapo- 
rimetric map of Chile on the basis of solar 
radiation).  *An. Fac. Ouim. Farm 18: 338-344. 
BA (50) 56731. 

'Agreement was found for a linear relation between solar 
radiation and evaporation from Weather Bureau of 
Standards nans for selected points in Chile. By way 
of this linear relationship a monthly radiation map was 
converted into an evaporimetric man of Chile, between 
18°and 36*' South latitude. 
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128. «Cooley, M.E. 
*196ö -»Some notes on the Late Cenozoic drainage patterns 

in southeastern Arizona and southwestern fte 
Mexico.    «Arizona Geolopicai  Society, Tucson, 
Southern Arizona Guidebook 3:7ü-7ö.    ANAG (1969) 

(0235. 
«The development of the drainage in southeastern Arizona and 
southwestern New Mexico has been controlled and rodfied 
repeated]v by pulses of larpe-scale  faultinp, epeirogenic 
upwarpint* o^ subsidence, and volcanic activity.    As a 
result — in Late Cenozoic time, mainly during the Pliocene 
and Quaternary — a close relation exists between these 
events and the evolution of the Gila and  the Salt rtivers, 
which are the two main streams of the art.a.    This report 
presents <■; working hypothesis oT the drainage development 
based on regional trends in sediii.,snt si'/e and the associa- 
tion of the sedimer.tar.y  deposits with the volcanic rocks 
and geological structure,  coupled with about 1,10c measure- 
ments of imbrication of pebbles and  the direction of the 
dip of crocsbeds. 

129. "Cooper, JJ./John, !,.C. 
--■I960    --Geology and pxoundwater occurrence in south- 

eastern McKinley Gounty, New Mexico.  New 
Mexico State Zngineer, Technical Report 35. 
10b p. haps. 

13C    «Cowgili,  M, 
«1969 «'.Villeox llaya (Arizona).    ---Arizona iiighwavs 

U5(1C):2-11. 

131. «Cox, J.L. 
«1967    «Climate of the 1 ecos area. «b.S. v'eather Fureau, 

Space Operations Support Division, Spaceflight 
Meteorology Group, kl  p. <-;GA 19.b-h,Sh. 

«Discussion of seasonal variations that produce weather 
affecting this area in Texas and "ew Mexico. Includes sky 
cover, ceiling and visibility, surface winds, atmospheric 
temperature and relative humidity and precipitation. 

132. «Crabb, F. 
•»1966 ■::.Vater supplies in South Australia.    «Geography 

53(3)*2ö2-293.    Maps. 

133. «Craif;, A.K". 
-«i960 --Mar'.ne desert ecolj—   r: southerr. Peru. Vieri0,1 

Atlantic University,  Department of Jeo'Tarhy, 
bora ilaton,  Fiorina,  uc- vrart G\7. NCClli-K -A-C 32L- 
C'C'Cl,  "Final   ieport,   Reconnaissance phase." ,1.1 p. 
MG.A ?1.2-3U. 

«This rej ort contains preliminary res' Its of a reconnaissance 
conducted   jecember 1967-Fcbruary 196'> aiong 1 art of the south 
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central i cruvian coast between the .tio lisco and rtie lea. 
These data constitute the initial phase of a project invol- 
ving a general survey of marine desert ecology.    Broad 
objectives  include reconstruction of the late Fleistocene 
paleogesgraphic environment and assembly of land-based 
evidence  for previous  Peru Current deflections.     Contem- 
porary problems of human ecology are attacked aft r sys- 
tematic review and organization of existing literature on 
geology,  feoiuor; hologV; oceanography, climatology, botany, 
and archeology. 

Ijh.    «-Craig, A.K./i'suty,  N',1, 
--I960 «-Studies in marine desert ecology of southern Fsru. 

-Faracas Papers l(2)/Florida Atlantic University, 
Boca -iaton,  Department of Geography, occasional 
Papers 1,  for office of Naval Research,  Geography 
Branch,    196 p.    Maps. 

--■Reconnaissance work along part of the sou on-central Peruvian 
coast between Itio Fisco and  Üo lea. 

135. -"-Creasi, V.J./Boyer, D.L,/Smith, Jr., A.L, 
---I97O    *-A selected annotated bibliography of anvi ronmenta] 

studies of Israel (196C-1969). ■"•Environmental 
Technical Applications Center (Air Force), Wash- 
ington, D.C., aeport ETAC-TN-70-ii. 59 p. Avail- 
able CFJTI as AD-70S 199. 

-119 references to environmental studies concerning Israel, 
listed alpha;etically by author by y°ar. A subject index 
is included to facilitate use. Studies other than in 
English are annotated in the left margin by appropriate 
language designation. 

13*. -"-Czeratski, •*. 
-"I967    tt-Der Wasserhaushalt des Sandbodens (.Vater conser- 

vation of sandy soil). *-Landbauforsch Volken- 
rode 17(2):135-lu2. 

^-Experiments with the introduction of a plastic foil in 60 
centimeters depth did not succeedj a layer of asphalt was 
used. Investigations showed that the water supply for plants 
can be almost doubled by this artificial "hardpan-layer", 
with a consequent high increase of .yield. 

137.  -Damiano, A. 
-"1969    -«-Contributo alia conoscenza dell'entomofauna libica 

(Contribution to knowledge on Libyan entomofauna. 
-"TÜvista di Ar-ri coltura Subtropicale e Tropicale 
63(1/6):129«138. 

-"in this note, the author describes the principal parasites, 
observed from 1961 to 196G, which are harmful to the plants 
cultivated in Tripolitania. Considerable economic damage 
was caused by such phytophaga as the citrus fruit moth 
(Frays citri Mill.;, the owlet moth (Fandesma fugitiva Walk) 
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and the tussock moth t, üasama innota.ba Walk).    The latter 
hit the uarroo acacia, a plant usr>d for wind-breaks and 
boundaries,  particularly hard.    The parasites are listed 
in order and both host plant and geogra; hie distribution 
are indicated. 

138. «-Danilova, N.tf./Dubrovskii,  If.A. 
#1967 *Patogistologiya lcishmaniom u bol'shikh pes- 

chanok,  zarazivshikhsya v estestvennykh uslovi- 
yakh (Fathohistological leishmaniasis in gre.»t 

[ ?;erbils infected under natural conditions). 
I «Eiol Nauk 1C(11):26-30. 
I *-The development of leishmanioma in great gertils (,thorn- 

bomys opimus) in natural foci of skin leishmaniasis ir 
I southeastern Turkmenia occurs in several histological 
\ stages: the emergence of the infiltrate or the incubation 

period] the diffuse infiltrate; the infiltrate with necro- 
sis. Macroscopically they correspond to these stages: the 
absence of external signs of the disease; early forms of 
swelling (from barely noticeable swelling to well pronounced 
swelling)} and swelling covered by an incrustation. The 
development of leishmanioma is characterized by a slight 
degree of infection of the epithelium, the absence of an 
ulcer, and by the presence of parasites in all stag's of 
development of the infection. 

139. «Davenport, D.C./Hudson, J.P. 
■»■1967    ■«■Local advection ov:.r crops and fallow. 2: Meteor- 

ological observations arid Penman estimates alon? 
a 17 kilometer transect in the Sudan Gezira. 

^-Agricultural Meteorology, U(6) :li05-ltllj, KQA 
19.10-ii7C. 

-"uaily measurements of maxi, urn and minimum temperature, wind 
velocity, and vapor pressure were made at windward and lee- 
ward edges of selected cotton fields, interspersed amongst 
uncropped fields, in the -udan Oezira. Mean temperature, 
vapor pressure deficit and wind run were lower at the lee- 
ward than windward ed-es of the cotton.  At cc parable wind- 
ward sites, wind run per day and mean daily temperature 
decreased as the downwind distance from the most windward 
edge of the 17 kilometer transect increased.  Values of 
evaporation, calculated by  the 1enman formula from meteor- 
ological data au various sites, were reduced by the presence 
of upwind stretches of cotton. Negative bowen ratios indi- 
cated that advective conditions existed. 

liiC.    -«-Davies, J.A. 
^•1967 «Global radiation and reflection coefficients at 

Azraq in Jordan.    -"-Archiv für Meteorologie, 
Geophysik ur.d Eioklimatolordc,  3er.  B. 15(ü)S 

376-381».    MGA 19.6-291. 
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■Measurements of incoming and reflected global radiation at 
Azraq in the Jordan Itesert during April and Kay 1966 per- 
mitted the calculation of coefficients of atmospheric trans- 
mission and ground surface reflection, i-ost surfaces, 
except for basalt, showed a marked dependence of reflection 
upon solar elevation. Absorbed global radiation was calcu- 
lated for different surfaces in the area and estimates of 
the net radiation and potential ovapotranspiration were made. 

II4I. ---Davis, L.G./et al. 
*1968    «.feather modification experiments in Arizona. 

•«-Pennsylvania State University, Department of 
Meteorology, NSF Grant GA-777, Report 12A and 
Final rteport. 

---Data from a 5-year randomized seeding program in southern 
Arizona, which showed no significant change in rainfall with 
seeding, were reanalyzed with the application of the steady- 
state moael. i'he model is best used on indiviudal clouds 
rather t!v n a cloud population.  Data were stratified accord- 
ing to rainfall amounts and clouc top heights. Results 
showed that seeding should have produced significant increases 
in cloud top height and rainfall for shallow clouds, bu* 
no change in cloud top height and a decrease in rainfall for 
deep clouds.  These deductions may help to explain the 
inconclusive results frequently obtained from analyses of 
average precipitation increases from cumulus seeding. 

1U2. «Dawson, T.J./Denny, M.J.S. 
--1969    --A bioclimatalogical com] arison of the sunny day 

microenvironments of two species of arid-zone 
kangaroo. -»Ecology ^C( 2):326-332. 

Hi}.    «-Decker, .V.L. 
-»1967    «Potential evapotranspiration in humid and arid 

climates. In Conference on Evapotranspiration 
and Its rlole in .Jater Management, Chicago, 1966, 
Proceedings, p. 23-26. -"American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers. HAi»9( 19)98101. 

«Evaluates the concept of potential evapotranspiration and 
its relationship to va'ious climatic conditions. Attempts 
at measuring potential evapotranspiration from a growing 
plant canopy are valid only when water is abundant and 
unlimited in the soil profile. Estimations of evapotrans- 
piration potential from mean temperature and energy budget 
data are discussed. In semiarid and arid regions the actual 
evapotranspiration is determined by the amount of precipi- 
tation. Analysis shows that use of a method for estimating 
potential evapotranspiration based on the mean temperature 
will result in no great difference between the moist and 
dry climates at similar latitudes and elevation. Movement 
toward warmer and cooler climates results in rapid changes 
of potential evapotrans: iration, ^fhen high levels of soil 
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moisture are nßintained through irrigation, the actual 
evapotranspiration is ne.trly equal to the potential evap«- 
transpiration. Potential evapotranspiration is discussed 
in relation to irrigation problems. 

lUu »Decroux, J. 
»1966    #Bilan hydrique dans troi s types de sols raarocains: 

Sept annees d'observation en cases lysimetriques 
ä Rabat (^ater balance in three types of roroccan 
soils: Seven years of observation of solubility 
in Rabat). »Cah iiech Agron 22:3-81. 

»iVhatever state the; soil may be in or whatever type of cul- 
tivation it has, drainage due to heavy winter rain always 
occurs. The water that evaporates, directly or by plant 
transpiration, depends upon the equilibrium between the 
climate and the abundance of vegetation, rather than on the 
nature of the soil, which acts only as a reservoir and a 
support. Stagnant water is a function of the soil and of 
the time of year, as with the drainage. The type of soil 
intervenes, by its constant hydration, as a humidifier, 
and by its texture and structure, as a drying agent. Cli- 
mate is not only a humidifying a^ent but also a desiccator. 
No matter what the type of soil is, drying is as serious 
and severe as potential evaporation by transpiration, hence, 
the drying effect of the short rain periods at the end of 
spring. 

345. »DeFelice, F. 
»1968    »'?tude des e'chan<jes de chaleur entre l'air et le 

sol sur deux sols de nature diffe'rente (Study 
of heat exchange between atmosphere and soil 
over two different soils). »Archiv für Meteo- 
rologie, Geophysik und Fioklimatologie, Ser.H. 
16(1): 70-80. KQA 19.9-1(09. 

»Soil temperature at 2 depths, surface, and air temperature 
near the ground in sand dunes of the^ Great festem iirg and 
in the hamadas, near the oasis of -eni-'bres (Algeria) was 
measured. From these results thermal diffusivity coeffi- 
cients for these 2 soils was deduced. Knowing incident, 
reflected, diffuse, and emitted radiation of the ground, 
the energy exchange between air and -round surface through 
convection ana conduction could be computed. It was found 
that these energies vary with the nature of the soil and 
with timej it is concluded that a breeze appears between 
dunes and hamada, quite similar to the sea breeze. French, 
German and English summaries. 

II46.    »DeFina, A.L./et al. 
#1966 »Difusio'n geografica de cultivos indices en la 

provincia de Cordoba y sus causas.    (Geographic 
distribution of crop-indexes in Cordoba irovince 
and its causes).    »Argentina, institute de Suelos 
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y Agrotecnia,  iublicaci ;n 1C?, l& p.    MGA 

-"Results of an agroecological survey at 176 locations are 
discuss>d and presented on maps of crop-indexes for 18 
crops (cacao,  pineapple, banana,  i-tc).    Tabulated temp- 
erature-precipitation values and altitudes of ^70 stations 
were used to delineate 21 agroclimatic districts snown on 
a na\ .    The lh? crops that, can be >Trown in the 21 districts 
are listed.    The significance of  '„he 1!-, crop-indexes (shown 
graphically) and the agroecological conditions of the pro- 
vince ar" discussed.     A map of mean annual precipitation of 
the province is given which together with the tabulation 
for the lj]C stations partially fills a gap in the clima- 
tological literature of Argentina and of South America. 
English summary p,   UU. 

1Ü7. «DeGraaff, :i./is.'el, J.A.J. 
«-I965     "-On the tunnel system of ;rant's Karroo rat, 

Parotomys brantsL in the Kalahari Gemsbok Nat- 
ional Kark. «Koedoe 8:136-139. 

*-The structure of the tunnel system of Brant's karroo rat, 
observed during a visit to the Tark in December 1963, is 
discussed, and three tunnel systems of Parotomys brantsi 
and 2 of the gerbil Gerbillus paeba, in the vicinity of 
Twee Piivieren, ar- analyzed. 

Iii8. *uelaparte, L\/3asson, A. 
-"•1967    -"-::.tude de Bacteries des sols arides du Maroc: 

bacillus maroccanus n. sp. (Study of Bacteria 
in dry soils of :.oro co). Academie des Sciences, 
Paris, Comptes Tendus Hebdomaires 26ü(l9) :23iiu-23i:6. 

-"Two known soil or"a: isms Brevibacterium halotolerans and 
£• frigoritolerans and a new species were found at a depth 
of Jj-'IC centimeters in the arid Mediterranean region of 
Marrakech. For this sporulating bacterium the name Bacillus 
maroccanus is proposed, and its cultural characteristics 
for laboratory cultivation art presented. 

Ih9.    *Desai, B.N'. 
•1967 -"-Circulation over India and neighbourhood during 

the southwest monsoon season.    ^-Indian Journal 
of Meteorology and Geophysics I8(ii) :li59-u6u. 
K-.1A 20.3-301. 

-»- survey of circulation as represented by streamlines anal- 
ysis.     Claims regarding its utility in day-to-day fore- 
casting hvo to be treated with reserve since they fail 
to gi're adequate importance to topographical features 
affecting rainfall,  air r.asses, and other factors. 

150.    - 
*1968 *Is the low-level inversion over north-west 

India and west Pakistan during the monsoon 
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season due to air-masses or due to subsidence? 
■"-Current Science, Bangalore, 37( 2li) :69ij-695. I-'GA 
20.11-255. 

^Refers to the papers of Flohn et al. (196' ), iiller and 
Keshava hurthy (1967)> and Bellamy's (l9i;9) computations 
of divergence over eastern .Vest Pakistan. In his latest 
paper, Uesai (i960) shows that the subsidence ideas of 
Flohn (1965, 1966) and Ramage do not support each other, 
and that workers who put forward subsidence ideas do not 
mean the same thing; some consider ascending motion while 
others consider descend:ng motion in the lower luveis over 
the desert. The author concludes that his air mass idea 
(Desai 1966, 196?) are still of value eu.d explain most of 
the observed facts more satisfactorily than do the recent- 
ly propounded subsidence ideas. 

151. *Qesikan, V./Swaminathan, H.S./Chacko, ü, 
•K-I968    -«-Distribution of sunstine and global solar rad- 

iation over the arid and semi-arid regions in 
the Indian sub-continent. ---Indian Journal of 
Meteorology and Geophysics, Delhi, 19(2):Iij9-l5'-• 
KGA 20.9-268. 

-«-A study of the distribution of sunshine and global solar 
radiation over the arid and semiarid zones of the Indian 
subcontinent was made, ^ver these r.gions about 5GC cal- 
ories per centimeter squared are received daily during 
the major part of a year. During monsoon and winter seasons, 
global radiation drops to about 30U-hC( calories per centi- 
meter squared per day. The article discusses in detail the 
distribution of the duration of sunsliine and the daily and 
hourly distribution of global radiation over these areas. 
The effect of seasonal weather conditions are also noted. 

152. -»-Dieleman, P.J./et al. 
■K-I963 -"-Reclamation of salt affected soils ir Iraq. 

-"-International Institute for Land Reclamation 
and Improvement, .Va>eningen, Publication 11. 
175 p. 

153. -"Dixey, F. 
•»-I966 -»-Water supply, use and management.    In E,S.  Hills, 

ed., Arid Lands: a geographical appraisal, p. 
77-102.    -itftethuen, London.    KGA 19.12-779. 

•«■This general discourse on streami'low and ground water in 
arid and semiarid lands contains some interesting informa» 
tion and illustrations (photos and map)  on subterranean 
collecting galleries called qanats,  foggaras,  and soca- 
vones in different parts of the wcrld.    A general discussion 
of what is well kno.m about salinity in arid regions and 
about tolerance of plants, animals and man to salinity is 
given in the last section. 
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1SU. *Doberitz, K. 
*:-1967    *7ium kuestenklima vtm Peru (Coastal climate of 

Peru). «Hamburg, Seewetteramt, I&nzelveroeff- 
entlichungen 59. 115 p. MÜA 19.9-10. 

^t-Climatological observations of 2 stations in the Peruvian 
coastal belt. The very low sea t mperature of the Peru 
Current is responsible for the low annual air temperature, 
though the occasional presence of the equatorial counter- 
current known as "r,l Nino" may increase it significantly. 
The normal weak wind regime is very constant. 

155. »Dodd, A.v. 
*1969    *Areal and temporal occurrence of high dew points 

and associated temperatures. ^i.°.  Army Natick 
Laboratories, Technical .Report 70-ü-ES. 218 p. 

«Graphs show frequency of occurrence of hi<*h dew points and 
temperatures at 78 stations for the midseason months of 
•January, April, July, and October. Tables show maximum, 
minimum, and median temperatures associated with dew points 
above 75 degrees Fahrenheit. Kaps show frequence of occur- 
rence each month of dew points above 76 degrees, 80 decrees, 
and 81i decrees at 215 stations between latitudes h0 decrees 
north and UC degrees south. Data for each station are 
presented on circular era; hs, making possible quick com- 
prehension of the seasonal pattern of occurrence of high 
dew points at the individual stations, and the inclusion 
of the circular graphs on the maps gives some insight into 
the areal distribution of the occurrence of high dew points. 

156. *-Dollfus, J. 
«1967    *Le rÖle de la nature dans le de'veloppement 

peruvien (The importance of Nature in the devel- 
opment of Peru). *-Annales ie g^ographie 76(hl8): 
71I1-735. laps. 

"The population of Peru is distributed in small, densely- 
peopled pockets which cov-r only a small fraction of the 
country's area, either in the coastal desert or in the 
valleys or basins of the Andes or alon^ the river banks 
of the 'mazon.  .ets forth what limits of development are 
imposed by the natural environment and stresses the rela- 
tive aspects of these limits in the face of techniques 
employed and the methods of organising the economy. 

157. ■«•Ounin-Barkovskiy,  L.V. 
-: 1968     "The water problem in the deserts of the USSR. 

'• Soviet Geography: Heview and Translation 9(6): 

#A regional review of existing and plannen irrigation pro- 
jects in, the desert zone of the Soviet Union envisages the 
use of water from the Siberian streams in the northern sec- 
tion of the desert zone. For increased water "supplies in 
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the south, the author looks to other potential sources such 
as artificial increases of precipitation in the mountains 
of Central Asia, elimination of wild growths of water-loving 
plants, and technological advances that will make possible 
the economical desalting of water from salt lakes and of 
mineralized subsurface waters. 

158. *Dupuy, A. 
-«-1968    -«-La migration des Laro-Limicoles au Sahara 

algerien (Migration of the Laro-Limocolae across 
the Algerian Sahara). *Alauda Rev Int Ornithol 

36(1/2):27-35. 
#In the spring of 1966, observations of r.igratinp birds were 
made for nearly a month near a brackish extent of water 
called Daiet-Tiour (meaning"sea of birds" in Arabic). The 
water covers several square kilometers being fed from a 
wadi which is sometimes dry, but in this instance having 
had water since the fall of 1965. The depth was nowhere 
greater than 1 meter. Kost of the birds arrived after sun- 
set and left before sunrise. 

159. *Dury, G.H. 
#1968 •ideographical descriptions of Australia.    -»-Austra- 

lian Geographer 10(6) sLuUl-^52. 

160. *Dutcher, L.C./Thomas, H.E. 
#1968    -"Regional geology and ground-water hydrology of 

the Sähil Süsah area, Tunisia. #'J.S. Geological 
Purvey, Water-Supply Paper 1757-G. 53 p. ^GA 
2C.Ü-8143. 

•«■Discusses the regional geologic and hydrologic features of 
the Sahel Susa (coastal area) and the large bordering area 
in central Tunisia west of Susa. It considers the ground 
water geology of the region and the general occurrence and 
movement of ground water within this area of less than 
2ü,C00 square kilometers. The purpose of th? report is to 
provide an answer to the question of where waU»r can be 
obtained for the people of central Tunisia, of whom approx- 
imately 80 percent inhabits the coastal area and the bor- 
dering Low Steppes. 

161. *vfrat, E./Gabrieli, E. 
*1966 ^Physical master plan of the Israel Coastal strip. 

Physical master plan of the northern Negev. 
•■•Israel, Xdnistry of the Interior, Ilannin^ Depart- 
ment.    2 folios.    36 p. 

162. tfEhrler,  *T. L. 
#1969 --Daytime stomatal closure in Agave americana as 

related to enhanced water-use efficiency. In 
Hoff, C. C. and Riedesel, M.L., eds., Physio- 
logical systems in semiarid environments, p.  239-2ln7. 
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»University of New Kexico Press, Albuquerque, 
MGA 21.1-553. 

»The water-use efficiency of well-watered agave and corn 
plants was established in a 10-week greenhouse experiment. 
Results were obtained by determination of the transpiration 
ratio. The greater efficiency of agave was a direct con- 
sequence of the prevalent daytime stomatal closure followed 
by nocturnal opening. At night, the transpiration rate 
doubled, despite a reduction in evaporative demand. 

163. »ELbashan, D. 
»1968    -«-Frequency of calm days in Israel. #Israel, Met- 

eorological Service, Series C, Miscellaneous 
Papers 22. 8 p. MGA 20.U-3Ö2. 

»The average annual number of calm and rainless days for 
Israel is estimated to be 92, with the greatest number 
falling in the months of January, February, October, Nov- 
ember an.i December. No regional differences were found, 
most probably because of technical factors (local differen- 
ces in exposure, insturmentation, effective heights, skill 
and reliability of observers, etc.) —enlarging the 
"within-regior." variance. 

161*. »Eldblom, L. 
»1961    »Notes on problems of irrigation in three Libyan 

oases (translated title). -«-Lund Studies in 
Geography 22. Elastics 23(137) :199-2C2. 

-«•An inquiry into how irrigation methods can influence the 
structure of an oasis, and what the agricultural potential 
may be. The article dots not give detailed descriptions 
of irrigation methods, but rather studies the influence of 
such methods on oasis structure and development. 

165. 
»196b    -«-Structure fonciere: organisation et structure 

sociale. Une etude comparative sur la vie 
socio-economique dans les trois oasis libyennes 
de Ghat, Mourzouk, et particulierement Ghadames. 
»Lund L'niversitet, Geografiska Institution, Med- 
delanden Avhandlingar 55. U2I4. p. Maps, 

»English summary 337-3U7. 

166.    »English, F.rf. 
»1968 »The origin and spread of qanats in the Old A/orld. 

»American Philosophical Society, Proceedings 
112(3):17C-181. 

»Horiz?ntal wells or qanats were discovered in the vicinity 
of Armenia more than 2,50C years ago and spread rapidly to 
become one of the most important methods of dry-land irri- 
gation in the Old rforld.    In parts of Iran, Afghanistan, 
Algeria and Morocco, this ingenious device has made human 
settlement possible in distinctly marginal areas.    Modern 
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technology threatens to replace the qanat wi th the more 
efficient deep veils, but the extent to which social and 
economic patterns have become enmeshed with this water- 
supply system will make the transition difficult. 

167. •M-Ergenzinger, P. 
-*1?68    «-Beobachtungen im Gebiet des Trou au Natron, 

Tib,stigebirge (Observations in the area of 
the Trou au Natron, TiLesti mountains). 

*Die irde 9Q(2):1?6-183. P1GIÜ-JA 32(12)058-16356. 
•!:-The Tarso Doon shield volcano (5C-80 km in diameter, with 
its summit rising to about 2500 m) in the western Tibesti 
mountains (Chad) is surmounted by two stratovolcanoes 
(Tousside and ihi Ti) and perforated by two explosion 
calderas (Trou au Natron and Doon Kinimi). The Trou ;>u 
Natron was formed before the .Türm pluvial (Pleistocene); 
the Doon Kinimi dates probably from the Keolithic sub- 
pluvial. The volcanic material and sedimentary deposits 
in the calderas and the basis for dat:nfb arc discussed. 

168. -K-Ericksen, G.E./Fahey, J.J./Mrose, M.K. 
#1968    ^Humberstonite ..., a new saline mineral from 

the Atacama desert, Chile. ^-Geological Society 
of America, Special Paper 115''-59.    (Abstr.) 
B1GENA (10)F68-I3567. 

169. -a-Erickson, A.F,./Hansen, C.N./Smucker, A.J.M. 
■»«•1968    •«-The influer.ee of subsurface asphalt barriers 

on the water properties and the productivity 
of sand soils. ^International Congre?s of 
Soil Science, 9th, Adelaide, Australia, Trans- 
actions 1:331-337. 

*Field trials were made with placement ov  an inn ervious 
asphalt barrier at various depths in sandy soils in Kich- 
igan, Arizona and Taiwan, Formosa. The barrier increases 
the amount of water held in the root zone of croj 3. Depth 
is determined by soil and rooting characteristics of the 
crop.  Areal extent of the barrier is determined by 
drainage requirements. Soil moisture measurements were 

1 made by the nuclear probe method. In arid soils the tech- 
nique has made irrigation economically feasible for high 
value crops. 

170. -»-Eriksson, E. 
■&1969    Chloride concentration in groundwater, recharee 

rate and rate of deposition of chloride in the 
Israel coastal plain. ^Journal of Hvdrolcgy, 
Amsterdam, 7(2):178-197. MGA 2C.1C-739. 

^Describes the possibility of usinf? chloride concentrations 
in ground water for estimating recharge rates, the appli- 
cation being demonstrated on available data from the coasta] 
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plain 3quifpr in Israel.    The method can be applied wnere 
deposition rates of airborne chloride is know.i, provided 
th^ matrix of the? aquifer does not contain chloride.    This 
condition woulci generally holri   for more permeable aquifers 
where relicts of marine waters vere washed out long ago. 

171. »l-Verett, D.c./.iush,  F.S, 
tfl967 M brief appraisal of the water resources of the 

talker lake area, Mineral,  Lyon, and Churchill 
counties, Nevada.    «-Nevada,   department of Con- 
servation and Natural   iesources,  >Vater ttesources- 
rteconnaissance Series,  .teport liO.    iili p.    Maps. 
VHA 3(1J)W7C-018C7. 

«•Locatad in west-central Nevada, this area is an extremely 
arid one, with precipitation generally averaging less than 
5 inches per year.    This general reconnaissance survey of 
the hydrology of the area indicates at. inflow to the area 
of 169,000 acre-feet per year, with total discharge is 
approximately 265,C0( , mostly evaporation fron talker Lake 
and ,/eber rteservoir.    üroundwater levin are declining, 
though suitabl'   for agricultural and municipal use,  so 
that planning for future development must take this deple- 
tion into account. 

172. ■'■'V.yrc,  S.d. 
■::-1968    ^Vegetation and soils, a world picture. 2nd ed. 

^Aldine Publishing Co., Chicago. 328 p. Af.'Aü 
1969(01129). 

«Originally published in 1963, this book is an introduction 
to the study of worldwide vegetation patterns, their devel- 
opment and relationships to soil types. One part is devoted 
to the evolution of piant communities arid soil profiles, 
and the final part considers tropical regions with chapters 
on rain forests, seasonal tropical forests, seni-desert and 
desert areas, the savanna, and mountain areas. An exten- 
sive biblioetrachy and continental vegetation maps are inclu- 
ded. 

173. -Farah, u.T. 
^•1969     -Land tenure and land use in tho arid zone. 

-University of Colorado (Ph.L>, dissertation). 
262 p. iUssertation Abstracts 30( 2) :li62A-l*63A. 

«-The findings of this stud.- show: 1) that under arid con- 
ditions, land use, by necessity-, must be extensive, e.g., 
in order to minimize the impact of weatner variations, 
land should be used either for rrazin-' or for drought tol- 
erant cereals and fruit plants; 2) that extensive agricul- 
ture requires relatively IOTRP acreage per farm if the farm 
is to be economically viable; 3) that the scarcity of grass 
and water brings about severe competition and conflict and 
misuse of resources which necessitates public ownership or 
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group control of these resources; and h)  that government 
intervention is necessary in order to nirimize tht uncer- 
tainty which looms large in tao fai-m " s  operation« Jmph- 
asis is on Jordan. 

171*. ^Fedorovich, B.A./Palgov, M.N. 
*1967    -«Achievements of Soviet geography in Kazakhstan 

(translated title). "Akademiia N'auk SSSR, 
Ii'vostiya, ser. Caograficheskaya (6):2li-3G, 

175. *Feltis, R.D. 
■»1968 -^Preliminary assessment of ground water in the 

Green River formation, linta Easit,, Utah. 
■>HJ.S. Geological Survey, Professional I'aper, 
600Ps200-?Cl4.    MGA 20.1-695. 

*The Green River Formation of Eocene age contains not only 
large reserves 0 ' hydrocarbons in the form of bituminous 
sand and oil shale but also aqiifers that yield small to 
large quantities of water to wells and springs.    Thus, 
sufficient water for processing the hydrocarbon:, may be 
locally available from subsurface sources.    The ground 
water range? from fresh to briny.    Detailed hydrolordc 
studies are needed to determine the quantity and quality 
of water in the formation. 

176. ttFernald, A.T./Coronary, G.rf.Mllia/as, rf.P. 
*1968 -ü-Surficial geologic nap of Yucca F:.at, Kye an<l 

Lincoln Counties, Nevada (l:lj8,CC0). «U.S. 
Geological Survey, f-dscellaneous Geological 
Investigations Kap 1-550.    ANAQ (1969)01(177. 

177. *Femald, F.G./Herman, B.M./Ourran, K.J. 
#1969    ^Some polarization measurements of the reflected 

sunlight from desert terrain near Tucson, Arizona. 
«Journal of Applied Meteorology 8(li):60u-609. 

«■Measurements were taken of the polarization of solar radi- 
ation reflected from the desert terrain 18 miles southwest 
of Tucson. The polarimeter was mounted in an aircraft and 
flown from 1OC0-200O feet above the surface. Results showed 
the plane of polarization ranged from about }i to 18.3, 
increasing as the scattering angle varied from 180 degrees 
(backscatte.ring) to 90 degrees. 

178. «Feth, J.ri. 
#1967    «Chemical characteristics of bulk precipitation 

in the Mojave Desert Region, California. --U.S. 
jeological Survey, Professional 1 aper 575-C: 
222-227. MGA 19.2-267. 

^Analyses of 1*1 samples of bulk precipitation from 12 places 
in the Mojave Desert region show wide ranpes of dissolved- 
solids concentration and a variety of chemical types, alth- 
ough the calcium bicarbonate type wattr dominates. Specific 
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conductar.ce o:· the solt.otions analyzed ran •ed from 8.9 to 
823 m.i c:·o••~tos and sho;..<s strvnr: inverse correlation vi th 
qua.."'lUti•·s u:' r.1in but no discerniLlP. correle1tion with 
tirr.P .::>:" j:~x~ o~~!.rt• of thP .r.::tr~f.\ be~ .. wet:n ~rt!Tlf,lcs. Dust that 
locall.:,: .inclt; ~>:~: saJ. in·:· !lt:Jt, rials a11,ears directly to gov
ern tt•~-· dtf·:-.. i.·al t:.1e and concPntr.1t.lon of a few samples. 
Bulk pr•·-:"i! it .. 1.ti<:n .in c.he :·:oj:n·t-~ i~ closely similar to bulk 
rreci; i:ati:r: s1.r-:rle·.i at ;.:1·nlo Park, (;:lliforni<l near the 
coast, i~: ~b·· :_;,._ .... F:·;tnci::;co Pay arf!a. 

17'i. 1~Fet~, J .ii. 
-t-1967 ~-tlatural contamination hazards in arid basins. 

In .,_;r-oundwater developncnt in arid basins, Sym
posiun, D67, :Proceedin •s p. 21-35. -t~Utah 
.State t ni ve~·si ty, Lof'an. 

q:,turally occt.rri n~ chP~.ical subr.tances that ~!'·~ possible 
cor.ta:ninn.nts o!' ··r.>t:nd water e1rc discussed and examples 
fro!"., tht> 1rea.t ';nsin are cited. Liround water quality is 
review~d, ~r.cludin;: occurrence of brinPs. The questions 
o!· why ther·e is so rr:uch ?.•·ound water of tolerable to P,OOd 
cherr...:cal C!t.::tll ty in ariJ bas:in aqt.:ifers, and to what extent 
the~·e resot: rces arc rf'newable ~rc larr,E>lJ unanswered. 

leG. i.'Fi>"Ur•r-oa t-alacio~, ::. , 
1 

~ 
· l:Jf,t ·'·'J:'l0rfclo;·ia del area ccst·.ra de Valparaiso 

181. •:Fi l i FP ~)va, 
·':l :)f,) 

. , , 
entre la b<thia de .. ui ntcro .'{ P) dio Aconca~a. 

'-.!t~vi :-;ta _J, O:!.r£fica de ~ialparaiso 2( 1) Q.( 2)1J :3-11. 

:; . .:\./~ht.ln!khin, .j.r. 
{.T~le t..i 6: arr;as ( c~liroptcr<n·gas) bolleti routaud 

an.! colas-lt·lcL'ur, 1933 ( rarasitifonnes, arga
si·!a;;;, a nr-w spec:i t!S for tht> t:SS:t fauna (trans
lated t.i tle ~. >. Zoolor;icheskii /.hurnal 48( 9): 
li.C7-lhC9. Tr;mslation avaliatle as AD-699 68). 

'A:';::a:~ b...:t:..,ti ; r' vim:sl:r unk~cwn in the t 1S'"lH was found in 
L'u :·1-c::er.~ 1 ar:,! ; zh·lrL;t.:t:.. :iosts: ithinolopus f·?rrtl1Tlegt:.::.I1'~ .. 
ar~d :· .. t ocha:·"i cu;.. h: !::-oth c:ls<'~S alnost fully en~orged. 

l·r'" -:~'is~her, ... 
~-196 7 -:,~~'i~:E' .ihit.•' 3andr..," die :ar:-s·.mste in New l'iexico, 

. . ' ·,~h - . ' I II ~ .I • •.. - ,, ' , • r:: .·~:u t.e .;;r::c ~; , t.1e t~._VJ•!ieous uesert J.n 
·c.,, .·.cxico, ! i.i). <lat.ur..;iss ,{undsch 20(1C): 
u~·-:. 32. 

:iis·,-~:::sns :.~: .. :-·:::-face :'or"::",~ltion of th.-. Je~ert in ~jreat 

... i<?:ail, -:<i:-.ar:.c causes o: U!msual ~eolo<dcal formations, 
::-..ine:·al ar.,: d:•:;~.i ~al !'UL~;t.a· ce;. rer resented in the desert 
st;:--:ace, ... ·~·t.:1:.i.J~: ;.;:'.i c;:, thrct:c-!', extensive root sys
t.P:-:-:s, i ~~ _-,t i.·.; tc at sorb e:.o::r:h w:1ter to survive in the 
<ies,·:-t, , •:. t~., thr> cotton r-·or.Jar, Fornlus monilife. 3.). 

EEST AVA~LABLE COPY 
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133.    »Fischer, V. 
*19o7 »vtater and the Southwest.    »Am»rican Forests 

73(11)IHI-17. 
»water has always been the major rasource problem in the 
arid Southwest, but water experts warn that the area is 
now facing the greatest water crisis in the history of the 
United States, due to population, pollution and progres- 
sively increasing demands caused by the American standard 
of living. Present water supplies are not even adequate 
to maintain the currently oxistinc level of development in 
the Southwest, and the Colorado tüvt-r is already overcom- 
mited, "he situation obviously is serious when the ground- 
water overdraft in the Gila iiivcr basin of Arizona is 
2,200,COO acro-f'iet per year. Although national ;»nd inter- 
national schemes ( such as the North American -Jater and 
Power Alliance) have been put forwa .:■<,' as possible answers 
to the water supply question, it apfears tlut the regional 
approach is the most useful at the present time, //ithin 
this approach mort efficient use of presently-existing water 
supplies is necessary, but it seems that the rerional water 
shortage will be solved only by desalination of salt water 
or by importation of water from other areas. 

182*.    »Flohn, H. 
■fc-1960 -"-Ein Klimaprofil durch die Sierra Nevada de 

iieridia (Venezuela)(Climatic cross section of 
the Sierra wevada de i-ierida,  Venezuela). 

Wetter und Leben 20(9/10): 161-191. f'GA 2C.6-iili5. 
»Author combines his personal observations with publisher. 
climatic data for stations along the route, for the period 
1953-1960, to discuss the climate along this route and to 
illustrate comr.ents upon several aspects 0:? hirrh-mountain 
equatorial climatology.    The local climates near the route 
vary from arid zone type, through savanna to tropical rain 
forest.    The data used is sumr.arized in tabular and dia- 
grammatic form.    The local rainfall and vegetation pat- 
terns are discussed in terms of the mountain-valley wind 
circulations. 

185.    »Fontes, J.C./Gcnfiantini, R. 
»1967 »Comportement isotopiquo au cours de 1'evapora- 

tion de deux bassins sahariens (Isotopic com- 
position during evaporation from two Sahara 
basins).    -"-Earth and Planetary Science Letters 
3(3)*250-?66.    KOA 19.5-761». 

»Evolution of the water isotopic composition of 2 basins 
in the northwestern Sahara having no outlet was studied. 
A regular sampling taken during the whole .ir.ing process 
of these basins showed a considerable isotopic enrichment 
due to low relative humidity.    A theoretical nod el was 
developed providing an estimate of the amount of water 
evaporated between the rainfall and the sampling,  and of 
the amount of salts dissolved by pround leaching, 
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l~f-'. ',·~·crma"'1, ~.J. 

1 1'1 
I • 

l .... ' . 

*l9t·) -::Ay~rs :t.;ck, ~IorUwrn Terri torv; ~- :250,000 P,eo-
lo;""ical series, shee:. :;G ):'-b, inte:matinnal 
ir:.dex, expJ nnator:t note5. -::·,\ustralj a, Rureau 
o:· :-..ineral rie!>ourr.f'·s, ·leolo~.l and Ueophysics, 
•..::-t:1L•·rra. 12 p. FI-~1-;!;L )2(l)r68CC52'(. 

*l'~:f· A:;,·rs :tock area lies on the southcrr. mar~:in of the 
,b.'l iel.~- l:..:t~~ i ~~, principaL!.y a sandy desert. flh•"re the most 
out:: t ··: .ii :v l a:1j ~or·ms are thf' :·.aunt 01~.1., •WPrs •\Ock 1 and 

:.l')ir <loods :tar.,-e, ~!orth···rn l'erritory; 1:25C,CCO ~eo-
lo·ical Sf'rjps, ~het!t ~)~152-), int,:rnatior::d 
index, exf l.;\_nat.vq ~10tes. ::-\ustralia., liur€:au 
or i·!iner:~.l <csnurccs, -~€o]o~:; and -1eophysic:s, 
':lrter!"'a. 1) p. m;;:-:J:', 32( 1) ·ht-(1052o • 

. •ht• :'l.:1ods .i:1r. ·r ar a is located in th ~outhwe~terr. por
~~cn 0f th~ ~~a~cus basi~, a sand; desert bounded hy ffiOUn
c.a~n r.¥·"":; to t.he south • ....ialt lakes in the :-:orth contain 
...-at··r after hf'3\"':'l rain.:; an\.1 cor:prl;.c the draina'"';e center 
o!' Ut€' a:'t'a. 'the! olde~:t. r:)ck!:; :rre the ::ount lhrris basalt 
a::c! ; lv:)d~; :tan .. ':.;·· he :s. 

>:·The r"eol~h~J of tr~c- soutt~-.:e!'; ··.·~rn ma:-f:in of the 
A:r:adet~s basir., cent:-al ,\ustralj a. -:.-Austral:i a, 
h.:re~n: of il:i:wral :ksourccs, Geolocy and ~co-
: h•:sics, :it~port. t·.7. 5u p., :r:aps. BlG,: 1A 32(10) 
:·:f) -1::?920. 

l :·\ :.l ~:' J. J. 
*1:6~ 0~ttac~ activity of two srecie~ of ~nats in 

!;out~:C'rr. ;',1.liforr.ia. l:Sr.tomological Societ.Y 
of .-\!:'.l'rica, .\m.ab n2( 1) :1] 2-116. 

-~-A :::oc:i f i~.,d J-\·ac ir.sect s::ctio:1 samplLr was used to collect 
.1tt.:1cki:: ·, biti:1· r:nats in ···arch and April 19f-6, near the 
;-::)~·th :o;:--.~~r.: 2f the .:..11 t:>:-: .-ea, California. Leptoconops 
kert.cs:-.i :-:inff·~r, a .jiurnal SJ:C'Cif?s, ha:! definite rnid
-,~7,L.,! 7.id.qft,:r~oon peaks of a.ctivi ty. wlinds in excess 
y· >lC kilor-.,::-:.crs ;:er t;our rcdt.ced t:-:eir ability to attack. 

l. )\ • ~X ' :·! • J • 
· l')( · ';-,; t•.:chnicue to detcrr:inf' evat-or·aticn from dr.v 

s~r•:a."ll t~d~;. ~:-Journal of An.lied Leteorolog:r, 
7(L;:~/7-7Cl. Avaiiablt- :::,~~~I as A2-c92 018. 

· ,, L·c~·.:::~'>' is Jescritcd to detcrrdne 2h hour str~:a::-.-bed 
'":."!:·; :·3 :.~·"Jr. :~d .i-"ct to the cc:-::;traints that it l:·e i nex
::,':-c.-;:·:··, :::-:c0:·:; lL~:lV:d, a:~d 3.CCl:r..,te to ~.Jit::in rlus or 
·-;·--.:s . , !"':·cf':t. l·s:.r:· n;ucimum ti:ermomr:ters, a totalizir:p: 
-'1.:':·'):· .. :-, ~.·--:--, '1::;: r-:n.s .f:.ll;':_! ~th :ir.· sand, cv_m_·oratlor. 
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is predicted. The results of statistical ..valuation of the 
prediction e-pation on the experimental data gives an 
average percentage error of 13 percent and a standard error 
of 0.88 mm. Urdng this technioue, it was (Jete-mined that 
.evaporation is not important in the annual hydrologi cal 

balance of a stream oed. 

191.   «French, N.it. 
*196? "Chronic low-level gamrnn  irradiation of a desert 

ecosystem for five yearn.    "University of Cali- 
fornia,  Los Angeles, Laboratory of Nuclear Med- 
icine and Radiation Biology,    Available OFSTI 
as U0LA-12-73L.    Contract ATCOli-lK-EN-l?. 

"Populations of vertebrate aniivls, certain insects,  and 
plants were studied in  three fi-hectare areas located in the 
Mojave desert, enclosed by a f»?nce to prevent rodents from 
entering or leaving the study a^a.    One area'wrs  irradiated 
almost continuously at a done rate of BO to 500 mr/hr. 
Animal populations were examined by capturing, marking, and 
releasing individuals.    Plants re re examined for* nrowth and 
for production of leaves,   flowers,   fruit, and seeds.    The 
life span of thp population of pocket mice, Perognatbus  for- 
mosus, in the irradiated area was shorter than in the other 
areas.    No difference was detected in the numbers of a small 
lizard, Uta stansburiana, that survived from year to year. 
Females of a larger but less numerous species of lizard 
have become sterile in the irradiai.ed area.    All vertebrate 
animals in the irradiated area  have received exposures of 1 
to 2 r/day.    Certain species of plants have produced fewer 
flowers and fruits in the irradiated area.    Plants have re- 
ceived exposures of h to 7 r/day.    Although wild populations 
of small mammals are surprisingly sensitive to damage from 
chronic low-level radiation exposure,  they are evidently able 
to persist under these conditions.    There may be certain 
compensating mechanisms that become operative when t^e pop- 
ulation is subjected to '•qr'iat.ior. stress. 

192.    «Frith, fLJ/Calaby, J.H. 
#1969 «Kangaroos.    -"Hurst,  London, Humanities Press, 

(lew   .'ork.    212 p. 
*The primitive but efficient reproductive biology of kanga- 
roos is reviewed, as are details of behavior and movements. 
Drought is the '.ost effective regulator of numbers,  serious 
disease is almost unknown, their most significant predator 
modern man.    Direct competition between cattle an■:'. kanga- 
roos is minimal except in times of drought.    Market hunting 
of kangaroos is examined, with suggestion? that the species 
be included in estimates of range carrying capacity in 
favor of improving total productivity. 
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193.    *Kunaioli, ! . 
«i960- "•L'vmportanza degli  arüwal j   ne'Jvatici n< ll'uso 

1969 del la terra di   eerti  paesi a.'idi e semi-aridi 
africano (Tue importance of wild atimals in th^ 
use of land of some arid and ceniarid African 
countries).    **iivist,a di Agricoltura Suhtropi- 
cale e  fropicale 6?( 10/12) :i,G0-)i2  ; 63(1/6) :3-3'f. 

«Although  imense area-J of Africa hive been considered mar- 
ginal  \%^c as'rJci)1 turai and animal indvstri'S, a rich fauna 
does thrive in these area.' •  able to utilise scarce vital 
resources with hirh returns w:dle maintaining the soil-v^ge- 
tation balance so important in arid Ian'is.    Studies show 
that wild animals c:.n produce higher returns per unit of 
land than conventional pastoral activities. 

19Ü.  :Furon, ilaymond 
*1967    --The problem of water: a world study. Trans- 

lated by iaul tames. «American Elsevier, Mew 
York.  20d p. 

^Contents: i-«finition of water; salt water an.i the seaj 
fresh wat«r; water and agriculture, damage b," water; water 
and industry; drinking water supplies for towns; water 
pollution; search for wat.?r; development problems in arid 
zoner;, thirst of the world; fror, ie.vdroi to ocean reservoirs. 

195. Gabriel, K.it. 
^1967 --Israeli artificial rainfall stimulation experi- 

ment:    statistical evaluation for the period 
1961-196$.    --Symposium on Mathematical Statis- 
tics and Probability, 5th, Perkeloy, C-ilifornia, 
1965-1966,  i-roceed-n-s 5:91-113.    :.üA 19.6-19C, 

*A rainfall stimulation experimi nt is lein* carried out in 
Israel by seeding silver iodide from ar. aircraft in a ran- 
domized cross-ovr r design,    .iesults of h-£ seasons show 15 
percent more rainfall with seeding than without, a result 
which is 5 percent significant.    It is suspected that the 
excess precipitation has occurred mainly or a small num- 
ber of days on which seeding apparently was very effective. 
it hi.s not been possible to identify meteorological con- 
ditions particularly favorable to seeding effectiveness. 
No evidence has been found that seeding effects persist 
beyond the Jay o£ seeding. 

196. -"-tiarcia-Moya,   K./I-.cKell,  C.X. 
■■•197C -Contribution op shrubs to the nitrogen economy 

of a desert-wash plant community.    -;:Ecology 
5l(l):3l-6c. 

■«■Total   nitrogen incorporated in the shrubs op a low-fer- 
tility de?ert plant community (principally Acacia gregii, 
Cassia armata,  and Larroa iivaricata) was estimated from 
the nitrogen content of plant parts,  the total weight of 



r 

plants and proportional weight of roots, stems, and leaves, 
and the number of plants per unity area.  The average ni- 
trogen content of the shrub leaves, sterns, ana roots was 
1.31 percent, .07 percent, and ,00 percent respectively. 
3hrub cov'T occupied 20 porcent of the (ground surface and 
contained an average of ?9 kg nitropen/ha. Legume shrubs 
were not significantly greater in nitrogen content than 
nonlegu^e shrubs. Soil nitrogen content decreased signif- 
icantly as a function of radial distance fron the center 
of the shrub ca/iopy. Areas between shrubs averaged .019 
percent nitrogen in the surface insh of soil. Soil nitro- 
gen content decreased significantly froin the surface to 
90 centimeters depth and was closely relatod to snrub 
species and their root distribution patterns. 

197. Garcia,  ^./•fosino,   P.A. 
*1968 -*Los climas de la Ca.ja California.    -"-Comit.e 

Nacional dexicanc oara el Decenio ifidroldVico 
Intemacional,   'Iemoria 1 9/>^ -19^7 '• 29-5>^. 
Univors.'.dad Nacional Autonoma de .It-xioo,  Insti- 
tuto de Geofisica,   lexico,  J,   ;*', 

198. Garcia, R./l./P-se, C.P. 
#1967    "loisture-retontion capacity of litter under two 

Arizona chaparral communities. *U,,3. Forest 
Service, ilcsearch Mote Ll'l-df?. 2 p. 

-»Water-holding capacity of Pringle manzanita litter aver- 
aged 5 1 ™n> and shrub live oak litter I4.0 ma, under dense 
uniform canooies. Pringlo manzanita litter held more water 
par gran of litter than did shrub live oak (2.00 vs 1.30), 
but total litter produced was less (11.2 tons oer acre vs 
12.1). 

199. ttGates, 3.E, 
•»I967    -!<On the earthworm fauna of the Great American 

Desert and adjacent areas. ---Great Tasin Natur- 
alist 27(3) :lli2-176, 

•»This paper di.scusses the megadrile fauna of an area con- 
taining more than a million squaro nilas. The number of 
species of earthworms now known from the desert states 
is 21, larger than the number recorded for anyone of the 
adjacent states with mere rainfall. Jv;;ry one is obviously 
exotic in the area, most of the lumbricic's having come 
from Europe, one probably from somewhere east of the liss- 
issippi, and megascolecids fron Asia. The original home 
of the ocnerodrilid is unknown, but is unlikely ,0 have 
been in North America. 

200. «Gault, H.Aiillau, G. 
#1963 -;fThe hidden lüens of  i'unisio. 

«Holiday U3(U):62-66+. 
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201. Haussen,  U. 
^1968 i-Lo.T Indizes xerotherminue en ooninsule hispan- 

Lque i.t on Afriquo du iior-l partie 11.".  (Jteroth- 
ermic and hygrothernic values in the iiisoariic 
peninsula and in tha H. '.  part of Northern Africa. 

Kbll ■■ctanoa Dotanici (fiarcinone) 7(l) :h99-50U. 
BA (50)57953. 

*various prc-msed climatic subdivisions of Spain and North 
Africa are reviewed,  including the ■ ioclimatic chart of 
the mediterranean r 'prLon jointly published bv 'JI: ill -PA0 
in 19^2.     Jriticism: of these and other atte lpts to clas- 
sify vrlons regions by showing them on ... "3 in different 
colors and shades are analyzed and  the difficulties of 
tenable ■-enoralizatiens in climatic relationships jointed 
out. 

202. N'iauthior,  it. 
'f-iy'-y .'.-hcolo ;i'.:  ct utholo'i.u des rejtil.s du  Sahara 

nord-QCcidental   (region rie Beni-AN es)  (Jculory 
and  ethology of the reptiles of the northwestern 
Sahara (region of Beni-AbbW).)    -*Annales du 
.usee ;loyal-: dn L' ifrioue Cenbrale,  ser. in 

octavo sciences zoolo>*iaues, 3.55sl-83«    ßA 
(5ü)ül4322. 

«-The bia^eo^raphy of the northwestern Sanara is discussed, 
including data on the climate,  with reference to rainfall, 
temperature,   and 'ri.nl.    Three tvpes of biotooe are des- 
cribed:    the Err-',  tnich is a sand-dune massif;  the moist 
and covered  p-rounds such as watiis and oases; and the rocky, 
desert and uncovered ground of Hamada,  Oalat,  and Djebels. 
With reference to oririn,  the reptile fauna beloms to 3 
different domains:   zhe Saharo-Sindian,   the Turko-.-iediterran- 
ean,  and  the   bnenalo-Sudanian.    Characteristic species of 
each  type are mentioned,    information is given on 27 spp. 
of reptiles,  with reference to their distribution, nutri- 
tional regime, nycthermal rhythm, annual cycle,  etc., 
grouping the soecies according to their preferred biotooes. 
Also discussed are the factors of distribution (substra- 
tum,  vegetation,   water)»nycthemeral rhythms and thermo- 
regulation (with cnarts and tables),  the annual cycle, and 
the extent LO which the species are sedentary or inclined 
to move around. 

203. «Oavrilova,  Z.I. 
»■I968 iK< aeroklimatalogii luzhnoi Afriki (Aerocli- 

matoiory of South Africa).    *Nauchno-Issle- 
iovatel'skii Institut Aeroklimatologii, Len- 
ingrad,   frudy,  U9:27-33.    MGA 21.2-331. 

;-A chart show: the physico-geo^raphical and climatic char- 
acteristics of South Africa,     fhe distribution is consid- 
ered 0*' tne following parameters:   temperature,   ::eopotential, 
aumidity,   and wind velocity over South Africa. 
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20k»    »Oerasimov, I.P. 
#1968    «-Basic problems of the transformation of nature 

in Central Asia. «-Soviet Geography: Review 
and Translation 9(*)ihhk-k$Q. 

-*A review of broad research problems leading to ultimate 
transformation of the Central Asian environment for the 
purpose of expanding irrigated agriculture and desert gra- 
zing. The problans are: land resources ani reclamation 
needs for irrigation purposes; the water and salt regime 
of irrigated fields, regional t ,pes and methods of control; 
the water and salt budget of irrigated areas and means of 
determining and regulating it; the hydrologic cycle of 
Central Asia and ways of transforming it for irrigation 
purposes; and the use of forage and water resources for 
expanding the desert grazing economy. 

205. *Ghazi Noori, M. 
#1966    -is-ilydrology of surface water in Iran.  Sym- 

posium on Hydrolory and .Jater Resources Devel- 
opment, 1st, Ankara, Türke/, Feb. 7-12, 196^, 
Proceedings and Papers, p.199-211. .IGA 16.12-37G. 

-:f-The Caspian 3ea, mountain, dry desert, and Persian Gulf 
cliiiiates are described briefly. The general program con- 
sisting of stream gaging including silt sa loling, snow 
surveys, precipitation, evsporation measurements, and of 
ground water investigation is described. Annual precipi- 
tation ranging from 50 to 2000 mm in the 6 major river 
basins is snown on a map. Annual maximum and minimum 
flows (for a 10 year period) are tabulated for 17 rivers. 
Pan evaporation in U of the river basins ranges from 995 
to 3025 mm. The total flow of unused water into the 
Caspian 3ea, the Persian Gulf, and into various lakes is 
estimated as 50 billion cubic meters. The various dams 
recently built and designed to store about 15 billion 
cubic meters of this water are listed. 

206. -:<Gibb3, W.J./Maher, J.7. 
*1967    «Rainfall deciles as drought indicators. 

«Australia» Bureau of .'ieteorolo *y, Bulletin h8. 
33 p. .-IGA 19.1-305. 

■»Abnormally low rainfalls in I96U-S6 over central Australia 
and parts of New South Wales and Queensland produced a 
drought (the worst in 170 years) which quickened interest 
in research into its causes and pattern of occurrence. Stud- 
ies published by the Bureau at regular intervals include a 
comprehensive drought study by Foley (1957). This Bulletin 
summarizes Foley's study and presents maps of variability 
of annual rainfall for the years 1835-1965. A lij page his- 
torical review of drouehtr in various parts of Australia is 
included. Conclusions include the following: the o^jurrence 
of the first decile ran/e on the 1385-1965 maos corresponds 
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well with droughts recorded by Fole.y. it is most unlikely 
that the whole of the Australian continent will ever be 
drought affected at any one time. 

207. *Giu3s, ■•'. 
J5-196B    »A short report on the vegetation of the Namib 

coa3tal area from Swakopmund to Cape Frio. 
■s-Dinteria 1:13-29. Namib Desert Research Station, 
•Scientific Papers 36. 17 p. 

■"(Only perennial plants were collected, adapted to the extrem- 
e\y dry conditions and strong winds, '.rith little moisture 
except from fog or very irregular precipitation. 

208. --Gilo, L.U./liawley, J.W. 
"196:)    *k?e  and comparative development of desert soils 

at the Gardner Spring radiocarbon site, "lew 
.iexico. ::-3oil Science Society of America, 
Proceedings 32(p) :709-7l6. ANAG(l969)0l.id21. 

«■Radiocarbon ace- were obtained fro:i seven buried charcoal 
horizons in a desert area (along the Jan Andres Mountains)<• 
■Vith increasing age of soil during Recent tiae, the pro- 
gression of soil develooment apoears to have been marked 
by development of an A horizon, destruction of thin sedimen- 
tary strata, slight accumulation of carbonate, development 
of structure in materials of sufficiently fine texture, 
and with continued carbonate accumulation, development of 
a weak calcic horizon,  -'oils of Pleistocene age can 
have distinct argillic horizons and strong horizons of 
carbonate accumulation. 

209. -Tischler, O.E. 
»1967    »A hydrological synthesis of the Chad Basin. 

«-Nature and Resources 3(3):9-l!>. BA(5o)!>6U2. 
3'tftA 2(20)^9-083014. 

Reports on studies and projects important to the L'n-'sco 
hydrological synthesis of information on the Lake Chad 
Basin, with emphasis on international cooperation. 
Reviews research activities, and describes objectives 
of the Unesco program. Present work includes pareatic 
water studies in Nigeria, and stable an.i unstable iso- 
tope investigations. 

^.L0.    »Gist,  C.3. 
:-1967 «-Problems of sampling desert arthropods before 

and after a thermonuclear cratering test. 
»Great R-isin Naturalist 27(1) :26-35. 

»Analysis of selected arthropods near ground zero before 
and after the themonuclear test (Project Sedan 1962) is 
presented.    Evidence was sought of possible changes in 
species composition, or in relative abundance of species 
dis a result cf the test.    These factors might influence 
the lonp-term recovery of the close-in area, or indirectly 
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äfftet the survival of vertebrates in these areas. 
The arthropods recorded «ere common species (or species 
groups) which could be distinguished in the field. 
Data was tabulated of captures in grids of 100 traps 
at 3800, 5000 and 9000 feet respectively. There were 
no demonstrable effects of the Sedan test at 9000 feet. 
Except for the reduction in numbers of arthropods at 
_*800 feet compared to 5000 feet, the author perceived 
no short-term test-related effects in the tabulated data 
Deducing real changes in arthropod populations on the 
basis of captures in traps or seasonal variation is 
difficult, and requires a considerable sampling to over- 
come chance differences. 

211. «Glvoni, B./3ohar, E. 
*1968    *Rectal temperature in the prediction of per- 

missible w>rk rates in hot environments. 
»International Journal of Biometeorology, 
12(l):Ia-50. MGA 19.11-357. 

»Experiments were performed on 9 volunteers in which the 
changes in rectal temperature and sweat rate were recorded 
under different levels of metabolic rate, air temperatures, 
vapor pressure and air velocity. Analysis of the results 
enabled the development of a formula for the prediction of 
the elevation of body (rectal) temperature after 30 minutes 
of work at known metabolic rates in given thermal environ- 
ments. Phe elevation in body temperature is considered to 
express both the amount of heat dissipated through the heat 
dissipating mechanism, as well as the heat which has not 
been dissipated and is stored in the body. With ehe aid 
of the proposed formula, the permissible metabolic rate 
of work at various, external heat loads can be calculated. 
English, German and French summaries, p. 50. 

212. *Glancy, P.A./Rush, F.E. 
#1968 Water-resources appraisal of Smoke Creek-San 

Enidio desert area, Nevada and California. 
■»Nevada, Department of Conservation and Natural 
Resources, Water-Reconnaissance Series, Report 
UU.   57 p.   ANAG(1968)02574. 

♦Precipitation within the Snoke Creek-San Enidio Desert 
area is assumed to be the source of practically all water. 
Geologic terrane controlling the nvtural hydrologic sys- 
tem consists mainly of consolidateu-rock mountain masses 
bordering and separating the valleys, and alluvial-mantled 
valley floors,    ilountain ranges and intervening basins are 
the result of structural deformation of th«s Earth's crust 
that set the gross hydrologic framework.    Principal known 
and developed aquifers occur in alluvial deposits, at rel- 
atively shallow depths.    Knowledge is unavailable about 
presence, size, or quality of water reservoirs at great 
depths in alluvium or consolidated rocks.    Chemical analysis 
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of 2li water samples show quality ranges from Rood to very 
poor.    Future development may depend upon whether quan- 
tity and quality of available water are adequate for inten- 
ded use. 

213. »Glubb, J.B. 
*1967    *3yria, Lebanon and Jordan. »Thames and Hudson, 

London. 236 p. 

21h. *Goeden, it.D./Fleschner, C.A./Ricker, D.W. 
*196d    ^Insects control prickly pear cactus. *Califor- 

nia Agriculture 22(10):8-10. 
»A considerable degree of control of prickly pear cacti 
has been achieved on Santa Cruz Island rangeland, as a 
result of ecological »anipulation: primarily, through 
the introduction of an effective natural insect enemy 
(Dactylopius sp.) of the prickly pearj and {secondarily, 
by the initiation of better range management in promo- 
ting plant competition through wild sheep eradication 
and restricted cattle grazing, 

21£. *Goldschmidt, ü.J./Arad, A./Neev, D. 
»19^7    ttvlechanism of the saline springs in the Lake 

Tiberias depression. ^Israel, Hydrclogical 
Servj.ee,Hydrological Paper 11, 19 p./Israel, 
Geological Survey, Bulletin US. 

«The authors develop the theory that the emergence of 
brackish to saline springs in the Lake Tiberias depression 
is caused and controlled by the flow of cyclic water in 
the major regional aquifers. The bulk of the dissolved 
salts emerging at these springs is supplied by diluted 
brines of the Upper Pleistocene Lisan Lake, remnants of 
which are still entrapped in and slowly emerge from res- 
ervoir rocks within th? Rift Valley and adjacent Creta- 
ceous formations. The wawr discharged by the brackish 
to saline springs is \ r.ixture of fresh cyclic water, 
supplied by 2 fresn water aquifers of Tnrtiary and Upper 
Cenomanian strata, and of a much smaller quantity of 
diluted brine, supplied by the Lower Cenomanian aquifer. 
The discharges of fresh and of saline water from the 2 
Cenomanian aquifers are in phase,  l'he supply of saline 
water is controlled by the cycle of replenishment-deple- 
tion of the respective aquifer, based on the palaeo-hydrol- 
ogy and the hydrogeology of the region, on the hydro-geo- 
chenical grouping of the water present in the aquifers and 
of the water discharged by the brackish to saline springs 
and on the hydrological and the hydro-geochemical regimes 
of these springs. 
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216. «Gol'tsberg, I.A., ed. 
*1969    Microclimate of the IMSR.  »Israel Program for 

Scientific Translations, Jerusalem, Israel.. 
2U0 p. Available CFSri as flV>8-50U7Q. 

■»Discusses results and methods of research vrork carried out 
by the .-lain Geophysical Observatory in evaluating quanti- 
tative indexes of the microclimate in different regions 
of the U33R. Differences in air and soil temperatures, 
wind, radiation balance and soil moisture are discussed, 
and recommendations are made on the utilization of nicro- 
climatic features by the national economy. 

217. sGomez, H.J. 
#1968    -Plater reuse in lonterre.y, Mexico. *'/ater Pollu- 

tion Control Federation, Journal IiO^U) s5UO-5U5« 
3WRA 2(20)W69-08289. BA(Ii9)97528. 

•»•Aridity, an extended drought, industrial development, and 
population explosion necessitated water reuse as earl/ as 
1955»  Some industries treat and reuse water individually, 
while others use the central treatment facility of a coop- 
erative. Water quality treatment varies with use demands, 
such as watering gardens, cleaning of buildings and equip- 
ment, fire protection, cooling, boiler feed, and various 
industrial processes. Production costs as well as physical 
and chemical properties of the water are presented for 
each quality use type. 

218. *Goor, A.r./Barney, C.VJ. 
#1968    -»Forest tree planting in arid zones. «Äonald 

Press, New fork. k09  p. 
■»(■Intended to help reduce failures in Dlanting forest tree 
seedlings in arid and semiarid zones by describing tech- 
niques and species used in afforestation under differing 
conditions of aridity and soil as influenced by plantation 
purposes. Covers climate, soils, and ecology of vegetation; 
collection and handling of tree seed; selection, layout, 
and management of nurseries; techniques of afforestation; 
special plantations for production, protection, and beau- 
tification; and species suitable for arid-zone afforestation. 

219. *Gorsline, D.S 
*196 7 »Sedimentologic studies of the Colorado Delta. 

^University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 
Department of Geology; U.S. Office of Naval 
Research. Contract Nonr 223(29), NR 388-079. 

220.    -stGouws, V.C. 
*1968 ■»Analysis of rainfall c r South Africa for the 

period July 1, 19'7 to February 29, 1963. 
-»South Africa, 'feather Bureau, Nuusbrief (227): 
19-21.    i-IGA 19.12-361. 
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>tl.Ji s cus:J8:J and por~ra.:rs on a chart Lhe rainfall situations 
:'or each ,)f Lil·J 4 provinces and for J,mth '.•lest Africa and 
Do~.s·.·rcm.:>... fhe infor~nation pr~se:1ted is based on an anal
,ysis of total rainfall at lJO select.ed representative sta
tLons. ,"he i:..;>Jli nes on Ll1<~ char·t sfto\or that, except ln 4 
very s:1~lil localizcr:i areas, rainfall \oJaS below normal, 
rxt 1_:;i.nr; fr·u ·1 40 to 80 percent of nor:nal. 

?21. :r\~~een., 1";.;~. 
~~u.-)2 ~~rolablliti~s of tenoerature occurrence in 

J'..rizona and New ,'lexi~o (.'\.rizona Clb1atc, Supp
le:-:wnt 1) .- -;}University of Arizon<lr Tucson, 
Institute of Atmospheric Physics. Map. 

222. ->:Green, C.H./~Iattan, L. • ..l. 
-::1967 -::study of visibility versus population growth 

in Arizona. ~:-Arizona Academy of Science, 
Journal L(4) :226-228. i•DA 20. 7-l-t74. 

-::nesults of an analysi~ of variations of 1100 and 1700 
:·.ST vi si bi .li tie~ at 'fucson and Phoenix, Arizona, over a 
17-;year period (1949-1965) are compared t-.'i U: estimates of 
population. Frcqt:enc;r of 11poor 11 '':i si bi li ty in the Tucson 
area has been si t;ni i'i cantly corr8la ted. The increase in 
motor vehicles and aircraft is undoubtedly partially re
sponsi bl.~ for i :1ereo.ses in atn:ospher:i c pollution leading 
to reduced visibility. 'fhe much higher frequencies of re
duced vi si 'c>i li ty at Pnocrj_x reflects its larger population 
.:md industrialization. 

223. -11<:}ree:1, C:. K..jKan;;ieser, P. 
'*1967 ~~?rohabilit.Y oi' lo~-1 temperatures occurring in 

Arizona (Arizona Climate, Supplement 2). '*' 
Jniversity of Arizona, L'ucson, Institute of 
Atmospheric ?hysics. 23 p. •'Inp. :·IGA.l9.5-229. 

*?rovides infor.~ation on Lhe ter~inal occurrence (first 
in ~~e fall and last in the spring) of low temperatures. 
i'~c lo~at.ions of the 83 stations are shown; their latitudes, 
lo:1:~itudes, elevations and descriptions are tabulated. 
i'he results o :· th<: analysis oresented in a table include: 
1) :'he dates i:1 t.hc s;Jrin;: on t-.~lic~ the probabilities of 
t.h" last. occurrences of 40 degrees, 36 degrees, 32 degrees, 
2: de~ees, 2t, d~:::rees, 20 degrees, ancl 1~ def,re:s F 
decrease ~ro~ 90 percent, 75 percent, 50 oercent, 25 
?ercer.t., to 10 .)ercent; 2) i':1e dat:::s in the fall on 
...tl~ch .;-,.:; ;Jrotabilities of the first occurrences of 
th· 3X1C ~0~~crntures increa~e from 10 percent to 90 
Jercent., ',hro:1··:1 :h.::--·sa."1e inter7.tediat.e v-alues; and 3) 
:·:1c :v~a:' lcnf;::1 o: th-:.: ;ct·owinG season, i.e., L.he ntL'Tlber 
o :' days :•ct",oleer. :he last occurrence of a given threshold 
Ln ::.h:' s.1r·in£: ar.d its first occurrence in the fall at the 
:;o oerccnt nrobabilitv leYel. l'hc use o~~ the talle is 
I .. ~ ~ 

,~e:'lonstrated in a."1 exa."':lple. 
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22l4. «Greenleaf, J. E./et. al. 
*1967    ^Thirst and artificial heat acclimatization 

in man. ^International Journal of Biometeor- 
ology 11(3)011-322. MGA 19.8-67. 

■«■Investigation on the relationship between serum osmotic 
changes, water intake and water balance in k  fit young 
men during and after exercise in heat, before and after 
artificial heat acclimatization. English, German, and 
French summaries p. 321-322. 

22$.   *Gringof, I. a. 
#196?    tfPastbishchnye rasteniia Kyzylkuma i pogoda 

(Pasture 1lants in Kyzyl-Kum and the weather). 
*Sredneaziatskii Naucho-Issledovatel'skii 
Gidrometeorologicheskii Institut, Trudy 3b. 
137 p. MGA 19.6-16. 

*-The characteristics of the leading pasturage plants of 
the Kyzyl-Kum desert are discussedj indicators of onset 
of phases of growth are described and agrometeorological 
conditions of spring and fall vegetation renewal and of 
drying up of ephemeral plants are analyzed. Quantitative 
indices of the rate of development of ephemeral cereals 
in relation to air temperature and soil moisture are 
established. New computation methods are proposed for 
estimating yields of the vegetal mass of short grasses, 
sagebrush, and of shrubs under field conditions. Biblio- 
graphy, p. 129-135. 

22o. *<\iuelaiev, a.  ii. 
*1966    * Construction of the Kara-Kum canal in Turk- 

menistan, Translation. ^-International 
Commission on Irrigation and drainage, Trans- 

[ actions, 1:C133-C1U2. SWRA l(7)ii20288X66A. 
I «-The Kara-Ku;n Canal is located in i'urkmenia, the most 

arid territory in the Soviet Union. Climate of Turkmenia 
is favorable, but low rainfall and high evaporation make 

I agiicultural cultivation impossible without irrigation. 
j In 1966 the canal was more than 800 kilometers long aid 
\ the irrigated area was about 165,000 hectares. Water 
i intake in tho canal was 200 cubic meters per second in 
[ 1965. Problems in planning and constructing the canal 

are discussed. Large water losses are tolerated because 
only 20-21 percent of available water is being utilized. 
The canal is used for transportation, carrying vessels 
with tonnage up to £00 tons, experimental work shows 
that vegetation can be controlled by either deepening 
the canal to a minimum of 5.5 meters or adding herbivorous 
fish. 
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~-1':167 .. insect~; harmful to the 1,1,1nt life of' t:1e 
1h rakum ~anal a rea ( transle1 Led title). 
·-: r-oblc:ny Osvoyeniya Pustyn' 3:57-62. t;nr-; 
J ·: ~A)-6tJ o 

{·El~:hty h·.nn:'d and r.ot.en-tiallt hannful ·ns~ct ·species 
ha 'lc b"en :\)und in thf! vicinity of the Karakum :anal, 
some or \·:~i<;h :1rc listed in Tar:l,-:> ] • Also discusst::d 
<lr"! ::-h·· plants at.tR.cked bf each insect, tht~ parts of the 
~ l.1n t. Uv··:: c:xn.'l,~c, the population density and popul11 tion. 

• ~U~!:lji, N. r·~. 
~:l')tJ,;; 1,·.·vaporation invf~sti!.:nt.jons at Elnrhant Autte 

1user•1oir in New Mexico. ~: lntt?rnational 
•'- so~l.1tion of Scif:mtific Hydrology, Publication 
7 t:: ]J8-125. 

-<-•'s.:~i[~.-~s st~dies or the water los;:;es by -::va;.:oration at 
~lerhmt r·11Lte •uc!servoir, south central :~etJ }:e.v:ico, 
reprcse:1tln;,~ Lh<:' first phase of an evaporation <;uppre.~sion 
res~·arch pror•r .. u initiated in the summer of 1963. :..iuch a 
~'rogr-a"l r••q1:ires the determination of evaporation as 
acct:ratel.;· as possible to evaluate Lhe efficiencies of 
eva;onLion s:1vin~s and the e;::onornic feasibility of sup-
;;!':: :sio:-.. - :1ly :1fter establishi:tt; certain experimental 
relationsn ips and cor-:-elatir,g the various parameters 
Lnvolved ca.;, ft.:ll-s·.!ale evar.oration reductL.n studies be 
;.erfo rn-:ed. •'he de t-ermination of evaporation at this rlio 
ir.:mde si tP. is i:nportant not only for future suppression 
studies, >:.:t. also for the ~Srow~n~ rroblems involving 
int~rst1te and international water rights and the reliabil;
ti»s and .;ss11:--a::ces of domestic water celi·,er.r. 

;'?':). .. ~'..:::;ta, i . ..:.;~;.r.icna:idani, ...:. 'r. 

I'~ • 

>;-l9b7 {.3casonal variatic·ns in the compo~i.tion of some 
Sri line irri~aticn ~a ·~ers o :· westerr: :!.ajasthan. 
-AnnalJ of Arid lone 6(2):1G8-ll0. E~ (~9)1~~2~6. 
s ::-<J.. l(llA).v6e-\)0736. 

-;. :.1line ground :.,a ters from 7 sites in Jodhpur and !-'ali 
districts o!~ ;.;~:.;tern ;{ajasthan were ~X@'Tiined fo:-- seasonal 
v.1 ria +,ions in salt composition. 3alini ty varied frmn 
2)lb to lC, lr.:.O rr.i~roml:os ~C r er centimeter durin6 ral·i 
::;('~son o:· what cultivatfon. .techarf:e of water~; Tn the wells 
,.;as rromir.en t a:'ter the start of monsoon and ai tes with 
:·~c':<J.r:~·=- ~;ourcc r.earb;;r showed ;:-:ore se~s~.·.nal fluctuations 
:n sal~nit_.- l.,·yl;, t,han sites with re.;h~r·~e sour:e further 

-~; ---- ----
~:·l9bt- ~3alt ~O~·osition of some saline water irri~ated 

:oo:ls of ;iest .. err. -~.iasthan. Indi<m Society of 
..:)c:.l 3dence, Jourr:al 16(h):305-313. BA(50)11723b. 
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^Irrigation with saline ground waters of vary: .g salinity 
and Sodium adsorption ratio values ranging from 7 to 69 
on coarse to medium textured soils increased the soluble 
Na percentage in soil solution to over 75 and exchangeable 
Na percentage to over 30 at most of the experiment?! sites. 
Irrigation waters examined generally contain preponderance 
of magnesium over calcium resulting in lar.^e accumulation 
of magnesium in soil solution. Wheat crop, however, 
continues to e raised on these soils in the usual manner. 
Large amounts of calcium carbonate in the soil does not 
seem to offer any protection against sodio aevelopment 
during irrigation. 

231. *Oupta, A.  K. 
*19bS «-Anthropogenic influences on  ..he vegetation 

of western  tejasthan.    «-/egetatio    16(1-Ii):79-9U. 
BA (50)  96177. 

#The area is now uesert-like, and the question is to what 
extent this desertification is due to man's activities. 
These direct influences of man are discussed:    i'he socio- 
economic conditions of the human population,  their land 
utilization and agriculture, use of vegetation  for fuel, 
fiber, wood and animal feed.    These indirect influences 
are discussed:    Over-grazing of natural pastures,  changes 
in the vegetation related to grazing or release from 
grazing,  introduction and spread of disseminules of 
undesirable plants, and degrauation of the microclimate 
following the elimination of vegetation. 

232. #Gutkin, V. L. 
#1966    tt/ertolet na rekogncstsirovke i p ostroike 

znakov v peschanykh raionakh (nelicopters on 
reconnaissance and in erection of signals in 
sandy regions). ^-Oeodeziya i Kartografiya 
8:16-19. Translation available CFSTI as 
AD-67U 621. 

•»Discusses the use of helicopters to accomplish topographic- 
geodetic work in a sandy, nearly impenetrable region. The 
work was accomplished by one crow of 17 men and a rented 
helicopter. By calculation, the reconnaissance arid 
erection of one point with the aid of a helicopter used 
approximately 280 percent less time than the same project 
using automobiles, and the budget economized by 200 percent. 
The use of a helicopter increases quality, secures the 
absence of blind Sj.ots and insures the prompt registering 
of data. 
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?53.    j iiadley, N.  i*'./ Williams, S.   J. 
«1968 »Surface activities ol' some North American 

scorpions   in  relation to  feeding,    ideology 
U9(U)t726-73U. 

?3ii.    ^-Hagedorn,  if. 
■KlSbc" •''■liter äolische abtragung und  ['ormung in der 

Südost-Sahara (Aeolian   removal and formation 
in  the southeast Sahara,    Erdkunde 22(U):?57- 
?69.    MQA 20.11-2OÖ. 

* Fhe  rocks of  the rorkou mountain area in   the southeast 
Sahara on the southwest edge of th*   'geological Kufra 
• aslti, are predominantly  sandstones, deposited in succes- 
sion   fron  th»   Santrian  to  the   >etaeeuus.     ihe structural 
relief forms are widespread structural   terraces,    i'he 
climate of  :.ho area is completely  a .-id and is ruled by the 

NK  trade wind,  wh; :h Hows  from September to i'iay with 
extraordinary re clarity and strength.     telief is character- 
ized : / wind corrosion   forma tuat take  in  the basal portion 
of the noun tain-rea.    Wind relief is described and analyzed 
with  the  nel}   of s«."ne air photos.     lh.  dominant   i'Oinis  are 
wind alleys an«'' aerodynamical!    formed ria'es stretching 
NE-SVJ anu ov. Lng   .heir formation to  the   -rinding activity 
of  ; he trade wina,    Uie grinding material is quart:- sarid 
that is irrey;larl.. distributed over  the mountain area. 
i'h    most important removal process is corrasionj deflation 
plays only a subordinate role.    A series of relief levels 
is recognized and analyzed on   .he basis of surface  forms 
from area:- of varying altitude but with similar petro 'raphic 
and tectonic  composition. 

235. *nall,   ... N. 
•is 1967 ';A simple method of navigating in deserts. 

* Geographical Journal 133(2):192-205. 
^-Discusses dead reckoning navigation by sun compass and 
position  fixing oy using selected stars. 

236. «Hallett, J. 
«19o9 *A rotor-induced dust ct.-vil.    *..eather 2h(U): 

133.    MIA 21.3-Ü71. 
■i.-i'his note discusses  trie cover photography that shows a 
uust cloud raised by the strong vertical motion occurring 
below the   roll   cloud formed by air flow ng over the 
mountain  range  to  the west of the t ah .iah -tange, Pyramid 
Lake, Nevada. 

■■':'[.      Haiviari,  if.   x. 
■ 1S'O9 tu re oi   yrourd water  in African Sahara desert. 

•»«merican Society of   üvil    ngineers,  Irrigation 
and drainage division,   Journal 95(Iitii):563-5cO. 
5,..iA   3(7)^0-021*52. 
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«•The two-dimensional problem of unsteady seepage  flow 
through a en fined sand bed o\' vast plan area is attempted 
on mathematicaJ   lines,     i'he treatment is applied tc the 
groundwater reservoir lyirif; under thß vant African 
Sahara Desert with  the object of determining the amount 
of its storage.    The  future grounnwater discharges of two 
main oases in ttgypt (namely Kharga ana Dakhla)  have been 
predicted to  the year 2000.     ihr. free flow discharge of 
Kharga Oasis at present can irrigate a cultivated area of 
about 10, .00 acres,  the corresponding area of Dakhla Oasis 
being 22,000 acres.    I'he installation of pumps in Kharga 
wells increases their discharge by about IS percent and  those 
of Kahhla by about 7 percent.    Owin - to various complica- 
tions in  the pump installation, anu the low water gain 
obtained by them, pumps shouln not ;.e used,    i'heir expenses 
far exceed the water gain. 

238. »Hammer, .i. M. 
»1968 -xNote on rainfall in the i>ud;.n.    »weather 

23(5) t211.      HGA 19.10-1*19. 
»uata for 1961 from 2k randomly chosen rainfall stations 
in the Sudan have been examined   uO determine the contribu- 
tion of various daily rainfall-amounts to the total annual 
rainfall,    .tesults indicate that lit.8 percent of the 
raindays produced U6.3 percent of the total rainfall, and 
32.2 percent produced 72.5 percent of the total rain. 
'•These figures agree with similar figures  for tropical 
areas found by lüehl.    A graph showing the average curve 
of cumulative percentage of raindays against percentage of 
annual rainfall is shown. 

239. »Hanee,  ri. ... 
»1967 »The Oezira scheme, a study in agricultural 

development.    In W. A. 11-.nee, African economic 
development, revised edition, p. 31-53. 
»Praeger, New York.    326 p. 

2U0.    »Hanks, R. J./Gardner, H. tt./Fairtourn, h, L. 
»1967 »Evaporation of water from soils as influenced 

by drying with wind or radiation.    »Soil 
Science Society o: America, Proceedings 31(5): 
593-598.   KGA 19.6-362.   SW.iA 2(l)W69-00378. 

»Evaporation of water directly from the soil accounts for 
loss of a large part of the precipitation in the ario zone. 
A study to determine relative importance of temperature 
gradients in evaporation of water :'rom soil wns made by 
adjusting the wind and rauiation intensity.    Wind treat- 
ment caused a temperature depression at the soil surface 
.initially that nearly disappeared after about 5 days.    The 
radiation treatment caused a temperature increase at the 
soil surface that increased with time. 
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2hl, «Hanna, 3. (. 
*19°9    «i'he formation ot longitudinal sand dunes by 

large helical eddies in the atmosphere. 
«Journal of Applied Heteorology (J(6):t'7it-b63. 

«-It is suggested that helical roll vortices in the atmos- 
phere are responsible for the formation of the longitudinal 
sand dunes that coyer over ha.'f of 'ho area of the large 
deserts of the world, l'he dunes are aligned in the 
direction of the prevailing wind and are spaced more or 
less 2 kilometers apart. Observations in the atmosphere 
and in the laboratory, ana hydrouynamic stU ility theory, 
indicate that dominant forms of motion in the : oundary 

f layer of the atmosphere are counter rotating helical roll 
vortices aligned '»long the wind and having diameters 
approximately equal to the thickness of the boundary layer. 
The necessary conditions for the formation of these roll 
vortices are fulfilled over large deserts an<; their 
spacLigs agree with the observed tpacings of the dunes. 

i-'U2.    «Kappold,  ü.   ,.  o, 
«1969 «'Ih    mammalian   fauna of some jebels in   the 

northern Sudan.    «Journal of Zoology (London) 
157 (S-art 2):133-lUS.   *A(b'G)6U.>49.' 

«Mammals were collected and observed on 7 j^lels in the 
Sudan.    A brief description of the position and geology, 
size,  amount of soil,  vegetation and rainfall is r;iven 
for each jcbel since t.iese  features are important in 
determining the variety and abundance of the   ;ammalian 
fauna,    ihere are few mammalian species,  if any,  on  the 
desert jebels.    Acomys cahirinus is the commonest species, 
and it may be very abundant if the ,jebel is large enough. 
Small desert jewels appear to have no mammals.    In  t.he 
desert,   „he jebei an: the desert faunas are distinct, 
whereas  in  tue woodland savanna there is an overlap 
between  th-» mammals of the .jebel and  chose of  '.he savanna. 
The desert jehels are islands,  so  that each population is 
isolated from  the next.    This situation is probably due to 
the past climatic and ve -etational history of the region. 

?Li3•    «-Harbeck,   J.  r., Jr. 
*19o8 «-Status of evaporation measurements in the 

United States.    «-International Association of 
Scientific Hydrology, iublication 76:285-292. 
H-iA 2Qa9-3b3 

«-l'he difTerence ir, importance of evaporation in the design 
of reservoirs in humid and arid regions  is briefly notea. 
In summary the author states that the choice of the technique 
is based upon economics,     l'he energy budget method is reliable 
but expensive,    evaporation maps based on evaporimeter data 
are adequate  for most purposes.    A mass-transfer technique 
is often suitabl3   for sncll ponds, but cannot be used success- 
fully when inflow and outflow ar- large compared to  the 
reservoir volume 
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2UU.    «Harrili, J.  >i. 
«1968 -Krtydrologic response to irrigation pumping 

in diamond Galley, Kureke and £lko bounties, 
Nevada, 1960-1965.    «Nevada, Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources, Water 
Resources Bulletin 35.    35 p.    AKAG(1969) 
OÜ805. 

because most pumping is 10 miles south of the nearest 
area of natural discharge, local overdraft will occur 
long before an appreciable amount of natural discharge can 
be salvaged.    Pumpage increased about 2,000 acre-feet per 
year during the period reviewed, resulting in an estimated 
storage depletion of 60,000 acre-feet.    If the same rate 
prevails, new equilibrium may not be achieved until in- 
creased pumping costs result in a decrease or relocation. 

21*5.   * Harris, D. J. 
#1967 «Electrical effects of th<- Harmattan dust storms. 

«-Nature 211*(5088):585-    MGA 18.10-Uli. 
■«Measurements of the electric field at ground level, and of 
the electric current from air to grcund, have been /nade at 
Zaria, Nigeria during Uie Harmattan season.    A chart is 
shown illustrating the variation in the Earth's electric 
field over a period of 2\x hours during which intense 
"armattan conditions prevailed. 

21*6.    «Harris,  it. W. 
#1968 «Establish drought-tolerant plants by direct 

seeding.   Interim report.   «California State 
Division of Highways, Maintenance Department 
31 p.    Available CFSTI as F3-183 677. 

«This is a progress report on research being conducted by 
the University of California, at Davis, consisting of 
establishing drought-tolerance, aggressiveness, resistance 
to insects ana diseases, beauty and the ability to accom- 
plish Lhe desired functional purpose.    Seeding techniques 
are being developed which consider maximum utilization of 
the plant's inherent seed germinatability, natural soil 
moisture, suitable soil temperature, fertilizer placement 
and weed control.    The goal is to obtain attract ve and 
functional roadside plantings which are able to survive 
with minimum maintenance and with little or no irrigation. 
Trials to date indicate th;s planting technique can be 
applied on roadsides throughout the state, using indigenous 
plant material or plants growing under climatic conditions 
similar to that specific area. 
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2U7. «Harris, W. V. 
«1968    * Termites of the Sudan «University of Khartoum, 

Sudan Natural History Museum, Bulletin U. 31 p. 
«This list of the Isoptera known to occur 211 the Sudan is 
based on specimens in the British Museum (Natural History) 
and on published records. Included in the list are 38 
species belonging to 26 genera. A key is given for the 
identification of the genera based on the characters 
of the soldier caste, with illustrations of 15 genera. 
An annotated list gives references to the original descrip- 
tion of each species and such changes on nomenclature as 
affect the Sudan record. A brief note is included on 
economic damage resulting from termite attack. A list of 
localities with ehe provinces, and a bibliography conclude 
this account. 

2u8. «Harrison, 0.  L. 
«1968    «On three mammals new to the fauna of Oman, 

Arabia, with the description of a new sub- 
species of bat. «Mammalia 32(3):31?-325. 

«An adult male wild sheep, Ovis ammon (Artiodactyla: 
Bovidae) obtained in the mountains of Oman in November 
1967 is described and illustrated. It is the first 
known occurrence of the species in the Arabian peninsula 
outside Iraq. Two spp. of Microchiroptera are also newly 
recorded from Oman: Bptesicus nasutus (Vespertilionidae), 
a new local race £.n. batinensis, and Taphozous perforatus 
(Emballonuridae). 

2li9. «-Harrison, t». L./Seton-Drowne, G. J. 
#1969    «The influence of soil color on subspeciation 

of mammals in eastern Arabia. «Linnean 
Society, Zoological Journal U8(U):U67-u70. 

«Some subspecies of mammals described from the Batinah 
Coast of Oman are discussed. The Baluchistan gerbil, 
Gerbillus nanus. exists in 2 quite distinct color forms 
on each side of the Oman rang'j, which we have shown to 
correspond closely with the coloration of soil samples 
obtained from the areas in which they were collected. 
A pale sandy form near to .G.n. arabium lives on the pale 
sands fringing rtub al Khali, while a much darker form 
G.n. setonbrownei .ives on the darker soil of the 
Batinah Joast. 

250.    «Harrison, A, S, 
«1969 «The Mahardah scheme.    «Focus 19(5):8-11. 
«Of the  total farm land of Tunisia,  the area with the 
greatest potential  for large-scale irrigation lies in the 
basin of the Majardah, one of the most productive parts of 
the country, and it is hoped that the pilot project being 
carried out indicates prog-:es possible through cooperation 
between farmers and a government dedicated to reform. 
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251.    »Hastings, J. ti./faumphrey, A. ft» 
#1969 *Climatological data and statistics for Sonora 

and northern Sinaloa.    »University of Arizona, 
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Technical 
deport   19.   96 p. 

»Data on total monthly precipitation, mean monthly 
temperature, and seasonal statistics i'rom various weather 
stations in Sonora and Sinaloa« 

2$2.   »Haynes, C. V. 
»1968 »Preliminary report on the Late Quaternary 

geology of the San Pedro Valley, Arizona. 
»Arizona Geological Society, Southern Arizona 
Guidebook 3t79-96.   ANAG(1969) 

253.   »tfazrati, A, 
"j.yrf »Identification and typing of horse-sickness 

virus strains isolated in the recent eptzootic 
of the disease in Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria. 
»Arch. Inst. tiazi   19; 131-1)43.   BA ($0) 71U62. 

»Several virus strains isolated during the recent epizootic 
of African horsesickness in North Africa were studied. 
These strains were either received for confirmation and 
typing or were isolated from samples submitted to the   lazi 
Institute, Iran.    The virus strains were iatntified as 
African horse-sickness virus because of their pathogenicity 
for suckling mice, adult mice, guinea pigs and horses 
(in one case) as well as their ability to fix complement 
in the presence of horse-sickness antiserum when tested 
by the complement fixation test. 

251i.   »Heathcote, A, L. 
»1969 Drought in Australia: a problem of perception. 

»Geographical teview $9 »175-19)4. 

255. »Hecht, G./Kniesel, j. 
»1968    »Die Oase Siwa (VAR): Bemerkungen zur Geographie 

(The oasis of Siwa, UAR). »Geographische 
Eerichte 13(2:1*7)« 93-10)4. 

»English summary, p. 103. 

256. »Hedberg, I./ Hedberg, 0., eds. 
»1968    »Conservation of vegetation in Africa south of 

the Sahara. Proceedings of a symposium held 
at the 6th plenary meeting of the Association 
pov." 1"Etude Taxonomique de la Flore d'Afrique 
Tropicale, Uppsala, 1966. »Acta Phytogeographica 
Suecica 5Ü. 320 p. 

»Covers the arid areas of the Zone Sahllienne, Hast Africa, 
south Tropical Africa, and «iouth Africa, with regional 
syntheses for each; and includes appendices on the progress 
of African floras and the mapping of the African flora. 
Maps, photographs. 
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257. «Hellmuth,  ü. U. 
«1968 «cco-physiological studies on plants in arid 

and semi-arid regions in 'ft    cern Australia. 
I:  Autecology of rthagodia baccata (Labill.) 
moq.    «Journal of Ecology 56:31903U4. 

«This species shows marked control over water loss and a 
higher assimilation rate than other native plants of 
western Australia,  as weil as high heat resistance.    These 
drought-resistant properties,  together with its capacity to 
grow on a wide range of soil typos,  its ease of propagation, 
and its palatability for sheep, make it potentially useful 
as a | asturo for the arid and semi-arid regions of Gestern 
Australia. 

258.      
«1969 « .co-physiological studios  :>n plants in arid 

and semi-arid regions in western /tustralia. 
II:   'ield physiology o.  Acacia craspedocarpa 
:7. Muell.    «Journal of acology 5>7:6l3-63U 

«Investigations have been made on the  field physiology of 
Acacia craspedo;arpa F. Muell. which grows in arid and 
semi-arid regions of western Australia,    showing that 
stomatal control of water loss does not occur.    Control 
over water loss appears to be referable to anatomical 
characteristics and the development of water-retaining 
substances in cells of phyllodes in late summer.    Increas- 
ing resistance to water loss but not to carbon dioxide 
exchange was responsible for increasing water use efficiency 
in late summer.    The development of negative turgors under 
late summer conditions did not impair the photosynthetic 
activity.    The heat resistance limit was  found to be well 
above the maximum phyllode temperature recorded. 

259. «Henane,  d. 
«1963 «Comportement alimentaire et adaptation 

organique en zone desertique (Alimentary 
behavior and organic adaptation to desert 
zones).    «Revue de Corps de Sante" des Armees, 
U:33-5U.    NASA«TT-F-11612.    STAR 6(7)Nb8-22210. 
English translation, 1968, under Contract NASw- 
1695. 

«A brief description of the climte of the Sahara is followed 
by a detailed description 0;' ohe diet of the nomadic 
Meharists.    .teligion and custom as well as practical expediency 
are discussed as  reasons for the selection of such unbalanced 
eating habits.    A detailed analysis of the nutritional value 
and substantial deficiencies offered by the diet are shown 
to be basic to this native group'3 adaptation ability to the 
torrid desert climate.    Other tests en both man and animals 
are discussed and compared in terms of validity and accuracy. 
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260. «Henderson, R. J./person, U. W, 
#1969 * Locating deep aquifers by resistivity soundings. 

«Australian Journal of Science 30(1):299-300. 
HGA 20.11-671*. 

«The major part of this report is on a preliminary inves- 
tigation conducted i/ the authors in the Coonamble Basin 
in northern New South Wales, with known geology and water 
distribution.    The equipment used in a resistivity sound- 
ing at the site of Dohena-1 well 27 kilometers south-west 
of Narrabri, which was drilled in 1963 to a depth of 16£5 
meters, and  the field procedure are described.    A computer 
program was used to calculate a theoretical sounding 
curve based on the data supplied by the well logs,    This 
enabled prediction of the required electrode separation 
and the likelihood of resolving any particular layer.    The 
results of the field soundin.r together with an idealized 
lithological log of the well are shown in a graph.    The 
authors concluae that tb/3 results are sufficiently encourag- 
ing to justify continuation of the investigation. 

261. «Henning, ->. 
#1968 «Exzessive-Niederschläge in Trocken^ebieten: 

tekord-Niederschläge im Februar und März 1967 
in Inner-Australien (Excessive precipitation in 
arid areas:  record precipitation in February and 
March 1967, in the interior of Australia). 
«Wetter und Leben 20(1-2): 1-9.    MGA 19.11-1*51*. 

«At many stations of Central Australia, rainfall totals for 
February and March 1967 represented absolute records.    The 
Alice Springs District space average for these months 
amounted to nearly 1* times the long run mean value.    At a 
series of stations of this district, rainfall exceeded 
600 percent of normals in February and 1200 percent in 
iViarch.    The February rainfalls were caused a.o. especially 
by the zonal pressure distribution within the equatorial 
trough.    In March, a tropical cyclone was passing Alice 
Springs uistrict and the 2ii hour and the 1*8 hour rainfall 
amounts came up to IkS mm ($.70 inches), and 172 mm 
(6.77 inches), resp., in the southern   part, of that district. 
Results of the tremendous downpurs were disruptions of the 
few roads and rail "'nes, so that large areas of the 
Northern Territory        » cut off from the rest of the 
continent for several weeks. 

262. «Herrn, u./ Paskoff, i\./ Stiefel, J. 
«1966 «Premieres observations sur les alentours de la 

baie de Tongoy,  -^hile (First observations on the 
environs of Tongoy Bay, Chile).    «So^iete' jeol- 
ogique de France, C0mpte .tendu 1966 (l):2U. 
Abstract.    BIGENA 32(10)268-13059. 
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LJo3.    «Hervieu, J. 
»I960 '- 'ontribution a 1'etude de l'alluvionnement en 

milieu tropical (Contribution to the study of 
alTivial deposits in a tropical environment). 
J"i)rstom, Memoi re ?k>    UOÖ p.    i'iaps.    RIOENA 
32(10)366-13505. 

«This monograph on the sedimentary history of Madagascar 
is based primarily on studies on the western slopes of the 
island, an area which,  due to its geographic position, 
'eology,  x'elief,  vegetation, and soils,  ideal for research 

on continental detrital sedimentation in a tropical 
environment.    The evolution of alluvial deposits during the 
Tertiary and Quaternary is traced, and pedogenesis is 
discussed in detail. 

26Ju «Hickman, K. 
«1967    «Oases for the future. «Ekistics 23(137): 

193-198. 

265. «Hill, i>. rf. 
«1968 «Mojave Desert-High Sierra topographical 

quadrangle map index,    «^halfant Press, bisnop, 
California.    116 p. 

«Most of the U.S.  jeological Survey topographical quadrangles 
of the Mohave Uesert cover 1? minutes of latitude and long- 
itude,    i'hey ar>   the only current maps that contain many of 
the early place names,  roads and trails of this area. 

266. «Hillel, D. 
«1967 «Runoff inducement in arid lands,    /inal Tech- 

nical report.    «U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Project A10-3WC-36, Grant FG-Is-178. 

--Artificially-increased runoff from slopes,  concentrated 
in crop-planted areas,  can help more efficient use of 
natural precipitation in agriculture.    Laboratory experi- 
ments in Israel to reduce infiltration and thus increase 
runoff used rainfall simulators, later field tested. 
Varied so i type, and rainfall intensity and duration, 
provided \aried results, wi'h runoff-to-rainfall ratios 
as high as 80-90 percent under good conditions.    Treatments 
included mechanical smooching and compaction, and application 
of substances to bind, sjeal,  crust, and waterproof surfaces. 

257. «Hillel, D./ .tawitz, E. 
«1968    «A preliminary field study of surface treatments 

Tor runoff inducement in the Negev  of Israel. 
*Internationa] Congress of Soil ocience, 9th, 
Adelaide, 1968, Transactions 1:303-311. 
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*The possibility of obtaining additional supplies of water 
by the artificial inducement of runoff can be important in 
arid regions. Various surface treatments can affect the 
infiltration rate and stability of the soil and thu3 deter- 
mine the quantity and frequency of runoff. Several such 
treatments were compared in field runoff plots in which 
the rainfall pattern and runoff rates were monitored during 
two seasons. These treatments included: mechanichal 
compaction, sodic dispersion, fuel oil, cultivation, 
aggregation, control. An analysis is presented of seasonal 
runoff potential and of the performance of the various 
treatments (including total runoff yield, runoff ratio, 
average infiltration capacity, relation of runoff yield to 
storm size and total seasonal erosion), i'he formation of 
a layer of stable aggregates was found to reduce runoff 
to practically zero (especially during a drought se*oon), 
whereas the formation of an artificial crust (e.g. with 
fuel oil, which had the triple effect of sealing, water- 
proofing and binding the soil surfese) induced runoff in 
amounts exceeding 80 percent of seasonal rainfall. 

268. *Hillel, D. et al. 
■M-1969 #Soil-crop-tillage interactions in dryland 

and irrigated farming,    final technical report. 
«•Volcani Institute of Agricultural   Research, 
Technion.    310 p.    3rant PG-Is-20U.    Available 
CESTI as PB-190 1*38. 

*The project was an attempt to find answers to a number 
of fundamental and practical problems related to soil 
management in an arid zone.   Though the practice of tillage 
constitutes a major, and at times the major, cost item in 
crop production, it has not yet been studied adequately 
from the combined viewpoints of the agronomist, soil 
physicist and engineer.   A coordinated effort was directed 
towards an examination of alternative tillage programs and 
practices in the contexts of dryland and irrigated farming 
under the conditions typically prevailing in Israel. 

269. »Hills, £• S./ Oilier, C. W Twidale, G. It. 
*1966    «•Qeomorphology (of arid lands). In. E. S. Hills, 

ed., Arid Lands,, a geographical appriasal, p. 
53-76. *Metheun, London. MOA 19.11-SOl. 

*Arid lands are hot regions, characterized by a low average 
annual rainfall, rare and spasmodic downpours, a large 
diurnal temperature range, and wind which in the absence of 
vegetation assume s great significance in shaping land 
surfaces. Illustrates the structure (block tectonics, 
shield and platforms, vulcanicity weathering), rivers and 
streams of arid lands, and wind action including land 
forms of sind. 
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2?0»    «HiucnUigbrooke,  J. 
«1968 «Trek to the Tibesti >tenge.    «Geographical 

Magazine 1*0(12) »1025-1033.    Map. 
«Travels  through tha Saharan mountain range on the 
borders of Libya and Chad. 

271. -Hinrichs, ~. N. 
«19b8 * Geologic map of the Camp Jesert itock quadrangle, 

Nye County, Nevada (scale 1:2k,000).    «U.S. 
Geological Survey.    Geological Quadrangle Map 
Old-726.    ANAG(1968)0?.'j0Q. 

272. «Hoages, G. N./Hodge, CO. 
«19o9 «Power, water and fooO for desert coasts:    an 

inte ;rated system for providing them.    «American 
Society for Horticultural Science, 66th annual 
meeting, 1 ullman, Washington, 1969» paper 
presented.    16 p. 

«An integrated closed-environment system has been devised 
to furnish power-water-food for desert coastal areas, 
using waste heat from engine-driven electric generator 
sets to desalt seawater, and using the fresh water to 
irrigate vegetables planted in plastic air-inflated 
greenhouses.    The operating facility on  „he Gulf of 
California and one planned for the Persian   Julf could 
bring needed development  to the world's 20,000 miles of 
arid coasts. 

273. «Hollard, H. ; 
«1967 «Le devonien du Maroc et du Sahara nord- 

occidental (i'he n^vonian in Morocco and the 
northwestern Sahara).    In International 
Symposium on the Devonian system, 1:203-214*. 
«Alberta Society of Petroleum Geologists, 
Calgary.    BIGKNA 32(11)E68-1$1$0. 

-»■An attempt is made to establish the stratigraphy of the \ 
Devonian for this region,  resulting in retaining 9 sub- 
divisions!  the   formations assigned are present in a j 
variety of facios, with maximum thicknesses present in 
the west and southwest of Morocco, and minimum in the 
southeast (central High Atlas and  1'afilalt).    English 
summary. 

27U. «Holmes, u, ^./ bright, J. 0. 
«•1968    »'i'he birds of Sind (West Pakistan): A review. 

«Bombay Natural Hist. Soc, Journal b5(3): 
533-556,  BA (51) 52U57. 

«It has been U5 years since a comprehensive account of 
the birds of the former province of Sind (West Pakistan) 
WHS published. Since then, the environment of the alluvial 
plains of Sind has been considerably altered by a very 
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extensive spread of irrigation canals, agricultural 
development and increase in population.    These changes 
are still occurring.    An up-to-date review of the avifauna 
of the alluvial plains is presented to indicate changes in 
status that heve resulted from the new environment.    Most 
noticeable of the changes is the decline of the larger, 
wetland species, which is likely to continue.    In contrast, 
it can be assumed that the population of many passerines 
has increased. 

275. *Holz, ft. K. 
■«■1968    #The Aswan High Dam. -»Professional Geographer 

20(h)i230-237. 
■»Few countries have tied such a high proportion of their 
hopes for political, social, and economic development to 
a single, massive project as has Egypt in the construction 
of Sadd-ie'aali, or the High Dam at Aswan. It may bring to 
the average Egyptian little or none of the benefits expected 
of it, however. This study documents the physical limita- 
tions of agricultural expansion in the Kile Valley itself, 
and reemphasizes the problem of Egypt's rapid and sustained 
population growth. In so doing, it concludes that the 
gains programmed for the dam will be more limited than 
planned, and further, that population increases may spread 
these gains so thin that their effects will be negligible 
among the fellaheen. 

276. 
*1969 *Man-made landforms in the Nile Delta. 

Geographical Review 59(2):253-269. 

277.   #Hood, J. W./ Waddell, K. M. 
#1968 ^Hydrologie reconnaissance of Skull Valley, 

Tooele County, Utah.    *Utah Department of 
Natural ^sources, Technical Publication 18. 
57 p.    Kaps.    ANAG(1968)02h31. 

*The main ground-water reservoir in Skull Valley in 
unconsolidated Tertiary and Quaternary rocks, underlies 
about 230,000 acress  the drainage basin includes about 
800 square miles.    The source of all water is precipitation. 
Estimated average recharge and discharge is 30,000-50,000 
acre-feet per year.    Discharge is by evapotranspiration, 
wells, surface outflow, and underflow from the mouth of 

I the valley.    Estimated perennial yield of ground water is 
10,000 acre-feet or less: any excess would be from storage. 
Chemical quality of water limits potential development: 
concentration of dissolved solids is 98-17,200 ppm.    A 
considerable ptrt of th? water is saline: freshest water 
comes from streams and springs in the Stansbury Mountains. 
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276. «rloo^straal, H., et al. 
«1966-   «i'he Jheetah, Aclnonyx .jubatus Schreber, in 
1967     gypt. «Zoological Society of Egypt, Bulletin 

21:63-ö6. Available CFSTI as AD-700 632. 
«A cheetah, Aeinonyx jubatus subsp«, shot in the desert 
15 kilometers north of the kilometer 125 marker on the 
^airo-Alexandria road, appears to be the northeasternmost 
record of this animal in continental Africa. Cheetahs 
have been seen on several occasions during this century 
in the El Maghra, Qattara Depression, and Salum areas. A 
plea is made for effective preservation measures so that 
this animal will not become extinct :n '':gypt. The small 
skull o:' the 1967 Egyptian specimen is almost .identical 
with one of the American Museum of Natural History from 
6Ü miles south of Harrar, Ethiopia. 

279.    «Hooke,  il. L. 
«1967 -»Processes on nrid region alluvial fans. 

«Journal of Geology 7^(U):It3ö-U60.    bk (50) 
117223. 

«•Alluvial fans were studied in the field, largely in the 
desert regions of California, and in the laboratory, 
"ield study consisted of detailed mapping of parts of 

h fans and reconnaissance work on over 100 aoditional fans. 
features mapped included the nature and age of deposits, 
material size, and channel pattern.    In the laboratory 
small alluvial fans were built of mud and sand transported 
through a channel into a 5-foot by 5-foot box under 
controlled conditions. 

280.    * — 
«1968 «Steady-state relationships on arid-region 

alluvial fans in closed basins.    «American Journal 
of ocience 266(8):o09-629.    ANAG (1969)OW0i2. 

*In a system of fans  the stead/ state exists when all of the 
fans are increas ng in thickness at approximately the same 
rate.    Laboratory and field observations suggest that the 
steady-state slope of an alluvial fan is determined by 
debris size, depositional process,  and water discharge. 
Large fans have larger drainage basins and hence larger 
discharges than small fc.ns.    3onsequently,  fan slope 
generally decreases with increasing fan area.    Under other- 
wise equivalent conditions,  fans composed of coarse 
material are steeper than those composed of fine material, 
and fans buiit largely by debris flows or sieve deposition 
are steeper than fans on which fluvial processes dominated. 
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281. «Hooke, i. L./ Yang, H-Y./ rteiblen, P. ml. 
#1969    «Desert varnish, an electron probe study. 

*Journal of Jeology 77(3):275-288. 
•«■Desert varnish samples fron Deep Springs Valley and Death 
Valley in California were studied with the use of the 
electron microprobe. Comparison of variations with data 
on the bulk composition of the fresh rock suggests that 
elements which increase outward may be supplied largely 
from external sources and that elements which decrease 
outward may be supplied predominantly from the underlying 
rock. 

282. «Hurley, P. A. 
#1968 «-Augmenting Colorado iliver by weather modifica- 

tion. American Society of Civil Engineers, 
Journal of Irrigation and Drainage Division 
9U(l4):363-380.   MGA 21.3-673. 

#An overall perspective on the promising potential for 
increasing winter precipitation over nountains of the upper 
Colorado River basin is presented in an engineering context 
for water development planners,    The resulting augmented 
spring runoff, regulated by existing reservoirs, can 
provide additional water to meet growing demands for the 
region where present water supplies are becoming critically 
short.    Increasing the November through April precipitation 
by 1$ percent over lu,200 square miles of target areas 
generally located at elevations above 9500 feet will yield 
an average additional runoff of 1,870,000 acre-feet annually. 
This practical capability to enhance the winter snowfall 
should be developed by the mid-1970's through the outlined 
$25,000,000 applied research field program.    Exclusive of 
initial research costs, regular production costs by weather 
modification are estimated at $1.00 to $1.50 an acre-foot 
for the new water.   Average additional cenefits are 
estimated to be 20 to 25 million annually, for a highly 
favorable tenefit-cost ratio of about 10 to 1. 

283. *Hou, H./ Chen, C. T./ >.ang, H. P. 
#1957    «The vegetation of China with special reference 

to the main soil types (translated title), 
*Acta Pedologica Sinica 5:19-U9. 

«English summary. j 
i 

28U* *Hoyanagi, M. \ 
#1965    -»Sand-buried ruins and shrinkage of rivers 

along the Old Silk '<oad in the Tarim Basin. 
«Journal of Geography, Tokyo 7l*(l):l-12, 
(2) «55-75. MGA 17.6-1*69. j 

«Archaeological, historical, hydrolo^ical and climatic j 
factors that may account for the abandonment of sites in j 
the Takla Makan Desert in the Tarim Basin are discussed. 
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Abandonment of the sites is associated with the shrinkage 
of rivers and with the retreat of glaciers and their 
general fluctuation during historical times. 

285.    «Hsi, ü«/ Binder, G. J./ Oormak, J. K. 
-»5-1968 «Topographic Influences on wind near Green 

iiver, Utah.    «-Colorado .State University, 
Ft. Collins,  i'luid 0, namics and Diffusion 
Laboratory, Technical .teport JM167-68GH- 
GJT-J.C5U.     Jrant DA-AMC-28-OU3-65-020. 
M ;A 20.2-k$lo 

«Actual terrain near Green   tiver, Utah, W's modeled to a 
scale of 1:800.    The purpose of this study was to find the 
effect of topo ;raphy on wind speed and wind direction. 
Field data are included in this report and comparisons 
between model and prototype data are made.    Throughout 
this study, an ambient wind velocity of Uo7 mps was 
used and a neutral flow condition was maintained in the 
Army Meteorological Wind Tunnel. 

286.    --Hudson,  J. 
«1968 «The role of irrigation (in Syria).    «-Focus 

18(8):8-11. Nap 

287. «Humlum, J. 
«19o9 «Water development and water planning in the 

southwestern United States. «Aarhus 
Universitet, Denmark, Institute of Economic 
and Applied Geography, Publication k»    2^0 p. 

288. «Hurley, i . n. 
«1967 «Augmenting Upper Colorado iiver Basin water 

supply by weather modification. «U.S. Bureau 
of Reclamation, Or'fice of Ohief Engineer, 
Office cf Atmospheric .Jater Resources, Denver. 
36 p., maps. 
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289. *Ibrahim, K. M. 
*1968    #Some important native browse and forb forage 

plants of northern UAtt, their ecology in 
relation to range management. -«-Pakistan 
Journal of forestry 18(2):155-166. 

^Dominant vegetational and edaphic conditions of range 
land in the United Arab Republic (UAJ{) represent variv. .s 
stages of retrogression resulting from biological 
activities since the days of the Homan Empire. Meteorolo- 
gical data and soil classification may be taken as a 
qualitative standard for tho adaptation of species in 

t declined habitats of semi-arid regions. However, from 
the range management point of view, classification of 
associations upon phytosociological basis is more reliable 
than climatic or edaphic classification. The character- 
istics of the principal plant associations of the coastal 
belt of UAÄ and species best adapted for reseeding are 
presented. Ecological studies of many native forage 
plants of northern UAfl indicate their importance in range 
improvement and range rehabilitation, different character- 
istics of range plants such as palatability, reproduction 
and forage production vary from one association to the 
other. 

[   •        290. *Ionides, M. G. 
#196?    -«Micro-irrigation by catdiment tank. 

*Ekistics 2ii(ll,2): 252-255. 

I; 291. *Iorns, rf. V./Mower, R. W./Horr, U, A. 
I #1966    ^Hydrologie and climatologic data, 1965, 

Salt Lake County, Utah. *U.S. jeological 
Survey, Utah Basic Data Release 12. 6k p. 
MGA 19.12-29. 

■«■Tables of climatological, ground water, water quality and 
surface water data; an outline and graphical presentation 
of station and well-numbering systems used; plus a map 
showing location of hydrologic and climatologic data 
collection sites. It is noted that, pending publication 
of Interpretive reports, the basic data can be used by 
the public, water-well contractors, and consultants in 
planning water supplies* 

292. **ran, Meteorological Department, Climatological Branch 
*1968    -«Meteorological yearbook, 9th, 196U. 

«■Iran, Meteorological Department, Climatological 
Branch, Tehran. 1U2, 31 p., map. MGA 20.2-28. 

Presents information from 166 climatological stations. 
Notes on the operation of the individual synoptic stations 
are provided in alphabetical order, The tables are arranged 

I in geographical order from NW to 3E. The 1956 notes on the 
[ accuracy of relative humic'ity values apply. 
! 
I * 
I 
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293. *lranian Oil Operating Companies, Air Cervices 

*1968    ^Annual weather bulletin, 1967. -»Iranian 
Oil Operating Companies, ilir Services. 

[ 3? p. MOA 19.10-102/ 
I Nearly weather summaries for each of 8 of the  •mpanies' 

10 stations: tables of averages and extremes ai  ;f 
frequency distribution of meteorological elements and 
their monthly 2nd yearly values; and climatological 
graphs, wind roses, and wind direction frequency charts. 
A map showing the locations of the1 weather stations, a 
list of the instruments used, and a table of coordinates, 
elevations, ana index numbers of the stations precede the 
tabulated material. 

29k. *-Ishag, A. H. 0. 
*1965    -«-A quantitative study of the potential recharge 

to principal aquifers in Kordofan Province of 
western Sudan. ^University cf Arizona, Tucson 
(unpublished M.S. thesis), 5u p. 

295.    ttlsnard, H. 
•K-I968 *-Esquisse du climat de la Libye.    s-Me'diter ranee 

9(3):2U7-260, 

29o,    -«-Israel,  Hydrologisal Service 
*19oy ttHydrological Year-book of Israel, 1966/67. 

■»-Israel, H/drological Service, Jerusalem. 1U2 p. 
MOA 21.2-520. 

---This 21st yearbook contains tables and hydrographs of 
hydrolo^ical and chemical data of the gaging stations on 
rivers, wadis, main springs, and lakes for the period from 
October 1st, 1966 to Septemoer 30, 1967, as well as infor- 
mation on the silt content at some of :he sites. Maps of 
the drainage basins and an index of springs are included. 
General above-normal rainfall, streamflow, and groundwater 
recharge are noted. ^ata presentation rnd methods of 
measurement at some of the gaging stations are given. 

297. * Israel, Mahleket ha-meoidot 
*-1970    *Mtlas of Israel: cartography - physical 

•eography - human and economic geography - 
history. 2d English edition. ^Survey of Israel, 
Ministry of Labour, Jerusalem} c-lsevier, 
Amsterdam. 200 p. 

*-A great number of Israel's leading geographers and special- 
ists in related fields collaborated with the cartographers 
and printing staff of the Survey of Israel in compiling and 
preparing this atlas. Topics in this comprehensive volume 
include cartography, geomorphology, geology, climate, 
hydrology, botany, zoology, land utilization, hiotory, 
population, settlements, agriculture, industry and trade, 
communication and services. 
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298. Israel, Ministry of Agriculture, Water Commission, Hydrological 
Service 

■«•1968   ^Hydrological year-book of Israel 1965-1966. 
■«■Israel, Ministry of Agriculture, Water Commission, 
Hydrological Service, Jerusalem 121 p. MGA 
20.3-33. 

■»«■This volume, 20th in the series, contains the hydrological 
and chemical data for gaging stations of rivers, wadis, 
main springs, and lakes for October 1, 196$ - September 30, 
1966. iround water data are summarized on a map providing 
water levels and salinity contours in the aquifers of the 
coastal plain and foothills. 

299. *Ivannikov, A. V./ Klochko, V. P./ Gatinsky, Y. fl. 
#1968    ■M-Novyye dannyye po stratigrafii cerkhnemelovykh 

otlozheniy yuzhnoy Sakhary (Stratigraphy of the 
upper Cretaceous deposits o- the southern 
Sahara). *Akademiia Nauk SS3Ä, Doklady 162(3): 
662-665. BIJEOL 33(WE69-06U88. 
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300. *Jagannathan, ¥/  iaghavendra, V. K. 
*19b6    *5ome aspects of hydrometeorolosy of ftajeethan. 

In Symposium on hydrometeorolo,^ of India with 
special reference to flood forecasting &nd 
warning, Proceedings p. 197-206. *!ndia 
Meteorological Department, elhi/ Indian Journal 
of Meteorology ana Geophysics 17 (spec. no.). 

«Arid Lands are as much characterized by variability of 
climate as by lack of water and every year is exceptional 
with a particular situation demanding greater attention 
than averages. Investigation of rainfall intensity and 
variability are extremely material in relation to soil 
conservation and agriculture, «'hile the average annual 
rainfall of west Sajasthan is less than 10 inches and that 
of east .-tajasthan between 10 and 20 inches, instances of 
heavy rainfall of 5 inches or 10 inches or over in a single 
day are many. Such falls are mainly associated with 
depressions/cyclonic storms of the monsoon season, wuite 
often a certain circulation type ^ives rise to very small 
amounts while another type creates only large amounts. A 
decrease or increase in frequency of daily rainfall 
amounts may indiete also fluctuations in frequency of 
circulation types. A study or trends in different 
frequency classes of rainfall in respect of 2 representative 
stations in the arid west .tajasthan and 2 stations in the 
semiarid east iajasthan has been made. The variations 
in the frequency parameters are independent of the sunspot 
numbers but are significantly related to the geographical 
locaticn. 

301. *Jarvis, H. 0. 
*1968    *-A xame  park in Angola. «African Wildlife 

22(2;:107-117. 
*An exp dition was made into the barque Nacional do Iona 
located in southwestern Angola, encompassing 8000 square 
miles of wild and little explored country of deserts, semi- 
deserts ana mountains. The first known ascent of the 
mountain known as Okomandchaihe was made. Some of the 
vegetation such as Welwitschia mirabllis is discussed. 

302. «Jenkins, T./ hrian, C.  K. 
«-1967 rThe peoples of the lower Kuiseb Valley, South 

West Africa.    «Narnib Desert Research association, 
Scientific tapers 3$.    2k p.    l/]ap. 

•«■The Namib Desert .iesear:h Station has been built on the 
site of a deserted Hottentot village, one of several 
scattered along the length of the lower Kuiseb valley as it 
makes its way across the arid ^amib plain.    Though slanted 
toward genetic/medical studies of the  inhabitants,  the 
descriptions of the natural environment in this paper 
are excellent. 
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303. «Jennings, 0. Irf,, comp. 
«1967    «Geologic map of California (Olaf P. Jenkins 

edition), Sal ton Sea Sheet (scale 1:250,000). 
«California Division of Mines Geology. ANAG 
(1968) 05768. 

■«■The explanatory sheet includes the index to geologic 
mapping used in compilation of the mapj a stratigraphic 
nomenclature chartj photographs of crescentic dunes near 
the southwestern shore of the Salton Sea, and a view of 
Salton Sea area from Gemini V, 100 miles highj and a map 
indicating topographic quadrangles within the Salton Sea 
sheet, available from the U. S. Geological Survey. 

30U.   Hewitt, T. N. 
■»1966 *Soils of arid lands.    In  •;. S. Hills, ed., 

Arid lands: a geographical appraisal, p. 103-125. 
*Methuen, London. MGA 19.11-81. 

■»Those arid soils are discussed in which soluble products 
of weathering are accumulated within   .he upper part of the 
profile as calcium carbonate and soluble salts.    Much of 
the interest in desert soils is directed to: 1)   the 
assessment of their value under irrigation, and 2) the 
best methods of irrigation and cultivation. 

305. -»Johnson, R. B. 
#1968 «The Great Sand Dunes of southern Colorado. 

«Mountain Jeologist 5(l):23-29.   ANAG(1968)00180. 
•»The Great Sand Dunes National Monument is in the San Luis 
Valley of southern Colorado.   Large areas of transverse, 
climbing dunes, barchans, longitudinal dunes, parabolic 
dunes of accumulation and of deflation occur in and adjacent 
to the Monument.    They have all formed more or less contempor- 
aneously, though different processes in different areas have 
created the various types.    The San Juan and Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains are the original source of the sandj the ürtmediate 
sources are the ancient natural levees and dry oxbow lakes 
of the Rio Grande. 

306. »Johnson, R. M. 
#1969 «Growth of indigenous bacteria in desert soil. 

«Arizona Academy of Science, Journal 5(ii):2U0- 
2U2. 

307. «Johnstone, M. H. 
«1967    «Devonian of western and central Australia. 

In International symposium on the Devonian 
system 1:599-612. «Alberta Society of 

I Petroleum Geologists, Calgary. BIGENA 32(11) 
E68-15176. 
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«The Devonian of western and central Australia consists of 
Sedimentary rocks deposited in intr.^cratonic basins. 
Devonian rocks  fall into three divisions:   (i) upper 
Devonian marine platform limestones and sandstones in the 
three western basins (ii) upoer Devonian terrestrial, 
fish-bearing, quartz sandstone and associated silts tone 
and conglomerate;  an i (iii) poorly-known, probable lower 
and raddle Devonian,  red beds and evaporites, barren 
quartz sandstones and vertebrate-bearing quartz sandstone. 

30b.    --Jones,   K. '«, 
«1968 «i'he mammals of ^outh Australia.    «A, b. James, 

Adelaide,    u^ö p. 
«This book is .e-issued as originally published in 1923- 
1925»   covering monotremes and carnivorous marsupials, 
bandicoots and herbivorouj marsupials,  and Monodelphia. 
Some present-day corrections have been interpolated, 
along with a bibliography indicating advances in knowledge 
through 1967. 

309.    «Jorgensan,  Ü.  u„ 
«1968 «Spatial relationships of 1 erorenathus longi- 

membrisi (Joues) in Southern Nevada.    «•Utah 
Academy of sciences, Arts and Letters, 
Proceedings    u5(U :llb-125.    i'A (51)58786. 

«Deals with the tolerance levels of certain members within 
a pojulation of £. lontdmembris at the Nevada Test Site. 
It is apparent that when one considers all home ranges of 
specific classes within  the population to be equal,  the 
probability of interaction becomes a function of the 
distance between recapture centers if the distribution 
of recapture centers is random.    If the recapture centers 
are not random the distribution may become the factor which 
determines the probability of interaction,    i'hese small 
mammals were distributed randomly, except the males which 
tended to be somewhat aggregated.     Jenerally, there was a 
clear ranking of classes within the population, some being 
much more  tolerant of other classes than others, although 
there was considerable overlap,    fhis ranking behavior 
could effect such parameters as sex ratios,   relrtive 
survival rates,  etc., all of which are vital in under- 
standing population growth. 
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310. »Kaiser, M.N./Hoogstraal, H. 
*1967    »Noteworthy recent tick records from Egypt. 

II: Hosts, distribution, and ecology of 
Rhipicephalus simus Koch. »iigyptian 
Public Health Association, Journal 42(6): 
231-242. NAMRU-3-TR-15-69.  USGRDR 69(20):39. 
Available CF3TI as AD-691 919. 

♦In Eigypt, this species appears to breed chiefly in burrows 
of the Nile Grass Rat, also in hedgehog burrows, in the 
Bile Valley from Upper Egypt to the Mediterranean coasts 
of the Delta. Adults were taken most frequently from 
camels, also a few from domestic buffalo, cattle, and 
sheep. Notably, none was collected from domestic dogs or 
wild carnivores. Although R. simus is widely distributed 
in Egyptian cultivated areas, its population density 
here appears to be low. This is one of the few members 
of the Ethiopian Faunal Region tick fauna that ranges 
into Egypt. South of the Sahara, R. simus is a notorious 
vector of agents causing human and animal diseases. 

311. *Kalenov, G.S. 
*1968    *0b osobennostyakh rasprostraneniya rastitel' 

nosti shchebnistykh (kyrovykh) poverkhnostei 
Ustyurta i Zaunguzskikh Kara-Kumov (Features 
of the distribution of the vegetation of the 
rocky (plateau) surfaces of the Ustyurt 
plateau and the Kara-Kum Range beyond the 
Unguz Depression). *Probl Osvoeniya Pustyn1 

6: 28-35. REF Zh Biol, 1969, No. 10V590. 
BA (51) 52997. 

»Atraphaxis spinosa. Salsola laricifolia. S. gemmascens. 
Anabasis salsa, and A. brachyata are found on the rocky- 
surfaces of the Ustyurt Range and the plateaus formed by 
the weathereing of the Sarmatian limestones. Some 
difference in plant societies is observed on plateaus 
which are genetically alike but have different facies. 
Haloxvlon ammodendron is widely distributed, being found 
on flat surfaces of different origins. However, depending 
on the conditions of its existence (density of the 
underlying rock and its depth, relative moisture, etc.) 
black saxaul shows differences in the height of the 
shrub, external appearance (crooked trunk and branches), 
color of the bark, etc. In the eastern half of the Kara- 
Kum Range across the Unguz Depression, black saxaul is 
associated with desert-sandy nonsaline rocky soils under- 
lain by sandstone which is friable and of intermediate 
density ag long as it is no deeper than 4 m. In the east 

of the area across the Ungus Depression and within the 
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limits of the development of the desert-sandston« rocky 
soils, }].  amnodendron is an indirect indicator of the 
zone of relatively intense conden ation of moisture 
at a depth of 1 to 4 m. 

312, *Kalenov, ü.3./Fedorenko, K. Y. 
*19o7    »Some characteristics of the distibution of 

vegetation in the sands of the Lower 
Kara-Kums (translated title). »Problemy 
Osvoeniya Pustyn' (2): 27-36. CBE 32:90. 

*A detailed study is presented of the parent materials, 
depositional medium, texture, composition, and relief 
forms of the desert sands in an area on the southern 
edge of the lower Kara Kum desert and parts of the Amu- 
Dar'ya plains. The relationships of the geographic 
positions of the various kinds of deposits to the 
types of vegetation growing on them are described in 
detail. The ecological-geological associations are close 
enough to be of value in the photointerpreta*ion of 
aerial photographs of the area. 

313. »Kalinin, G.P. 
»1963    »Interaction of surface and ground waters in 

different geographic zones. »International 
Association of Scientific ffydrology, Publica- 
tion 76: 286-291. MGA 20.8-778. 

»In the zone of excessive moisture, rivers are nourished 
by underground waters.  In such regions, the growth of 
mean annual runoff follows the increase of river basin 
sizes. The relationships between the mean annual flow 
and the size of a river basin can serve as one of the 
criteria of the volume of groundwater discharge. In 
the zone of insufficient moisture, aquifers are nourished 
by surface waters. Analyses of the decreasing of mean 
annual flow and the use of water balance method allows 
for the evaluation of underground flow» A specific 
example of the groundwater flow calculation is given 
for rivers of one of the natural sones, and the character 
of changer, in infiltration during the flood is shown. 

31U.    »Kalugin, 3. K. 
»1967    »Subterranean waters of the Dzhezkazgan- 

Llutau region of Central Kazakhstan 
(translated title). »Izd-vo "Mauka", Alma- 
Ata. 136 p. CBE 29:193. 

»The area discussed is in Central Kazakhstan, west of 
Karaganda and southwest of Tselinograd (Dzhezdinskiy 
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rayon, Karagandinskiy oblast), and is a region well 
known for polymetallic mining operations. Recent 
discoveries of oil and gas deposits, a growing popula- 
tion, and attempts to improve the local agricultural 
economy have put heavy demands on the water supply of 
the area. The present book summarizes the results of 
studies carried out in this field over the last 10-15 
years. Consideration is given to the stratigraphy and 
geologic structure of the rocks and the local geomorpho- 
logy and climatology as they affect the availability and 
pollution of the groundwater. 

315. *Kanodia, K.C./Gupta, R.K. 
*1968    -»Sand dune flora of western Rajasthan. 

I; Systematic list of trees, shrubs and herbs. 
*Borabay Natural History Society Journal 
65(3): 681-695. BA (51) 51370. 

*About 60$ of the arid region of Western Rajasthan is 
sandy and of this a major portion is occupied by sand 
dunes, found mostly in Bikaner, Churu, Banner, Jaisalmer 
and Jodhpur districts, though scattered patches also 
occur in Pali, Jalore, Sirohi, Jhunjhunu and Sikar 
distri„ts. A preliminary record of the flora of some 
of these sand dunes based on the plants collected 
during the survey is made. 

316. «Kasatkin, V.l. 
*1969    *Pitanie lisitsy v polupustyne yugo- 

vostochnogo Zakavkaz'ya (Feeding of the 
fox in the semi-desert of southeastern 
Transcaucasia). *7oolo£;icheskii Zhurnal 
48(2): 300-303. BA (3'0) 7938?. 

*In a semi-desert of southeastern Transcaucasia the 
diversity of the fox prey depends on numbers of the main 
ground species—Microtus socialis and Pallasiomys 
erythrourus. When the rodent population is thinned by 
control measures, the predator pressure on the remaining 
population is increased. 

317. *Kataitseva, T.V. 
*1969    *K biologii Djpetalonema evansi Lewis, 1382- 

parazita verblyudov (Biology of Djpetalonema 
evansi Lewis, 1882-, a parasite of camels). 
*Parazitologiya 3(l): 76-8u. BA (50) 78346. 

«The development of the camel's nematode D. evansi in 
the intermediate hosts. Aedes caspius Pall, till 
invasional stage was studied. The first 10 days of 
larvae development is described. 
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318. »Kaul, R.N./Chakravarty, A«K. 
*1968    »Range development in west Rajasthan. 

»Annals Arid Zone 7(2): 258-264. BA (51) 
46677. 

»Climate, soil texture and chemical composition, grass- 
land communities, rangeland reseeding, and rangeland 
management are discussed. 

319. »Kelso, K.M. 
♦1969 »The conditions for economic growth of the 

arid lands.    »Arizona Review 13(10): 6-15. 

320. »Kemp, A.K./Durrans, K.L. 
»1968    »Expedition to Tibesti. »Weather 23(8): 

331-338. MGA 20.3-122. 
»Two meteorologists from the teteorological Offfice 
at RAF El Adem took part in an expedition during April 
1967 which attempted to reach the little-known area 
of the eastern border of the Libyan Tibesti mountain 
range. The planned route was Tobruk, Benghazi, 
Agedabia, Gialo, Kufra, and then southvrestwards towards 
the Tibesti range. This note briefly describes the 
climate of the route and their experiences on the 
expedition. A tabulation is gi/en of some meteorological 
observations taken; general weather conditions are 
outlined. Abnormally high temperatures were experienced 
on the outward journey south of Kufra. Daily maximum 
temperatures exceeded 40 C as against an estimated 
mean maximum of 32*C. The excessive heat was instru- 
mental in the failure of the expedition to overcome 
the difficulties of the terrain to attain their final 
objective. 

321. »Khalmuradov, A. 
»1968    ^"Statistika i nekotor ye svedeniya o rutovykh 

vo flore Uzbekistana (Statistics and some 
information about the rue family in the flora 
of Uzbekistan (USSR)). »Na-'chnye Trudy 
Tashkent University 338: 36-39. BA (51) 45650. 

Translated from Referativnyi Zhurnal Biologiya, 
1969, No. 8V454. 

»A list is given of 18 spp. of Rutaceae with notations 
about each life form, distribution by oblasts, and the 
nature of the habitat, with emphasis on the wide use of 
the members of this family in Uzbekistan as medicinal 
plants. 
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322. *Khan, N. 
*1968 

323. *Kharin, N.G. 
»1967 

"Climates of West Pakistan according to 
Thornthwaite's 3ystem of classification of 
climates. "Pakistan Geographical Review 
23(1): 12-36. Maps. 

■^Reflectivity of the vegetation of the south- 
eastern Kara-Kums (translated title). 
"Problemy Osvoeniya Pustyn' (3): 44-51. CDE 32:91. 

■"Results are presented of a field study carried out in 
two areas of the Kara-Kum desert to determine the spec- 
tral reflectivity of the local vegetation for use in 
determining the optimum season and time of day for aerial 
survey programs. An electronic spectrometer operating 
in the 400-900 mm range was used. Cloud conditions 
during the measurement periods ranged from 0-2 or 3% 
cloud cover. Isolated areas of vegetation were investi- 
gated as well as large-area concentrations during two 
seasons (April to May and October to November). Field 
studies identified types of vegetation. Spectral 
brightness measurements of about 30 types of vegetation 
are tabulated for both periods of the year in the following 
wave lengths: 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 
800, and 850. Several photo image color tones (color 
photography) were found to be usuable as photointerpre- 
tation keys. 

324. "Khessal, S.E.M. 
"1969    "Möglichkeit der Wasserversorgung im Kaiser- 

reich Iran auf Grund der Bestehenden Geolo- 
gischen und Klimatischen Verhaltnisse 
(Water supply possibilities in Iran based on 
existing geological and climatological 
conditions). "Tech. Hochschule, München, 
Facultat fur Iandwirtschaft und Gartenbau 
(Ph.D. thesis), 21 p. Available (in German) 
CF3TI as N69-40881. 

"Various possibilities are evaluated to improve the water 
supply in Iran by better utilization of irrigation water, 
diminished salt content in available water, cemented 
underground water reservoirs and surface dams in natural 
valleys, desalination of sea water, and increased sur- 
face plantings to control soil evaporation. 
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325. *King, U.E. 
♦1969 ^ftydrogeology of the Rio Grande Valley and 

adjacent intermontane areas of southern New 
Mexico.    *New Mexico State University, 
Water Resources Research Institute,  Report 
6.    141 p. 

326. *Ko^ )din, M.V. 
*1968    *The results of jviet research on desalting 

of water. ^Soviet Geography: Review and 
Translation 9(6): 493-502. 

*<"A review of Soviet research on saline-water conversion 
lists installations in operation or planned in the USSR. 
Long-tube vertical distillation, multistage flash 
distillation, vapor compression distillation, solar 
humidification, freezing, and electrodialysis are dis- 
cussed. Significant progress is noted in the design 
and construction of large industrial conversion plants, 
notably at the Caspian Sea ports of Shavehenko, Bek- 
Dash, and Krasnovodsk, including a dual-purpose atomic 
plant with a 1-million thermal kw reactor at Shevchenko. 
But research and development is lagging on small-capa- 
city desalting units suitable for small scatttered 
consumers under desert conditions. 

327. *Korneyev, G.A. 
*1967    *Ectoparasitic contacts between some mammalian 

species in great gerbil colonies (translated 
title). -»Purazitologiya l(3): 233-237. 
CBE 23: 103. 

♦Interspecies contacts among various mammalian species in 
a period of decreased great gerbil population were 
studied in the summer of 1964 in the northwest Kyzyl-Kum 
area. It has been observed that when the population of 
great gerbils (Rhombomy3 ooimus) is sparse, small areas 
with a relatively dense mammal population remain in which 
interspecies contacts are relatively frequent. The 
transfer of ectoparasites among species in one of these 
areas was traced by tagging great gerbils with radio- 
active isotopes. Collections showed that ectoparasites 
(97# /.enopsylla gerbilli fleas) were transferred by 
other species, particularly midday gerbils (Meriones 
meridianus) and tiger weasels (Vormela perenusna). 
In some cases more than 20$ of tagged fleas were found 
on these species, indicating the frequency of their 
contact with great gerbils and their possible epizootiolo- 
gical role in these conditions. 
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328. *Kcrotkevich, E.S. 
*1967    *fbliamye pustyni (Polar deserts), *~Sovetf.kaia 

Antarkticheskaia Kkiipeditsiia, 1955, 
Informatsionnyi Diuileten 65. >~29. MGA 
20.2-451. 

^Discussions include characteristics of polar deserts 
of the Arctic and Antarctic and how they differ from 
tundras. The polar desert clirnate is one of constant 
frost, low moisture content, and solid precipitation. 
Both plant and animal life are fragmentary. Graphs 
showing annual radiation balance, geobotanical and 
zoogeographical classification of land areas, and 
physical geographical classification are included. 

329. *Koshkelova, E.N./Dzhuraeva, Z./Frolov. I.P. 
*1965    *Griby severnoi chasti Murgabskogo oazisa i 

zony vliyaniya 1-i ocher^di Karakumskogo 
kanala (Fungi found in the northern part of 
the Murgab oasis and in the immediate zone of 
influence of the Kara Kum canal).  In Griby 
oazisov Vostochnoi Turkmenii (Fungi found in 
the oases of eastern Turkmenia), p. 3—?54. 
*Referativnyi Zhurnal Diologiya, 1966, No. 
12V228. DA 49(1) 9403. 

*529 spp. fungi. The regular distribution and seasonal 
development patterns of the fungi are given according to 
ecological zones. A systematic list of fungi and 
alphabetical indexes of fungi and their host plants are 
included. 

330. *Kovalevskaya, S.S., od, 
*1968    *Opredelitel' rastenii Srednei Azii. Kriti- 

cheskii konspekt flory Srednei Azii. T. 1 
(Key to the plants of central Asia.  A 
critical compendium of the flora of central 
Asia. Vol 1.). *Fan, Tashkent. 228 p. 
Referativnyi Zhurnal Biologiya, 1969, No. 
8V388 K. 

""Gives a list of all the wild species of higher plants 
in central Asia, including 19 families, 138 genera, 
and 533 species (from the family Iycopodiaceae to the 
family Gramineae). 

331. *Kovda, V.A./Lobova, E.V. eds. 
*1965    *Geografiya i klassifikatsiya pochv Azii 

(Geography and classification of soils of 
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Asia).    *Izdatel'stvo Nauka,   Moskva. 
Translated, 1968, L„- A.  GoureVitch, for/ 
Israel Program for Scientific Translations., 
Jerusalem.    267 p.     Available CFSTI as 
TT68-50439. 

■"Includes papers on the soils of the arid zone: classi- 
fication of desert soils in the Asian continent, 
classification of irrigated soils, soils of specific 
countries lyinr within the desert region (Iran, Afghanis- 
tan, Syria, a^ well as the Turkmenian and Uzbekistan 
regions of the USSR), processes of desert-transformation 
of soils on alluvial deposits irrigated in the past, 
and microelements in desert soils and seiozems. 

332. *Kowalczewski, J.J. 
*1968    *A method of evaluating and comparing human 

thermal stresses in different climates. 
^Institution of Engineers, Australia,/ 
Mechanical and Chemical Engineering Trans- 
actions 4(1): 55-61. 

333. *Krekorian, C.O./Vance, V.J./Richardson, A.M. 
*1968    -«Temperature-dependent maze learning in 

the desert iguana, Djpsosaurus dorsalis. 
*Animal Behavior 16(4): 429-436. BA (50) 
90404. 

■»The effect of body temperature on the learning of Lashley 
mazes I and II was studied with the desert iguana, 
Djpsosaurus dorsalis. Indices of learning were error 
scores, number of trials to criterion, and running 
time. Four temperature groups were studied. Variability 
within the experimentally naive group was less than that 
of the experienced groups. Results of this study 
indicate that bodj temperature is an important parameter 
of learning in heiiothermic lizards. 

334. *Krieger, H.H. 
*1968    Geologie map of the Saddle Mountain quadrangle, 

Pinal County, Arizona (scale 1:24,000). 
*U. S, Geological Survey, Geological Quad. 
Map GQ-671. ANAG 1968 (01770). 

335. *Krishnan, A/Blagoveschensky, E.N./Rakhecha, P. 
*1968    -"Water balance of Prosopis spicigera community. 

■"-Indian Journal of Meteorology and Geophysics, 
19 (2): 181-192. MGA 20.9-365. 
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*An experiment on water balance of a  Prosopis rspicir.era 
community was conducted at the research farm of the 
Central Arid Zone Research Institute, Jodhpur. Various 
water balance components auch as evapotranspiration and 
runoff are presented for different periods in the grow- 
ing season of the vegetation. The evapotranspiration of 
the conununity in the sandy sei If- of Rajas than during 
the months other than the monsoon months is surprisingly 
low.  Proso pis gpicigera trees extract moisture from a 
wide area and take the same from the layers below the 
kankar zone, usually at 1- to 2-m depth below their 
root penetrations. The role of condensation of water in 
vapor phase for the arid'zone communities is indicated. 

| 336.    *Krutch,  J.W. 
*1967 *Baja California and the geography of hope. 

I '"Sierra  Club,  3an Francisco,  Exhibit Format 
Series 17.     170 p.,  map. 

337-    *Kuepper, W.C. 
*1968    ^Rainfall deficiencies of the plateau of 

Tanzania. ^University of Wisconsin, 
Department of Geography (doctoral thesis), 
Contract Nonr-2300(09). 233 p. Available 
CF3TI as AD-703 233. 

*Descriptive-explanatory climatology concentrating on 
those aspects of climate controls that make the Plateau 
of Tanzania unusually dry. Includes season-by season 
examination of rainfall patterns, and the unique 
aspects of the climatic and synoptic features of the 
atmosphere that create the seasonal and regional rainfall 
patterns. 

338. «Kunin, V.N. 
*1968    *The study of local waters in the deserts of 

the USSR.  -"Soviet 'Geography: Review and 
Translation 9(6): 469-488. 

*A review of potential local fresh-water sources in the 
deserts for the use of livestock herds, herders * settle- 
ments, and extractive and other industrial enterprises. 
One of the most promising approaches is held to be the 
use of takyrs (clay pans) as catchment areas for ephe- 
meral runoff of precipitation, which is then directed 
into natural aquifers or artificial underground storage 
cisterns. Another potential sourc of water is large 
perched ground-water lenses that could be tapped by 
paired wells to prevent the intrusion of salt water from 
below. Artesian waters in the desert which are far from 
areas of recharge are found to be largely saline. 
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ij).    «Kurkcv, A.A. 
*1967     ^Jushchestvuet li problewa usykhaniia Azii 

(Is there a problem of desiccation of Asia?)? 
''Akademiia Nauk 55R, Izvestiia, ser. Geo- 
graficheskaya A: 152-155.  (Full translation 
in/Soviet Geography: Review and Translation 
9(1): 47-54, 1968.) MßA 19.5-348; MGA 19.7-452. 

*0n the basis of an extensive review of the literature 
the author examines the problem of the desiccation of 
the deserts of Asia in historical times. The discussion 
includes the hypothesis and evidence for climatic fluc- 
tuation and "progressive sridization of climate," retreat 
of the glaciers, intensification of the process of sand 
blowing, progressive reduction in the areas of lakes, 
salinification of soils and nature of human economic 
activity in desert regions. The author concludes that it 
is improper to regard the processes of "desiccation of 
the territory of the Asiatic deserts" apart from climatic, 
variation. 

340. *Kuznetsov, N.T. 
*1968    *Vo3y Tsentral 'noi Azii (Waters of Central 

Apia), *Izdatvo "auka, Moscow. 271 p. 
MGA 20.5-5. 

^Contains generalized data on surface waters in Central 
Asia whose hydrographic relationships have not been 
studied extensively so far. Various characteristics 
of the surface waters and their relationships with 
natural factors are presented together with descriptions 
of rivers, lakes and swamps; the basic paleontologies! 
periods in their developnent; discharge characteristics; 
ice formation; solid discharge; and chemical charac- 
teristics. Also the fundamentals in the development of 
water resources in Central Asia are discussed on the 
basis of their hydrologicai properties. 
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341. «Iafererere, M. 
«1968     observations ornithologiques au Tassili des 

Ajjers (Ornithological observations at Tassili 
of \jjers, central Sahara), «ALauda Revue 
Internationale d1 rnithologie 36(4): 260-273. 
BA (51) 40791. 

«An extensive listing of the species observed in this 
area,, most observations made at Djanet where an oasis 
attracts many birds. The area is described physically 
and climatically. About 100 birds w.re observed, and 
they are listed along with the number observed and time 
of year observed. 

%2.    -»Lambert, G. 
«1968    «L'adaptation physiologique et psychologique 

de l'homme aux conditions de vie desertiquec. 
«Hermann, Paris. 312 p. 

«Contains the results of research carried out over a 
long period at many different points in the Sahara, 
on the physiology of circulation and respiration, 
neurophysiology, hydromineral metabolism in relation to 
thermoregulation, psychophysiology. Constitutes the 
first book published in French that deals in such a 
complete and detailed manner with tlv biological aspect 
of haman adaptation to desert life. 

343. «Lavrenko, E.K./Sochava, V.B., eds. 
*1956    «Geobotanicheskaia karta SSSR (1:4,000,000). 

«Akademiia Nauk SSSR/Botanicheskii Institut, 
Moscow. 

344. «Lawrence, R.F. 
*1968    «A contribution to the solifugid fauna of 

Southern Africa (Arachnida). «Transvaal 
Miseam, Annals 26(3): 53-77. BA (50) 89817. 

«Descriptions and figures of new or little known species 
of Arachnida from South West Africa, northern and eastern 
Transvaal and the northwestern Cape; supplementary 
descriptions of rare species which have not been collected 
since they were described, are given in a number of 
cases. 

345. 
«1969    «A new genus of Psammophile scorpion and new 

species of Opisthophthalmus from the Namib 
Desert. «Namib Desert Research Station, 
Scientific Papers 37/53: 105-116. 
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*The author ir. of the opinion that the scorpion fauna 
of South Went Africa, especially the littoral region, 
seems to be incompletely known. This paper describes 
a new sand-living scorpion from the Namib Desert, 
probably the first of the family Scorpionidae with 
well-narked psammophile characters to be recorded. 
The Opisthophthalmus were noted in the Kaokoveld and 
from Rehoboth, Drawings and photographs, with detailed 
descriptions. 

346. *Lay, D.H. 
*1967    *A study of the mammals of Iran. Resulting 

from the Street Kxpedition of 1962-63. 
«•Fieldiana Zoology 54: 7-282. BA (50) 95628. 

«The object of the Street Kxpedition was the procurement 
of a representative collection of all typical Iranian 
mammals, including as much life-history data as was 
feasibly obtainable during the field work. The expedition 
remained in the field more than 7 months, mid-June 
1962 until mid-Feb. 1963, during which time most of 
the important distributional and zoogeographical areas 
were visited. The mammal collection included slightly 
over 1700 specimens, representing 97 sp., in addition 
to other material, such as birds, reptiles, amphibians, 
fished, and miscellaneous invertebrates.  Contents: 
a narrative itinerary paying particular attention to 
the nature of the country traversed between collecting 
localities; a detailed account of the ecological situa- 
tion at each collecting locality; an annotated list of 
species obtained by the expedition in which all previous 
locality records are summarised for each species; a list 
of species rrliably reported from Iran but not collected 
by the Street ijepedition, a gazetteer of all Iranian 
localities from which specimens are known. 

347. *Laycock, W.A. 
*1969    *vaclosures and natural areas on rangelands 

in Utah. #Intermountain Forest and Range 
blxperiment Station, Ogden, TJtah,/Forest 
Service Research Paper. FSRP-INT-62. 49 p. 
Available CF3TI a? PB-185 614. 

*Lists 529 areas in Utah that have received little or no 
use by domestic livestock. Areas are indexed by county, 
elevation, date established, vegetation type, and type 
of aninal excluded. Locations are further described 
by section, township, and range; vegetational informa- 
tion i? also given. 
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348. *Lebon, J.H.G. 
*1968    *The land and water use survey of north- 

central Kordofan (1961-1966). ^-Geographical 
Journal 134(4): 546-550. 

349. *Lee, D.H. 
*1967    *The geography of rural house types in the 

Nile Valley of northern Sudan. ""University 
of California, Los Angeles (Ph.D. dissertation)/ 
Dissertation Abstracts 28(11): 4615B. 

*This dissertation examines folk housing the Nile Valley 
of northern Sudan.  House morphology is described, and 
the physical, historical, sociological and religious 
factors affecting house construction are analyzed. 

350. «Lefranc, J.P. 
*1966    *Le cenomanien fossilifere de la pointe sud 

| du Tade'mait, pres Aoulef (Sahara central) 
(Fossiliferous Cenomanian deposits of the 
southern Tademait region, near Aoulef, central 
Sahara). *3ocfete Geologique de France, 
Compte Reridu 3: 136-137. BIGENA 32(10) 
E68-13384. 

351. *Legrand, P. 
*1967    *Le devonien du Sahara algerien (The Devonian 

in the Algerian Sahara). In International 
Symposium on the Devonian System, 1:245-284. 

#Alberta Society of Petroleum Geologists, 
Calgary. BIGENA 32(11) E68-15151. 

*The Devonian is present over the greater part of the 
I Saharan platform, north of the ancient massifs of the 
| central Sahara from the boundary with Morocco and 

Mauritania in the west to the Libyan frontier in the 
east. The Devonian in the 4lgerian Sahara is essentially 

| subdivided into lithologic units in each basin but their 
position with respect, to the standard Chronographie 
scale is often imprecise. 

352. »Leont'yeva, K.N. 
*1968    ^Distribution of sandy soils and the great 

gerb.il (translated title). *£oologicheskii i 
Zhurnal 47 (9): 1422-1425. CBE 38: 202-203. 

j *Maps showing the distribution of the great gerbil according 
j to soil and topography were made on the basis of field j 

studies east of the Caspian Sea. 
I i 
i i 
! 1 
f 
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3 53. «Levi, 
*1967    ,;'roH in Israel. »Israel Journal of Earth 

Sciences 16(1): 7-21. 3URA 3(12) W?0- 
0W15. 

^lenerally only radiational fog occurs in Israel; true 
advection fog is very rare, 'typical fog-inducing meteo- 
rological situations include a warm upper anticyclone, 
a shallow surface pressure ridge in the wake of a cold 
front, influence of the Sudan Trough, an approaching 
Khamsin depression, and the passing of a weak, dissolving 
cold front. Fog occurs infrequently on the Israeli 
coastal plain, but is more common in the northern valleys 
of Israel and in parts of the northern Negev.  It is 
important as a source of additional moisture supply 
for agriculture. 

354. »Liapina, O.A./Ogul', I.N./Homanov, N.M. 
*1966    ^Atmosfernye zamutneniia po nabliudeniiam s 

vertoleta v predgor'iakh i gorakh zapadnykh 
otrogov Tian'-Shania (Atmospheric turbidity 
according to helicopter observations in the 
foothills and mountains of the western spurs 
of Tion Shan), J-*Glavnaia Geofizicheskaia 
Ob^ervateriia, Leningrad, Trudy 189: 154-159. 
MCA 18.9-495. 

*A table giving data on the vertical-horizontal distribu- 
tion of haze on the basis of helicopter flight data in 
July-August, 1964, a graph showing the vertical dis- 
tribution of haze during flights in the Chirchik basin 
and diagrammatic representation of haze intensity in 
this basin are given. 

355. *Liapina, C.A./Rc..ianov, N.U./Pribylov, I. 
*1966    ^Atmosfernye samutneniia po nabliudeniiam 

s vertoleta v raione Gazli (Atmospheric 
turbidity according to helicopter observa- 
tions in the Gazli region). *Glavnaia 
Geofizicheskaia Cbservatoriia, Leningrad, 
Trudy 189: 150-153. MIA 18.9-496. 

*Data on the distribution of haze over the Gazli district 
are presented on the basis of 80 helicopter flights made 
in Sept. 1964. The temperature, humidity, and wind 
regime in the sounding layer are discussed. A graph 
showing the vertical distribution of haze at different 
tL~es of the day is presented. 
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356. Qnitted. 

357. Omitted. 

358. *Ldeftinck, P.A./Sadove, R./Creyke, T.C. 
*1968    *Water and power resources of West Pakistan; 

a study in sector planning, Vol. 1. *Johns 
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 310 p. BA (50) 
56265. 

*This 3-volume series represents the core of the complete 
report made by the World Bank to the Government of 
Pakistan concerning the program for development of the 
Indus Basin. Volume I is a condensed version of the 
analysis and results of the entire study, and includes an 
evaluation of the Tarbela project, the problems of 
agricultural development, the interaction of agriculture 
with other sectors of the economy, Lhe demand for power 
and means of meeting the demand, and areas of critical 
concern, such as the need for electrical interconnection 
within West Pakistan. 

359. *Iippi, K./Sebastian, A./Mutabakani, H, el 
*1969    *5tate attuale dell'organizzazione sanitaria 

e del nosografismo del regno dell'Arabia 
Saudita (Actual status of the health organi- 
zation and nosography of the kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia). *Ital. Sei. Med. Trop. Parassitol, 
Arch. 50(3/4): 59-105. BA (51) 45357. 

*In this brief review of the present status cf health 
programs in Saudi Arabia, the increasing social assistance 
and health prevention and cure programs are emphasized. 
A network of hospitals and frontier quarantine services 
provide free assistance to all citizens. Among the most 
recent advances are the eradication of quarantine-type 
diseases and notable progress in the antituberculosis 
campaign, malaria, trachoma, dysentery and biiharzia- 
sis. 

360. *Litvinov, N./Nesytov, Y. 
*1968    *Pecularities of protection in deserts from 

radiation and chemical agents (translated 
title). Woyennyy Vestnik 8: 106-108. CBE 38:382, 

*The use of chemical weapons on deserts presents special 
problems in the protection of personnel and equipment. 
Collapsible shelters are needed since the desert offers 
limited protection. Individual means of protection (gas 
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masks, protective coats, socks, and gloves) can onlj* 
be worn for  20-30 minuter in the desert heat.  In 
addition, the face plate of car. musks rapidly "hardens" 
in the heat, and in sandstorms the breather valves get 
plugged. This nukes necessary the use of means of 
collective protection: military and transport equipment 
with filtering and ventilating devices, pre-fabricated 
and inflatable frame shelters, etc.  Two conditions 
complicate desert procedures for decontamination of 
equipment "M personnel: lack of water and complexity 
of camouflage. Furthermore, wide troop dispersal makes 
difficult the centralized use of chemical sections. 
Calculated water consumption per 2k  hr. is a minimum 
6-81 per person, 30-70 1 for servicing each piece of 
equipment, up to 300 1 for decontamination of a tank. 
Each piece of equipment should have a water reserve of 
200 1. With water availability, purification procedures 
should be taken by removing contaminants and by the use 
of protective groase, which can also be used for deconta- 
mination of personnel and equipment subjected to light 
contamination- 

's AT *Logan, S.E. 
"1969     "Simple analytical model for the dust devil. 

*'Jniversity of California, Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory, Liverr.ore. 28 p.  N3A 23-24 
(525U). "Available CF3TI as UCRL-50667. 

*A simple analytical model was developed for prescribing 
the velocity fields in a dust devil, a small vortex 
phenomenon common in arid regions. The proposed model 
has a viscous "inner" region (boundary layer) composed 
of a Prandtl layer and an Ekman inflow layer and an 
inviscid "outer" region of cyclostrophic balance. Ob- 
servations indicated that to a good approximation the 
outer flow is a Rankine combined vortex. Linearization 
of the equation of motion allows a solution for the 
radial and tangential velocities in the boundary layer 
and for the depth of the layer in terms of two parameter? 
obtainable from the observations: alpha(r), the inflow 
angle at the top of the Pradtl layer; and eta(r), a 
modified Ekman length determined by the outer flow. 
The vertical velocity field is then found by application 
of the continuity equation. The velocity fields were 
found to resemble a first-order solution by Kuo for 
convectivc atmospheric vortices, and compare reasonably 
with the measurements of Sinclair. 
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362. *Loomis, R.B. 
*1964     *A new species of chigger (Acarina, Trombiculidae) 

from lizards of Western North America, *€reat 
Basin Naturalist 24(l): 13-17.  BA (50) 101076. 

*Larvae have been found only on lizards from the desert 
areas of Sonora, Mexico, California and Nevada. The 
larvae were found attached in the axillary and groin 
areas, and in the "mite pockets" which are located above 
the front limbs of the saurian hosts. The seasonal 
occurrence of the attached larvae seems to be limited 
to the summer months, with records between the first 
of June and the tnd of August. The hosts were taken in 
or near rocky habitats. 

363. *Lowe, C.H./Heath, W.G. 
*1969    '^Behavioral and physiological responses to 

temperature in the desert pupfish Cyprinoclon 
nacularius.  '""Physiological '-'.oology 42(1;: 
53-59. BA (51) 55678. 

■»The maximum thermal tolerance of 44.6 + C.05°C for 
G. nacularius, in the Sonoran Desert in .vrizona, appears 
to be the highest yet recorded for fishes. The thermal!" 
cycled natural environment produced higher temperature 
tolerances than did constant-temperature laboratory 
acclimation. Summer and winter tnernal tolerances are 
markedly different, and winter-acclimated pupfish would 
die in several areas of their natural summer thermal en- 
vironment in Arizona. Younger fish tend to select 
higher thermal microenvirenments than adults in the same 
population, and successful behavioral thermoregulation 
at voluntary temperatures near death is commonly the 
case. 

364. *Lucas, J. L./Loomis, ''.3. 
*1968    *The genus Hexidionis (Acarina, Trombiculidae) 

with the description of a new species from 
western Mexico. "•'"Southern California of 
Academy Science, Bulletin 67(4): 233-239. 
BA (50) 6I69O. 

*3even species of chiggers belong to the genas Hexidionis 
Vercammen-Grandjean and Loomis. Distribution of genus 
includes: Southwestern USA southward to central Mexico. 
Hosts are reptiles and mammals. Distribution of genus 
includes northern Africa and adjacent Asia,  rbsts are 
lizards. A key is provided to identify the species of 
Hexidionis. 
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;!)),  *.abbutt, o.n. 

*19uö    "/v.'clian iandfomr. i:, Jcntr .1 Australia. 
"Australian Geographical studies 6(2): 139-150. 

topics discusseu 're jand plains, dune systems, influence 
of wind r.' -ii.;e on typo, alignment, and elongation direction 
of dunes, 

366. "tt'abbutt, J.A,/Sullivan, '..ii. 
*1968    ^'lne formation of longitudinal dunes: evidence 

fror, the Simpson Desert. *:" Australian 
Seographer 10: 483-487. 

36?.     -i'abbutt,  J.A./'.Jooding,   .i.A./Jennings,  J.!.'. 
":ii969 *The asymetry of Australian desert sand ridges. 

*v.ustralian Jr.   Science J2: 139-160. 

368. '•Kh.cc,   A.C., Jr./Thompson, J.R. 
*19o9    *i edifications and evaluations of the evapo- 

transpiration tent. *Univ. »-rizona, Department 
of Watershed Management, for the/U.S. Forest 
Service, FS.\?-;i?'t-50. 20 p. Available CF3TI as 
PD-1S5 809. 

^'Reduced ventilation rate is the principal cause of heat 
buildup inside the original plastic evapotranspiration 
tent, .vfter the tent was modified to increase wind 
movement, data indicated no significant increase in air 
temperature within the enclosure as long as it was 
fully occupied by vegetation. Future modifications should 
include a variable tent size and improved airflow measure- 
ments. 

369. *!iacfarlane, ,.',?, 
*1968   ^Adaptation of ruminants to tropics and deserts. 

Comparative functions of ruminants in hot 
environments.  In ii.S.E. Hafez, ed., The 
adaptation of domestic animals, p 164-122; 
p. 264-276.  i!Lea and Febiger, Philadelphia. 
415 p. 

370. ";vac kite hie, F. 
•"■1969    Evaporation retarded by monolayers. ''•'Science 

163 (3870): 929-931. 
*The reduction in the steady-state rate of evaporation of 
water by hexadecanol monolayers depends only on the air 
velocity above the surface and is independent of the 
absolute rate of evaporation up to air velocities of 40 
cm per second. This indicates that the nonolayer does 
not affect the vaporization step but increases the size 
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371. «Major, J. 
«1967    «Potential evapotranspiration ;md  plant dis- 

tribution in western states with emphasis on 
California. «Amer. Assoc. Adv. 5ci., Wash- 
ington, D.C., Publication 86: 93-126. DA (49) 
103479. SWRA 2(20) VJ69-08308. 

«There is no 1 to 1 correspondence between climates and 
vegetation types in the Western states. Even such fac- 
tors as moisture, temperature, etc. which act directly 
on the plant were not operationally useful parameters. 

372. *Ualyukovskii, U.V. 
#1968    #Obedinnenaya Arabskaya ilespublika (Handbook 

of the United Arab Republic), ibscow. 
Translated, 1969. «Joint Pub. Research Ser- 
vice, Washington, D.C. Available CF3TI as 
JPF.S-47631. 277 p. 

373. «Namedov, R.C. 
«1967    #Areal distribution of solonets soils in Azer- 

baydzhan (translated title). *Akademiia 
Nauk Azerbaydzhan 33R, Doklady 23(5): 46-49. 
CBE 26:168. 

«Efforts to improve and utilize the saline and alkali 
(solonets) soils prevalent in the lowlands of Azerbaydzhan 
have necessitated soil-mapping programs. Enough data 
have been collected to permit the compilation of a 
small-scale map which shows the areal distribution of 
6 gradations of saline soils. In general, as might be 
expected, the soils become progressive!;/ more saline 
away from the upland areas and toward the low-lying basins 
(Apsheron area, the Karabakh Plains, --outh-eastern 
part of the Shirvan steppe, and the western part of the 
Mil • skiy-Muganskiy steppe). 

374. «Marlow, B.J. 
«1969   ^Comparison of the locomotion of two desert- 

living Australian mammals, Antechinomvs soenceri 
(Karsupialia: Dasyuridae) and Hotomys cervi- 
nus (Rodentia: l-iiridae). ^Jr. Zoology (London) 
157(2): 159-167. DA (50) 84350. 

*The locomotion of the marsupial Antechinomys spenceri. 
and the rodent ilotomys cervinus. was studied by recording 
their tracks on long strips of smoked kymograph paper 
and by means of slow-motion cinematography. Although 
both animals occupy the same habitat and are similar 
in their general appearance, their methods of locomotion 
differ greatly, since Antechinomys leaps quadrupedally, 
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while Uotomys leaps bipedally at fast speeds and runs 
quadrupedally at slower 3peed3. The means speed of both 
genera was 2.7 ni/sec but the mean length of stride of 
IJotomys was 51.2 cm compared with 44.3 cm in Antechino- 
mys. The locomotion of the 2 Australian genera is com- 
pared with that of the North American iiodents, Dipodomys 
and '/Icrodipodops. 

375. *Martin, '.-.'. E,/3ower, L.G. 
*1966    "Patterns of water use in the .»rizona economy. 

^Arizona Review 15(12): 1-6. 
*The major objective is to estimate the value of water 
to the Arizona economy while at the same time projecting 
changes in the state's economic structure as the 
groundwater table declines. 

376. *Marx, H. 
*19o8    ^Checklist of the reptiles and amphbians of 

iifeypt. #11.3. Naval Medical Research Unit 3# 
Technical Report, !!Afl.U-3-TIi-32-69. 96 p. 
Available CF3TI as AD-701 32/*. 

*Forms listed are those known or expected to occur in 
5&ypt, including Sinai, and those reported f^om Sfcypt 
without further verification. From over 3400 specimens 
obtained, adequate distributional data are now available 
for most forms in Efeypt. laps shoving collecting 
localities for each species are also presented for use 
in future sympatric and ecological studies. 

377. *Iiaxey, G , 
*196t   ^itydrogeology of desert basins. ^Ground '/later 

6(5): 10-22. «HAG (i960) C4268. S.RA 2(3) 
M69-O1013; 2(2) Wf° 02924; 2(9) '.169-03238. 

■Groundwater flow patterns oi d.isert basins, which usually 
involve recharge in mountains and discharge in lowlands, 
are reviewed and illustrated by r.ome detailed studies 
in the Great 3asin of Nevada. Although delineation 
cf most flow systems in Nevada has not been accomplished, 
integration of hydroiogic, geologic, and chemical methods 
allow approximate portrayal of many systems, both local 
and regional. Adequate methods upon which to base 
planning for optimum development of water resources in 
desert basins are now available. 

378. *Naxwell, ti.A. 
■"1968 tffhe Big 3end of the Rio Grande, a guide to the 

rocks,  landscape, jyjologic history, and settlers 
of the area of Big Eend National Park. 
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-::Univ. ·~·cxas_,_ fur. ::con. ':Col., ·~uidebook 7. 
138 p. ,~.:J.:.c (l9G8) oll~<J9. 

-l~,~ complete ccoloi:ical dc:~;criptio:1 o~· L::e .:atlor.~tl Pr1rk 
is Diven in t!ai~; 3CT:lipopula!' ruidc to the rr.eion. >.ockn 
of undif.!.'erentiated Paleozoic to ','crt.i<iry ~md '.uatcrnarJ 
.-:..ce ;!.rc sho\·.'11 on a I:--.:-tp ~1.nd de!:;cril)co. ...cttLils of :.he 
ori1:i::0 of v<~rious r:conornhlc fc::~ture:: ~~r,. i nc111ded, alonr: 
·.-:ith <Ln <:ccou!1t of the r:cnc:rnl hur..on history o.f ti~e 
re£.;lo:1. 

J 7(} • ~-: ~y, p. ::. 

321. 

-1:·1968 -l:-';rCJ.vi::ctric cstirn~tion of depth to ac;uifers 
in the !~1zeva <J.rca, .'.rav:.:. valley·, l:Jr-~cl. 

-::rsr:lCl Journ:il of ~rth -'clcnccs l7(:L): )0-43. 
~' T' :···•:' 32 ( l" ) ~;-/ c\ -l59l)f ~)....._ .• Jo.l\. ~ ;.:.A)\~ u. 

-l}Ar}uifers in thr. Judea linc:stonc extc:-td frol':l. outcro;;s on 
the ?~c;::ev uplar:c.is into the l~zeva :.rc;.., in the i.ra·n 
valle~'; Cl.nd .forn a continuous artesian s:~·ster:: c.J.st':r;.rd 
to the Hcstern uorder fault of the Uc.:id Sea crrlben. 
:\ cr:wit:,: su:-vc:-: shows th<.~.t ti1c :~1.::eva a:r·ea ::..s :--urt of 
a shallo·.-! interoontane b2.sin in wLich the Jude.;. li:.ws:.one 
lies 2.~ dc:;~hs of fron :'-es:; t:,;m lOO ::-. in the south-vwst 
to 450 n on tl1c e.J.st alar:[ the border fault of the :lead 
.Jea t;ra.ben. ',ii:.hin the crllben the June2. li::'lestonc lies 
c-.. t de;:-ths of :re2.ter th:1n lOCO "·• 

~:1967 i:·:1ation ;:crotidi<:uc et bcsoi11 en cau en clin:~t 
tro!JiC2.l ( !-Totein rc<!Uirc:::-.ent and water need 
. t . 1 ~ . t ) •<'. , 1 t . .. " ln roplca c .. t.:.~..:::a e • -.. ~x_ .... e ln . .e::: rae 
•··v+ ... 1 Ph· n.k 15• lr.• 1°9 ':<' 1 ~1) 1J..:."e 1.eG ar-::1 LK1. ar • -J~.- , • ~-·• \J 5345S. 

;~Protein r:".et;,.bolisl':l. a:1d HJ.tcr net;..,bolis~. ~re relntcd, 
not direct~:, but by tr.e intcr:r~ediar;: of the re(:uire
r::.ents o!' ther:::ol=:sis. Caution s!!ou:d oc excrc ised in 
?rotr::in su~plement2.tion to the inh~bit~nts of tro;:ica1 
co~~tries. :t is i:::port~nt to t2.ke into ~ccount these 
data i.'1 e'JtJ.blis:ri.nr rations for surviv~l i!1 the desert 

....... -- --
C0~'1tries, H~1erc the cri tico.J.. proble::: is '.rater. ul-
ni:lis::i.t1;_~ the ;_Jrotein intake, in the fcice oi' bcin:; 
str~nded in t:1e desert, ca:-1 o!1l::t be ~d\."C?..:1t~ccous • 

.,..,r ~ ... 
-h~·41ZO.i, :,.,. 

-::1962 :'Cor::positional ~;:b.:.l.:>.ritics bct·.reen hot nincr::l 
s:wi:1:s in t!1c t..'ordc;.n n.nu 3ue:z. rift ·;alle::s. 

~:-::ature 21<)(5153): 1~77-L((E.'. PIG'2:L'.. 32(11) 
:::J')S-ll..50S1 • ::>.:?.;., 2 ( 18) ~ io9-C?Jl.2. 

-::<::hc:-::~c:-11 co:1position of sites under considcr2t~on Llrc 
alJ:lcst ident::.cal, the Jorcian ~!alley sprir.rs resultinG 
fro::: a past oce;,.:1ic invasion, the 3'J.2Z from deep sc;-,H.J.ter 
r:n.:un~~ Hith loci" .. l t:rotmdHatcr. 
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., ' ..... 1< ~iZOr, :, • 
~:1<.1:'>() 

,. "'
1

; l ' /··~···t '. J ..0.;t... .. o11 ... oL. , d., .J\., Cln, t • 

:: ;.:nc:ll!t::lcal tr:tclnc: o~· rr.i•1er:.! vt:Lter· sources 
i.:1 tilr! :>out..l! Hl?.;~.,~r:l flc:td ;c·, ;,:Jin, lnrael. 

·.:o~li'~l."ll of zt,•drol0;:y (il!.l:;LCl'cl:i:n) 7(:3): '?./J>-27). 
:: ; ·, 20. 10-?0r). 

c::e:o.:cal co~lf!Osit:ion of thermal and rr.incr.-tl Haters 
,.lo;,_: .;o'...lt:r.rc::tr!rn shores of the lJc."\d .~~~:. w:w invostir,ntc·"· 
·~~c u:~:.1 incbded drillin:: inforr:'l:.l\:.ion . nd 108 chemical 
:L:1:i1 . .2.'Se~; _-,:· di:~f'ercnt 'ot.:ltcr sar..~lc;,, : ,:.:ur. fror.1 ;6 wells 
a:--t:..i :)~-~~·i!'l~·:;. 

. • . ;. ,. ... l .... c .~on, • .~.(.;, 
~=·l c;(~)o 

-.:.·;.,·:~ti·:.cs, :-;.:~. 
::-~~.~:ciLt~s of consuf.lptive use of \K.~.ter by phrca
t~)~"h:."t..es ilnd 1~: d!"'oph:,-tes nr.!~r ~'tU:ltl, :ri~o!1a. 

· · .• .• ~olor:ic.J.l ,jurvr:;;, Professional Paper 
1' • • ')/ ,., ··r. (1' 1 '<)) G'><J·'n . -... ·}- ... • ._IL... r. . .... ~.;, ... I , () ~ • • • . , • 

-:~·:.)t:rll3..cs 8f :..t~3n~?iratio!1 b~· several srecics cf flood
~lc.i:: VtTCL .• :lor. :~:1d cv:;.por.:l~ion !'rorr. \r:.t.cr surf.:ices 
2.:1cl ~1:~re ~:ioil · . .:·:'!"e ca'!"ried ot:t :1c:-,r ·:u.:.~~, .\!'iz. c.lurir.r: 
l 9.'>1-/Jb. . ~:·m-r.-:eed, l'o·..::--.rin:: :.c.:.l ~.Ln::.h, ( ;u<:!.ilbrus:t, 
ber:·:~lch. ~~r:t :~ .. , : -~l:i c2. t. tail ucre ,~ z·mm t.:r.·:!cr controlled 
,:oncl..:.:.io::.: .:..:: t.:.::i:s. .~i:cs ·.-:ere o:; tLe !~load ~b.in of 
::;e ::::Olor:1.cio : .l.\"l!:' 'o~.Jlm: :.:r:.;;cri:~: : .. "'.!:.. -~thouch the 
::..-x.:ccii~tc :trc::~ :.:.~! :~.0de:-.. tcl~· dcr.sc cover of rreponderJ.nt
l~: o.rrow . ..;c,•J, t..:tc cnvl ron.~cnt "' :: !:r·inci:~.::.lly desert, 
·.-;lt..h :-:.:..-~:: :.-.::.::·t!r·~:.-..r::-cs, lm• !tu:.tid.:.t~:, : nd .-~ lon .. ·~rmd.nc 
se::1so:1. -..:~:&u:-'t.l cansu.-(Yt.i\"e usc b:/' t.:~c scver....:.l s~ccics 
i.'1cr·c2.3c::i ·. ·.:. t.h ·.;ol -x::e o~· vc;:et:.tion 'uut ase :1er unit 
vol.:.t:.:e decrc.:seli a:; ;'l:mt.s c.:.:'!''!"OHched ::.:tt.urit;-,r. Depth 
o:~ ,.:-;,t~:- :.·.'::le s:.'!"on;:l;; i:1:'lucnccc! cvJ.;x>r-'ltion i'ror:t b~re 
~oi:. 

*:lcDowe ll, R. E. 

'1:'167 ·"!·'a-:t.c~s ;_r: :·r:-!t:cir::: UH-' ;:. .. ··.·.--~-s·· nt'f.ects of 
c l ir-.:1 te 0:1 anin-'l 1 performanCE-'. ·· :\MP. ri.can 
,;csociat~or; for tr-:P Advancr-"':rr.t <)f' S~ience, 
·.·:~ ·h·ir:sto:,, f;. c., P11bl)r.;.~·: '~: 86: ?77-?0l. 
- ~,-, 1 l. 7 _,~- .::, • 

·· ~-;~ t.h i~cr0;;~i._r :: :·'!"F'~~'lres ~or hi,..~·· ·· r.ct..\J O'~tput. anrl 
~:::~icie:-:cy tf, !"~"'~:t. r::e:-nAnds fr0M h:u; rt.:-:ir~~~ls, man is giv
i:-:; ir.c:-ease>d o~ter.tior, t,o pr~'widiiW en~rironment;., even 
·;r:cter "'Xi:.re:-::~· ~cr.r:i tions, that re!':'!':it :mintals to exrress 
23 ne<~-r thei ~ :·c·:-.•-~.ic potentia] as T'<:Sf;:il']~ and ~ivc 
Mn.Xir'l':;n t?co;:c:~J c rctnrn. In most si kAtj ons, includ in~ 
:.t:bi liz::·ri ":.·:::: ~or.:-:-:or.ts, mean::: of ::J.11€'viAt4.n; effects of 
cli:":~l:.c-; '1:-'f' :1I:-0;;d21 economic.sll:r feasihl~, c>..Lthot,r:h Air 
~cll·:~io:-: ;.tr-.d ·-~'-" bt:ild-c.j:' of toxic r.al,f:?riR.l~ !'rem IP'iJ'Tla] 
:-r:-,ste> c::J::t::-it 1 .te to as yet ur.solv':'d rr·;hlf':>:s associated 
· .. r: t.~ ~~:ch .-:c:--l:'""1r~eri er:v1rorJnents. 
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-' 85. "!' ~-.... • .. '"'ddl t 'J I' "'·.Clwcy, .•• 11:.;t.l eon, , •"'• 
q968 -!:iiirds and ver,etation 

1<iX!u (;8 (3) : 161-21;(. 
bet·.-!ccn i~rth and .'.dclnide. 
··· ('·o\ ,.,7"1 · .• \. ) ) )tJ ..:: • 

*;, r;ener.1.1 account .i..s ::iven of Lhc count.r~' and bi.rd-lii'c 
bcb:ecn Perth and .\delaidc as seen on the Prclirr.inary 
::Jurvey of the lst ~h'itish ::u::>eu:n :broltl i~1ll .\ustralian 
L::xpedition in [icc. 196?.. 'i'he country i:; d:i vidcd into 3 
bro.:.td :·::Colo.r;ic:'..l :.Jcctions \"~:ilc, for ease: .-.: cor:1;x1rison, 
the route: is divided into e ar:Jitr:try .:.::1d s:;,:~ller sections. 
!'.. broad account of the vccetatio:1 for r~ach sectio:: is 
civen rcvealin;: sor::c problcus of l:ab:!.t<ct tcr:-:inoloLY 
and er:~ph3.siziliC the cor.t;Jlex v<.:.riety of ve;~ct,::.Lioli, its 
cener.1.l continuity in v.1.rious forr::s :;uitatle to ,;. nur:1ber 
of bird s;ccies ccspite the ar.:.d.i.t:/ o: t:1c cc:1tr.:.tl recion. 
'?he nu::tbcr and v.::.~·iet~· of S!1Ccics cf the cer.tral reeions, 
and the L;~~it. .t toler.1.ncc of :-:any s:,ccics, .:1-re sho· .. m as 
ra:.~.cr ::rc:1tcr ti1<m :::i~:ht Le ex;>ected. :-:esj'itc the short
co:.lin,:s of the t.!:.t:.t the se::-.i-continuity o:~ V(;,;ct:1tio:1 is 
seen <::.s a :>:ctor of ?rob:ible in~rt:.:ncc ~n t:.is. ;·he 
;>rcs.:::1ce o: .:~n cco1or:ic3.1 Gt;.t'l ·.n:st. of :··o, .. ~lcrs ~1.1.y is 
discussed. 

3S6. -::·::cGee, ';i. :..,./;;.::_stcr.~<.1t!1, .l.L. 
-:;1967 -::·:~1.ri:!onic an.:.ly ;i.J of the r.:>.i!1f.:...J.: ever :io:1th 

t'Srica. >~~outh ·.rrica, · :c:1.th.:-r ::--urc'"u, ::otos 
15 (l/1.): 79-90. :.:c;.'l 2.S.9-5C.l.. 

·::.'he r;.;.in!'all clirntolo:.::/ o!'- :..io'.lth ..fric.'-1 i::; c!-;aracterized 
:,y u.bund:::.nt p~ccipitu.tio:1 .:.t the :..:.::-.c cf L"'!crcascd i:l
.!.'luences fro::: the L'1dian Ccea:1 durin£; s~.u:r!cr in the east
ern part of t=-:c count:r..r a:1ci b:: l:intcr r<dnft.:.11 in ~:outhHe::3t
ern Care ?rcvince broucht L:t distur'oanc•J:, in :r.c ·.:c:oterlies. 
]et;irr:cs :.:ert:e in ~he inte!'::lediate ~rc~·.... ?his sp.:1tinl 
dis:.ribution of rainf:1l1 rer::L::.cs <~era~ s .Jou ... ~h .:.fr lea is 
described oojecti vel;i· b:; l:.::.rr;o:1ic .:-~:lal~;sis. 

JE7. 1!-~·J.llico..:1, J. ::. 
{:·1967 -:~~::.nc~,ilize'..i sp:·.:.:1'·j ~'-n 1j thci.r t.!ffect o:1 t.:~~h 'n 

· ;~:.cr supp1i.e:;. 1.u :.OurtdH.:ttcr dcvclo;r.~!nt in 
arid b:t:.;ins, s;-:-;:::,osiu.7., Procec(~incs p. !~J-50. 

·::u:.al: ..3tate ~1nivcrsit~-, l.o[:::..n. 
~:·I.:wcntory o: :::incrc..li::ed sp~i.n;~s ~:i.th their h~:dro1o: ic 

.:1nd ecologic :.::cttin; and qu:1nti.ty .:~nd (:ualit,v cf w~tcr 
reveals that nest sprin::s l:vin~ in the ;~re.:.t :l.l.sin 
dr~:in::.cc .:.::--e directl;i- as:;ociated -.rith t:tc f.::u1t rattern, 
brin:;:L"1f, to the s'..lrf::J.cc dissolved s~lts fro:;: U!'ldcrl:rinr, 
:r~ar lr1e beds. ~!:.c effect o: theJe 3:-;r:-:(_:s ~--~ r lvcr 
~uality is co~sidercd. 
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. ~ ~~ '~ 
)' . .... _. 

3')C. 

:·_·..i.... 

-;:--:~el 'ni~\, 

.;~1();:)2 

.,. I '~ • .., j .... • . ) • I (_ .... ...... . 

-;:~;1!; u·:·.t·:10c isp:!renie ::; pc. ·e lo::ov, !Jr lm,ykaiush-
chik:l ~: Iuz!mora~ ::nlodnosl.ep:;::o:nu kt:n<tlu 
( l'0t:1.l CV:lpOr:tl.ion f'rOJ:! f·tllO".: 1;,:-\d;. <tr:joininr: 
' ~ . ' . '\ l i' I 1 " 1 I "t ) v.le ·"vUvll l-.J.'t:;:·,r; 0 vdC .Q 0<. :1.1.ya ,J eppC • 

:;: :Cteoroloriia i _;uurolo::i i(~ (): 6£-?L.. ::~A 
:;o.J.-L.ll. 

~:~~c~>cr·:t:> J.::.~ .. :~ on :he diurnal, r1o:1~hl~t, ~ntl sc~sonal 
cv~.!.:)G!"~ .. ~ i.cn fro~t land ~o!.~ j·ct c!~Vl!loped for n[:rlculturnl 
!-"!"o:!:.1c~io:1 ··:lthi!1 t!.c ir!~ir~<ttcd re~:i.o:1~ of t!1c r:-olol.!!'let~yc. 
Step~c. '.''•e relation lJeL'.reen evn:1otra.'1s~iration from 
fallo, .. T ~~~::-.is t1:1J ~va~r2.:ion ~1:·0~:1 a t·T~tcr surface is 
c:-::1.::-J...:1c~i. ':':1e co~:1fl0!1ents of the he2..t b.J.l~r1ce of .fw.llo\i 

-::·>lendel s so hn, 
-:~19~9 

H./.·iardt>r, U./Yom-Tov, Y. 
-::-Dn t!:e decline of mir,rant quail ( Coturnix 

C. coturnix ) populations in Israel and Sinai. 
ISrael Journal of Zoology 18(2/3) :317-323. 
AA (51) 47314. 

-::< J...:lcr, ::. _ :. /1 t~t. al 
-l :.._l~j~';:_i -;: ;!.Ot~~~d-~.-l~tcr h:/droloc-· o~' t!lC C:~c!.j :~.l~iil in 

. 'o:-nc. J.ncl :.ib-:~:. :X•irG..tcs, northc:~stm-n ;:iceria., 
;::~h s~cci:1l e~phasis 0:1 the ~low life of the 
:trt.·~s.:..::..:-1 sj·st.e:;:. -:::: •. :. :coloi:icnl 3'..lrvey, 
·:.1ter-->.1;;~~v Faper 1·,·)'/-I. 14-<) p. :r;:\ 20.1-()97. 

-::·:'h:·ce ·.:;-.:.:.e!·-u~.:-.1·inc il.'1its occur lrithin the C};ad fornation. 
'.'he u;~_pcr.- zone yields ·,:aler to ~re:!.ls, the r:-.ic.!dlc fran 
.:::.o·.:in;:: ::1rtcsla.'1 boreholes v:ith :1e::J.~!s ranr:in;::; from w. 
fc·,.; :~c~t to 70 :·c..:t :1~-:ove land surface ti:rour,hout a 
:J, c,._;o ~; ::1::.re : .. :lc :1rea o:' the basin ir. ::iDcria, and the 
.:.o·.-:,::r zo:1•J ~-l::>o :rom flo~·;in,i; boreholes, thou;:;h its areal 
e::tc:-.t. !1as not :;ce:1 :-::·cvod be:·o:1~ :r:..:! e:wiro:1s of ::a.idu,::uri. 
r-o· .... c ~ 'l'""S"- ~ ,.. ....... ·~a., . .:e"C"'l. 'o("'\ .. 1 · ,..,..e l.,.. co"'cer"""n·-: ')r·· ,....,"lrl'ly •·• -· • '-' "'~u'-'~-"- ·• ..... ._, • ~u .h. ._, ,, ,,_,, ~ J.,,,c• 

· .. :it:. ~::c :.:i.dr:lc ::or.c, :.i:e :>ourcc cf •,;.:tter fc!" nearly 200 
flo·.:i:::~ ~ore:-:olcs usc~ as c.:tttlt.' ·.;~lterin(" :)oints in the 
:~.:_~.~~;:·.i.~t:1 ~Jc:cLor 0:: t!·1e Ch:id :\.:.sin. 

·::" : ""': .... r-..,.-.. 
_._ ...... ·-. ' '--"' • I 

:~1{1{,3 1:-::r~'vLoc.i.~ .:.·or t!:e :::r:.J.surei':'.e:lt of the pri.-:1nry 
:;ro::it:ction of [;I'.:J.ssland. -::-Jl.J.ckvJell Scientific 
?ubl::...:atior.s, C-;.::~ord. 70 p. 

'•' . .c.vcrs ::~ct..::ods :;ot onl;,: for t~r· sslancl but .:~lso ci'.rr..rf
st:r:lL: !~c~:.::s :~~~ ~:.rid zor1e plc.::t co::::-.nmitics. 
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_3<)2. ~~~.ilton, ~~.~. 

J9L •• 

~:1<)62 -::-:;:r·uctur~~l ccolo!·~',' or the !=r.nbur:,· :r:eteorit.e 
C!",;. ter5, ::ort!:crn r:'crri ! .. o~~.', ·,ust..r;.~lla. 

-:::._:. :~. ··:colo.:_:ical ..:;urvc::, :·ro1\~:::-:i.o:oal ;-:,per 
)<))-'";. 17 p. !:~p!;. 

-ltDne o.f' ;J. ::.er.ics a:· contribution:. in < •• ;troceolo!:r prepared 
for ::.-. ; .. , t.:::s p2-rticular :-;t.ud/ bel:1~: l:westi;_:ation of 
i.:::pact !'c:.turcs of a series of ~;or~.c l:: :::ct<Jorite crn.ters 
80 ::~::.les scutll'.·rcst of .\lice ~rr2.:1c~. :::t is evide:1t t.he 
rock e::ro:>eti in the cr~ter \ralls :tnd rl!:-.s l:n.s been dis
pl::ced out·.:~~rd. --~he floor of thr:: ::ni:1 Crater is S;"l:l!'sely 
covered ::it.h .trirlex. The ·,:ater ~r:~ter has beer. breached, 
resultinc in a :.rc-il;.p...1.ct d!·:.dn:.;:c s:•st.-~::~ oclnr. c;~ptt:red 
Hhich ~m:>L .. ins tree [:rmr .. h ir. l.t.~; !"loor. ::;or:;'3 of the 
s::-.a.llcr era. tcrs ~.rc nm-: cor.:plete 1.:,• filled b~sins. ·:'he 
.:J.ut.hor oLscrvcs that the consc·:mmce of bll:w.n activities 
and live~.;tocl~ c:-:~zi:1c, _:...,_ the vici:1ity h:~s acceler:!t.ed the 
ero~;ion -=-~nd other sicns of deterioration in t hcse sr.m.ller 
cr.:.:.tcrs. A cra.ter-by-cr-~i:tcr C.:.iscussion of struc·tur-1-l 
details is civen • 

-::-;:ina shi..."la, 
~:·::::.96C 

. .. 
••• ·J· 

-:':)oil forr..a.tion a.nd s~.lt ::.:.i.::r.-:.tio:-. i:1 the ::urc.:J.b 
::ivcr delta.. -::·L"ltcrn~tior.al 8o:1crE::ss of 3oil 
...icicnce, 9th, .'.Ucla.idc, l96F, 7rans:l.ctions 
1: !.25-1.35. 

-:!-':'he ::urcab .:ivcr for::1s c.. dr;-; dclt<. :..n 7-hc southea;,tcrn 
l\ar.:J.-Y.u::; Jescrt. '.lluviun ~;re se:1t tl.J.tc !J fran the r.-.iddle 
·~uatcrna:::. ·.s :.he ancie:1t delt.:J. dried, soils becaJi'.e 
der;raded 2.:1d e.:.sil,v Hindblmm, -:.·rit:; rescltar.t accunuln
tion of s.:;.nd. :::csert ve;:et .tion bcc:'t;::e cs:..:~Llis!-.ed -..:hen 
remain ins clar particles helr;ed bind t 11c s:~r.d J.nd 
stc::.bilizc the surface. Under su:.seq_uer.t irri[~:.:.tion, 
.:1:1 oasis soil is :on.1ed. fl'Lc ~oluble s~lts present 
are r::icrati..."l;; to .J.djacent soils i:1 depressions and 
[;round\·:.:l. tcr. :j7.orace of si.lts, therefore, :~.ust be C0!1-

sidered jlrior to further rccl.:u-:ntion of this area by 
irri.cati.on. 

-::·.·:.ishari, 
~:-1968 ~~owards full Yratcr utilization .i.n 32.udi 

!;J:·abi.a. In ·.:a.ter for ;;c.J.ce, 2: 8.32-~-.l~l. 
·::·::::."lternational Co:1fe:rence on ·.:J.tcr for Peace, 
. • ·-h~ t ~ r 1°6'1 nTr"'OL ~3 (7) ."Ja.~. _._nc on, lJo Vo' / 0 ~_._VfJ _j 

36C:-OL.63l. s.:r: . .:. 2(21) ·.:6r;-as6s?. 
~<3o.udi ex:1crts and tea:.15 of cxr>crienced inter:-1a.tional 

c:-::pcrts and co:1sult: !1ts nrc enrlo:red in the cvo.lua.tion 
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of :.he croan<! vr::.tcr t•csourcen of thi:~ desert kincdorn. 
:1-r i.ll ~n:· 'l!H! :1quifcr tesLine, potentialities of sub-
~>u:--:·:,cc tb: .:: and infiltration callcrics, desalination, 
~L~e~ cu~~s in relation to u~e, l~nd rcclrunation, and 
irr·i~~;J.t.i.on ;.!.rc sor.,e of the topics Li.i.~>cussed. 

:1 :1. -;:··:_:_tc:lell, ~J·/·<!L ~l.l 

~:~ ·:,i' ·,<,lrect :~.c:::;ure!"'lont of t.:1e Lheru:1l rr;:>;"~Onses 
of nude resting =~.en in d!-:_: environnentn. 

, .. Pflut:crs Arch :::ur. J. Phj'siol. JOJ(/1): J;~h-31.3. 
;;;;, (50) 811.11.. 

-•. ·.'.·:o nude resting nen Here e:-:posed for 2-hr pcriodn to 
e:~c:~ of 2) Jr~; c:1viroru::ent::>, i·:ith <dr ~~.n~cr.:..turcs 
!";<n1~l.nr l.let\rccrr -12.8 C :J.nd l.C). :. :; and H-:!:fid speeJn be
:·.'!ec:: C.tJ7 ::1/:;cc a:1(! 1,.'')1. =~./sec. :;r:1.p::s are prcscr:ted 
t.o :;how ti:e el'fcc!:. oi: a::;bient terr.per:ltt.:re and ·.-.-.:.nd speed 
o~ the radiation und convection r~tc attained after 105 
r·:in, as ·.:ell 2-.s on r::etauolic r;ttc, s-.·:cat evaporation 
:-.:-~:.c, rccu:l te:.:iJer::ltu:·c .:>.nd :::c·:n :~kin ter;:pcr.:-~turc • 
.'h~;~>c ~~!"·~:;::~, revealed so::,t' i..-:1port:~.nt nspccLs of the 

:')eh;J.vior of r.an 's ther:::al control s:::-~tcr:1. In particular 
t:!c :~h::siolo,sical condw:t.:..nce incr•:!ascd •.rith incre:~.sinr: 
:c~.bie~1t tcnreraL:.rre .:1:1d ti1en "saturr~tcd 11 at an <lr.l'oient 
t~1~c!~turc ne~r 35 C. 7his satur~tion resulted in .:1 
co:1sta:~t dii'fcrcnce between rcct:.;.l ter.1pcrnturc and r.c<1n 
s:(i.~ tcr.::'er:~.ture irrespective of the environnental 
co:1ditions. 

;: ) ~. .;~-: :.::.::t.:.t:=.~ti, 3./ ju·.-:a, ::. 
-::·1'.>~6 ·::i:Jrthoc:_u:~!"tzitic s.:l:;.d fror:: the I..ibj'Q.n desert, 

~:y;1t. -::-Jr. ~ .. arth ...;cienccs (::r.;:o:,-n) 11.(:?.): 
:!.37-lU!. :.r~~:::r!~ 32((_)) ~1>8-11308. 

-:::Jcdir::entc·lor:ic analyses of eolian desert sands fron 
:.ia~:kara show LLe sand contains 94 percent quartz 
•·•i ti • accesscry calcite and li mest-cne, and is therefore 
or ~:1cq:.J :11:·tzi tic . 

.. ~ . . . 
·•. c::a.~~:c:, 

·:~ l') ~) 5 
. . : ~ ... 

-;'?u.rthcr o::)sc!"vations on some cnvironnentnl 
conditions of 5hatt .::1-,\rub. {~Jiolo,:::ical 
:'csearch -:entre, ?..!.[;hdad, Dulle tin 1: 71-7CJ. 
- • ( -l) ' I 7'?2 ~-' \) Qq. - • 

-;<::e !"est:lts of the presc:1t observations have shown 
:.:1:~t vert leal cradicnts oi: salinity, temperature, and 
d~s~olvcd C~ are :'rese:;.t at the lower reachen of Shatt 
a.:- l.!"ab. ::m..-cvcr-, difrcrcnce behreen surf <lee and bottom 
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hydrogen-ion concentrations w a perceptible only in the 
oceanic waters in the neighborhood of the deep ter- 
minal (Khor al-Amaya),  The influx of the turbid waters 
of the rivers Tigris and Karun is the major cause of the 
low transparency observed. 

398. «Mondal, R.C./Chakravarty, A.K. 
#1968    ■'""Nutrient content of some perennial pasture 

grasses of the arid and semi-arid lands of 
western Rajasthan. If rrotein and phosphorus 
content. *Annals Arid Zone 7(l): 55-61. 

399. *I'bnod, T. 
*1968   *Les oases d 'une division geographique du 

domaine saharien. ^Institut Fondamental 
d'/ifrique Noire, bulletin, ser. E: Sciences 
Humains 30(l): 269-288. 

400. *ibrris, A.S. 
*1969 ""The development of the irrigation economy of 

Mendoza, Argentina, dissociation of American 
Geographers, Annals 59(1): 97-115. 

*The agricultural pattern of Mendoza, Argentina, has two 
main elements, an early-developed region of vineyards 
around Mendoza city, and a region to west, south, and 
east with more crop diversity and modern technology. 
Four principal factors contribute ^o the difference 
between these two, l) climate; 2) the chronology of 
agricultural settlement; 3) land tenure; and i+)  the manner 
of water provision. The Mendoza city region is associated 
with higher temperatures and longer growing season than 
the peripheral region, with earlier development jf irri- 
gated land, with backward forms of land tenure, ,ind with 
only limited use of well water to aid river supplies. 
Both land tenure and water provision are changing factors 
with considerable impact on the rate of agricultural 
development. The probable qualitative effect cf two 
further changes in water supply, high dams, and new 
water control legislation, is comparable to that of well 
use. 3y contrast, canal lining and river diversion are 
primarily quantitative additions with little developmen- 
tal effect. 

401. »ftountfort,  G. 
♦1967 *Dirth cf a desert national park,     ^ideographical 

magazine    40(8): 665-670.    Kips. 
«■Creation of Azraq  Desert National Park in Jordan. 
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1.02.    »Mower, R.W. 
»196S    »Jround-water discharge toward Great 3alt Lake 

through valley fill in the Jordan Valley, 
Utah. *U. S, 'Geological Survey, Professional 
Paper 600-D: 71-74. MC.\ 21.2-563. 

»Sro'jruiwator in the northern part of the Jordan Valley 
is principally under artesian conditions in the valley 
fill of Quaternary age consisting of clay, silt, and 
sand. The water is moving generally toward the southeast 
shore of Great Salt Lake. The computed quantity of water 
discharging into Great Salt Lake from the valley fill 
in the northern part of the Jordan Valley is estimated 
to be a maximum of 7000 acre-ft/yr. 

403. -tower, R.W./Feltis, li.l). 
»1968    Ground-water hydrology of the Sevier Desert, 

Utah. »U. S. Geological Survey, Water-Supply 
Paper 1854. 75 p. Maps. MGA 20.6-820. 
ANAG (1969) 04469. 

»A cooperative hydrologic study WHS made of the Sevier 
Desert to determine amount and location of recharge, 
discharge, pumpage, water storage, and pumping effects 
on water levels. Most recharge to groundwater reservoirs 
results from water entering alluvial fans as percolation 
from streams, irrigation ditches, and irrigated fields. 
Leakage from the Central Utah Canal is a major source of 
recharge to the water-table aquifer. Most of the ground- 
water is suitable for domestic and stock uses. 

/+04. »Mozgovoi, A. A./Kornienkc, E. P./Shakhmatova, V.l. 
»1969    »Ascaris skr.iabini sp. n.( Ascaridata) - parazit 

verblyuda.(Ascaris skriabini sp. n. (Ascaridata): 
a parasite of the camel.) »Parazitologiya 3(2): 
174-175. BA (50) 123415. 

»This is the first record of ascarids in camels from 
Turkmeniya. A large size of spiculae and the presence 
of 2 pairs of double postanal papillae in male are the 
characteristic features of the species. 

405.    »Muffler,  L.J.P./Doe,  B.R. 
»1968 «-Composition and mean age of detritus of the 

Colorado River delta in the Salton Trough, 
southeastern California:    »Journal Sedimentary 
Petrology 38(2):  384-399.    ANAG (1969) 04462. 

»The northwest landward extension of the Gulf of  California 
structural depression is filled with fine-grained sandstones 
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and dltsLones of the Colorado River delta.  All arc late 
Cenozoic and average 20,00(3 feet thick.  Provenance 
is primarily from Mosoaoic sedimentary rocks of the 
upper Colorado drainage basin.  Tr; view of the small 
percentage of exposed Precambrian rocks in the upper 
Colorado River drainage basir, the bulk of the acid- 
soluble detritus (as measured and cited above) probably 
consists of reworked detritus of Precambrian age. 

406. *?iikhenberg,   V.V. 
*1967    ""Albedo poverkhnosti sushi zemnogo shara 

(Albedo of the land surface of the globe). 
*Cilavnaia Geofizich. Obs., Leningrad, Trudy 
193: 24-36. MCA 19.1-371. 

*Maps of the albedo of the surface of the continents for 
Jan., Mar«, Apr., flay, July, Sept., Oct., and Nov. 
Distribution of the albedo on the surface of the land 
over the entire world, and the annual variations of the 
albedo in the various climatic regions are examined. 
A table of the albedo of natural surfaces of the Earth 
is given. 

407. *Milay, B.N./Joshi, K.G. 
*1967    *Study of the resistance to evaporation by 

certain Rajasthan Desert plants.  In 
Symposium on Water Evaporation Control, 
Poona, 1962, Proceedings p. 249-256. Hew 
Delhi, UNESCO South Asia Science Cooperation 
Office (and the Indian) Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research. MGA 20.8-425. 

*The evaporation control of various Rajasthan Desert 
plants was investigated and data are presented on the 
amount of water absorbed by twigs and amount of water 
loss by twigs per square centimeter and per square 
meter of surface area. 

408. «"Mulders, M.A. 
*1969    *The arid soils of the Balikh basin (Syria). 

«University of Utrecht (thesis), 196 p. 
Utrecht, Netherlands. EA (5l) 69210. 

"^Represents a study of soil forming factors and the 
genesis of the soils occurring in the Balikh Basin, 
Jazirah, Syria. Analyses were performed to obtain 
mineralogic composition of the different soil fractions, 
soil analytical data of the fine earth, and chemical 
composition of the fractions in order to evaluate soil 
genesis and to classify the soils. Factors of importance 
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for soil formation are dealt with in detail, including 
climate, geology, morphology, hydrology, mineralogy of 
the soil material, flora, fauna and land use. 

409. »tfiller-Stoll, W.R. 
«1965    «The problem of water outflow from roots. 

In B. Slavik, ed., Symposium on water stress 
in plants, 1st, Prague, 1963, p. 21-29. 

«Junk, The Hague. BA 2*8(10)50996. 
*ln plants rooting in dry soil a reverse water stream and 
a water outflow into soil takes place, provided the shoots 
are treated with liquid FLO. A soil of high diffusion 
pressure deficit sucks water from roots supplied with 
moisture by a downward flow of water absorbed by above- 
ground organs from the aerial source. This water outflow 
from roots into soil is a merely physical process caused 
by an inverted water saturation gradient between roots 
and soil. The possible ecological importance of such a 
moisture accumulation in the soil of the rhizosphere by 
a reverse flow from shoots through roots is discussed. 

MO. «Muravlev, G.U. 
«1967    «Mountain and desert lakes in southern Kazakhstan, 

their resources and methods of economic develop- 
ment (translated title). «Akad. Nauk 
Kazakhskoi 53R, Alma Ata, Vestnik 23(10): 38-45. 
Translation available CF5TI as JPRS-45063. 
SWRA 2(15) W&9-06073. 

*The many thousands of small lakes, artificial reservoirs, 
and ponds in Kazakhstan were investigated to determine 
their basin structure, processes taking place in them, 
and volume and development of their resources. The 
desert lakes have little or no drainage and are mineral- 
ized in varying degrees. Rational and efficient utili- 
zation of these lake resources requires some transformation 
of the lakes by modifying the basin, water-salt balance, 
and composition of the organisms present in the lakes 
and shore areas. 

411. «Murr, K. 
«I969    «Hydrologische Forschungsstatie" in Saudi- 

Arabien (A hydrological research station in 
Saudi-Arabia). «Naturwissenschaftliche i 
Rundschau (Stuttgart) 22(8): 357. MGA 21.3-97. 

«The Leichtweiss Institut- of Hydraulic Engineering and \ 
Subsurface Construction of the Technical University of 
Brunswick has established a hydrology and irrigation j 
research station in Al-Hasa, an eastern province of Saudi 
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Arabia, a region of  mild winters. Summer temperatures 
exceed 50 C, relative humidity is extremely low, and the 
salt content of the artesian irrigation water amounts 
to 2000 mg/l. The installation and its alms are described 
briefly. 

412. «Murrow, R. 
*1967    *New water bird for Egypt; a robot shadoof. 

*Ekistics 24(142): 256-260. 

413. *Murzayev, E.M. 
*1966    *?riroda sin'tsziana i formiorovaniie pustyn' 

Tsentral'noi Azii (Nature of Sinkiang and 
formation of the deserts of Central Asia). 
Moscow. Translated, 1967, by *Joint 
Publications Research Service Washington, 
D.C., as JPRS 40299. 621 p. Available CF3TI 
as JPRS 40299 or TT67-30944. MGA 19.6-13. 

♦Relief features of Sinkiang province and of the desert 
area are discussed: the climate in the area, the surface 
waters, the soil mantle and vegetation cover, and the 
animal kingdom iniiabiting the area. The history of the 
formation of this Central Asian landscape is given; 
recent glaciation in the region is discussed. An extensive 
bibliography of jourc« material is included. 

414. * , ed. 
♦1968 *Srednyaya Aziya (Central Asia).    #Izd-vo 

"Nauka,'■ Moscow. 484 p. CBE 40: 327. 
*One of a series of monographs intended for use as a 
reference tool for geologists, agronomists, geographers, 
economists, meteorologists, and climatologists concerned 
with thetdevelopment of Central Asia, including the 
Uzbek, Kirgiz, Tadzhik, and Turkmen Republics.  Contains 
descriptions of the relief characteristics, geological 
structures, climatology, hydrology, and the fauna and 
flora of key areas in each of these republics. Natural 
resources discussed included minerals, water supply, 

[ water power, and related irrigation facilities and 
potentials. Included are a list of Russian and Latin 

[ names, and an index to the most important geographical 
I names. I 
I 415. *Mustafa, E./Hus: in, M. F. 
i *1967    *3ome pathological aspects of animal schisto- 

somiasis in the Sudan. ÄCTA Univ. Agr. Fac. 
Vet. 36(1). 107-110. BA (50) 72843. 
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^During the last 2 academic years, material from sheep and 
cattle inspected in Qndurraan Central Abattoir was exam- 
ined for the presence of Schistosoma bovia. The organs 
most aeriously affected were the intestines, mesenteries 
and livers. Their gross appearance, which is fully 
described, along wit h the detection of S. bovis in mesen- 
teric and portal vfins, could safely be U3ed as a 
diagnostic measure in abattoirs where no other means 
apart from naked-e; e appearance are possible. 
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416. »Nagatani, R.M. 
*196ö    »The dynamic influences of diabatic heat 

sinks and trie Himalayan mountain riM\ße  on 
the vertical motion field over India. 
♦University of Wisconsin (M.3. thesis), 
80 p./U,S. Office cf Nava.l research, Contract 
Nonr-1212(07). STAR N69-12333. Available 
CFSTI as AD-675 '''Ok. 

»Perhaps one of the strangest deserts to be found any- 
where is the Rajasthar Desert of northwest India, also 
known as the Rajputana or Thar Desert, If the desert 
wa3 once habitable iandj the question arises as to what 
contributed to its deterioration and whether there are 
any possibilities of reverting back to its habitable 
state. Since vertical motions resulting from other 
effects are additive (in this model) to results from 
heating, other questions are those related to the 
effects of the Himalayas, such as the vertical velocities 
resulting from upslope and downslope motions caused by 
winds blowing against the Himalayas. Effects of nearby 
mountains on forced interior circulations are also 
included. 

417. «National Center for Atmospheric Research 
»1966    »Assessment of atmospheric effects of Lake 

Nasser. »International Association of 
Scientific Hydrology, Publication 71: 865-880. 
MGA 20.9-524. SMRA 3(12) W70-04756. 

»The consensus is that the influence will be on the micro- 
to-meso scale. There seems to be little reason to expect 
that the moisture entering the atmosphere from the lake 
will, in the absence of any possibility of uplift to 
adequately low temperatures, result in clouds, much less 
precipitation. There is little expectation that the 
presence of the lake will have any significant influence 
on the frequency of occurrence or intensity of thunder- 
storms • 

418. »National Research Council, Committee on Water 
I *1968    »Water and choice in ehe Colorado Basin; an 

example cf alternatives in water management. 
»National Academy of Sciences, Publication 
1689. 107 p. 

I «Report, gives its attention principally to water problems 
and management in the Colorado River Basin as a means of 

I providing a concrete example of the general suggestions 
I. presented in an earlier report. Chapter 5 is devoted 

f 

I 
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to several alternative fields for investment in regional 
economic development that could be at least equally 
beneficial. Thu3, it suggests that choice with respect 
to witer-management programs is in two dimensions: 
(1) between water programs and other programs, and 
(2) between alternative water-management programs. 

Un. *Neal, J.T. 
*1968    *Playa surface changes at Harper Lake, Cal- 

ifornia, 1962-196?. *U. S. Air Force, 
Cambridge Research Labs., Bedford, Mass., 
Fhvironmer.tal Research Papers 283: 5-30. 
MGA 20.A-83Ö. 

•Numerous environmental processes aff-ict the development 
and stability of playa (lake-bed) surfaces. Of special 
significance are hydrologic processes that control the 
amount and flow of both surfice and ground water, and 
climatic variations which in turn influence the hydro- 
logy. This report, in 6 parts, examines some aspects of 
the playa surface environment including Australian and 
Ira .ian playas. Ch. 2 describes microrelief changes 
that developed at Harper Playa, Calif., following flood- 
ing of the playa in 1965-66. The final section examines 
the possibilities of observing playa surface changes 
from satellites, using the present remote sensor technolo- 
gy. It also states that Gerdni color photography and 
high resolution vidicon (TV) imagery are currently useful. 

U20.    *Nechayeva, H.T./Prikhodko, 3.Y. 
♦1966    *Iskusstvennye zimine pastbishcha v predgornykh 

pustynyakh Srednei Azii (Sown winter ranges 
in the foothill deserts of Soviet Central 
Asia). *Akademiia Nauk Turkmenskoi 3SR, 
Ashkhabad. 227 p. Translated, 1968, by R. 
Karschon, under the auspices of the National 
Science Foundation, and available CFSTI as 
TT-68-50363. USORDR 69(9): 8.  HA (37) 1007. 

*This work summarizes experiments in establishing peren- 
nial winter ranges of shrubs and half-shrubs in the 
foothill desert. It deals with the dynamics of the 
formation of phytocenoses, their life-span, processes cf 
regeneration and competition, and environmental effects. 

421. *i»el, J. A. J./Noltc, H. 
*1965    *f«otes on the prey of owls in the Kalahari 

Gemsbok National F&rk, with special reference 
to the small mammals. Koedoe 8: 75-81. 
DA (50) 68008. 
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*This study determined the gross composition of the diet 
of owls in the Park, and also gained insight into the 
distribution patterns of the smaller mammals. The 
material studied consists of regurgitated owl pellets, 
collected at 7 localities in the Kalahari Gemsbok 
National Park during April and Dec. 1963. The number 
of mammal individuals of each species or from each 
locality is given as well as the percentage composition 
by numbers and weight, expressed as a percentage of the 
total mamral component and not of the diet as a whole. 
The numb" jf individuals of each species or from each 
locality for some reptiles and birds is also tabulated. 

422. *Nelson, H.L. 
#1968    '»'Climatic data for representative stations of 

the world. «University of Nebraska Press, 
Lincoln. 81 p. ITA 19.10-U-2. 

«Presents climatic data, including elevaiion, temperature, 
and precipitation month-by-month and annual summary, 
that is representative of each state of the U, 5. as well 
as each foreign country. The data included is suffi- 
cient to give a representative pattern of the major 
climatic types in each. 

423. «Nevins, E*M. 
•»I960    «The sun, the sand, the silence. «Explorers 

Journal 46(2): 84-93. Map. 
«Eastern Jordan. 

424. «Newsome, A.E./Stephens, D.R./Shipway, A.K. 
■»s-1967    «Effect of a long drought on the abundance 

of red kangaroos in Central Australia. 
«CSTRO/Wildlife Research 12(l): 1-8. 
BA 49(16) 81945. 

«About half way through the severest drought on record 
in central Australia, ibe  numbers of red kangaroos, 
Megalela rufa. were estimated on about 2,500 square 
miles of country just north of Alice Springs by aerial 
surveys. Four years later after the drought had broken 
a survey showed that numbers had fallen from 4914 + 722 
in 1962, tc 2817 + 641 in 1966. This was a direct' 
result of the long drought because females cease 
breeding, young die in the pouch, and some adults also 
die during drought. The drought killed many trees in the 
mulga woodlands, so it war easier to see kangaroos in 
1966 than in 1962. 
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*:ueker:jon, M. A./ iferinghi, H. L. 
rl'/66 Thre-2 noteworthy eolubrids fror-: Southern 

Jonora, Mexico, ^reat Basin Naturalist 
26(3/4): L36-140. HA (5C)  67438. 

*ThLs report, concerns 3 rare specios nf colubrids from 
collection::' made during the summers of "'964 and 1966 
in and around Alamos, Sonora, Mexico. They are: 
\jTy:\.-'.av)tii's  c 11 ft or. 1 Hardy, representing the 5th speci- 
men reported and th.i 1st from Sonora; Sonora aemula 
Cope, ,r' from within the city limits and a short dis- 
tance south: of Alamos, bringing the known number of 
specimens to 10; Cympholis lippiens rectilimbus Hensley, 
2 specimens. 

1,20,    *MobIe, C.C./Christiansen, !{,L. 
*1968    *deologlc map of the southwest quarter of the 

Black I'buntair quadrangle, iJye County Nevada 
(scale 1:24,000). U. 3. Geological Survey, 
Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations Map 
1-562. 

i»27.    Morris,   K.   3. 
*1967 *Color adaptation in desert reptiles and its 

thermal relationships.     In W.  M.  Milstead, 
ed.,   Lizard ecology,  a symposium,     p.  162-229. 

^University of Missouri Press,   Columbia, 
BA 49(9) 43822. 

420. «Nurgel'Gyev, 0. U. 
*1969    *Ekologiya mlekopitayushchikh ravninnoi 

Turkmenii (The ecology of the mammals of the 
plains area of Turkmenia.) 259 p. "Hym, 
Ashkhabad. '"Translated from Referativnyi 
Zhurnal Diologjya, 1969, No. 101506 X. 
BA (51) 5^322. 

*This book was written on the basis of a 16-year study of 
12,28;' mammals.  Contents: a brief history of the study 
of mammals ^n the Turkmenian deserts, composition of 
the fauna and an ecological-landscape characterization 
of the species and a description of the biotopes, 
fluctuations in population sise, "life forms" -f mammals, 
the mammalian complex in desert biocoenoses and the 
trophic and spatial relations of mammals, seasonal 
phenomena in the lives of mammals (diet, migration, 
activity, reprodu tion, hibernation, molting, etc.); 
changes in the mammalian fauna cf the southeastern 
Karakum Rar.^e as the canal passed through; aspects of 
the economic significance of mammals (pests and their 
control). 
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429. »O'Farrell, M. J./Hradley, W.G,/Jones, G. U. 
»1967    *?all and winter bat activity at a desert 

spring in Southern Nevada. »Southwestern 
Naturalist 12(2): 163-171. BA (51) 64107. 

♦Bats were captured in a mist net at White Spot Spring, 
Desert Game Range, Clark County, Nevada during the months 
Sept. through May for a total of 21 mist net nights. 
Time of capture, air temperature, and wind conditions 
are given for each species. 

430. *01iver, J. 
»1968    »Problems of the arid lands: the example of 

the Sudan. »Institute of British Geographers, 
Special Publication 1: 219-239. 

431. *0mar, H.H. 
»1968    »Potential evapotranspiration in a WJTI arid 

climate. In Agroclimatologioal Methods: 
Proceedings of the Reading Symposium, Univer- 
sity of Reading, 1966, p. 347-353. »UNESCO, 
Paris. MGA 20.11-303. 

»Presents results of measurements of potential evapo- 
transpiraMon made in the Cairo (UAR) area. The first 
aim was to show how average monthly values of potential 
evapotranspiration from evapotranspirometer measurements 
in a small grass field can be corrected for advection 

| effects so that average values representative of i  large 
\ area can be estimated. The second was to compare the 

monthly values thus corrected with estimations by the 
Penman, Papadakis, Thornthwaite, and Harmon formulas. 
It appears that the Penman and the Papadakis formulas 
are useful for calculating potential evapotranspiration 
in a warm arid climate. Estimations by the latter 
formula are closer to the deduced monthly values. It is 
suggested that these formula? should be compared with 
accurate measurements in other arid and humid areas 
to determine their usefulness. The Thornthwaite and 
Harmon formulas underestimate potential evapotran- 
spiration by about 3)%* 

432. «Orkild, P.P. 
»1968    »Geologic map of the Mine Mountain quadrangle, 

Nye County, Nevada (scale 1:24,000). 
*U. S. Geological Survey, Geologic Quadrangle 
Map GQ-746. 
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433. «Orahc.., LI. 
*1969     '■•Vr.o.  of vegetation ar an indicator for 30J.I 

properties under desert conditions.  Final 
technical report, Oct. 1966-Apr. 1968. 
«:;ebrew University, Jerusalem, Department of 
ibtany.  Contract DAJA 37-67-C-0238. Avail- 
able CFSTI as AD-697246. 

^Association analysis of d =sert vegetation: Specimens 
of 34 species of desert plants of tho central Negev of 
Israel were studied, üomal and inveise association 
analysin was carried out and a good agreement was found 
between the vegetation units obtained by normal asso- 
ciation analysis and the dominance ones. Block size did 
not markedly affect the vegetation units obtained. 
Soil moisture turnover: Rain water did not penetrate 
deeper than about. ivO cm. Host available soil moisture 
disappeared from the upper soil layers during the first 
few weeks after the last effective rain. No marked 
difference between spring and late summer values of soil 
moisture of the deeper layers of soil were found. Sand 
cover and irrigation as affecting competition between 
leading desert psatriophytes: Plant growth in loess- 
cortaininc bags was better than in bags without. 
I'.cre'isj in height of plants temporarily not irrigated 
was greater on sand during period without irrigation. 

434. -»Orshan, G./Cavish, U./Bcrovic, I. 
*1963    *Use of vegetation as an indicator for soil 

properties under desert conditions. Final 
Technical Report, Oct. 1965-Dec. 1966. 

*IIegev In3t. Arid Zone Research, Beev Sheva. 
50 p./U.D.Dept. of the Army Contract 
DA-91-59l-EC-3306. Available CFSTI as 
AD-680 935. 

^Discusses root systems in sandy deserts as related to 
soil properties. 13 leading species, classified i;i 
3 types, were excavated and described. Soil moisture 
was measured at 2 locations in the Negev desert during 
the summer of 1966, and its use by plants discussed. 
The effect of sari cover and irrigation on the compe- 
tition between leading desert psammophytes was examined. 

435•     «Osborn,   H. 3. 
*1967 ^Variations in precipitation from thunderstorms 

in the southwest.    ^Conference of Severe 
Local Storms,  5th,  St.   Louis,  Ib.,  1967, 
Papers,  p.  219-225/Amer.  Meteorol.  Soc. 
MSA 19.10-274.     SWRA 2(20) W69-08309. 
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I *El,even years of records from dense networks of recording 
I rain gages on 67 sq. mile  Alamogordo Creek watershed 
[ (K.M.) and 5^ sq. mile Walnut Gulch watershed (Ariz.) 
I are indicative of thunderstorm patterns in the arid 
| Southwest. Point intensities for 5 nr'n. periods 
I    - sometimes approached 10 in Ar. on the Walnut Gulch 
f watershed, while on Alamogordo Creek they have exceeded 
[ 15 in/hr. Two exceptional storms at Alamogordo Creek 
| produced over 3 in. of precipitation in 15 min. On the 
[ Walnut Gulch watershed, the runoff-producing portion 
S of most thunderstorms lasted for less than 15 min« and 
[ covered less than 5 sq. mi, 90$ of all thunderstorms 
I lasted less than 30 min. Only with intense networks of 

rain gages is it possible to accurately measure the 
frequencies of thunderstorms of varying magnitudes and 
durations of 60 sq. mi. watersheds and on the semiarid 
rangelands of the Southwest. 

;+36. *0ssandon, E.O. 
*1967    *Ia esitructur*. agraria en los oasis piemon- 

tpjios de la <¥ovincia de Tarapaca", 
*Revista Geografißa de Valparaiso 1(1) ?41v.-62. 
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1*37. *Padula, Ü.L./et al. 
*1967   -»Devonian of Argentina. In International symposium 

on the Devonian system, TT;l65-i9°. «Alberta Soc- 
iety of Petroleum Geologists, Calgary. BIQi'UA 32 
il2);i5H-l5710. 

»The Devonian in Argentina is distributed in three basins 
which have had no intracontinental connections. The North- 
west and the "uyo basins opened into the Pacific* whereas 
in Patagonia, the submarine platform, Malvinas and Buenos 
Aires thv? Devonian may have btsen of Atlantic origin. In 
the 'Jorthwjst basin, sediments rarely reach the middle 
Devonian. In the Cuyo basin and the Patagonian-Atlantic 
province, deposition reaches well into this time. In 
every one of the recognised basins numerous formations 
are described. 

US.    >?aldi, 1. 
#1968 ^Persian (Arabian) Gulf and Gulf of Oman:    an 

annotated bibliography for the years 1859- 
1?65.    *Food and Agriculture Organization, 
Fisheries Circular 117.    1$ p.    MGA 20.7-Uii. 

*A compilation of 170 annotations on the Persian (Arabian) 
Gulf and the Gulf of Oman covering the literature pub- 
lished for the years l859-19^>f>.    Entries are given in 
alphabjtical sequence by author's name.    The bibliography 
encompasses biological and physical oceanography subject 
areas. 

U39. -*Paliwal, D.V./Maliwal, O.L. 
■»1963   *A statistical study of some indices of saline 

water irrigated soils of Rajasthan. »-Annals of 
Arid Zone 7(1):127-131. BA($0)6l076 

»Surface soil samples irrigated by saline water were examined 
to det .-rmine the interrelationship between different indices 
such as pH, exchangeable sodium percentage, sodium adsorp- 
tion ratio, gypsum requirement, electrical conductivity 
and total salt concentration of the saturation extract. 
Correlation between other factors although statistically 
significant is of low order and has extremely limited value 
in predicting one factor from another. 

iihO. »Papillon, Marguerite 
"1963   *Facteurs ecologiques et phases chez le Criquet 

Pelerin, Schistoccra rrcgaria (Forsk) (Ecologi- 
cal factors and phases of the Des3rt Locust, Schis- 
tocorca fyogaria (Forsk).). •»•Bulletin Biologique 
de la France et de la Belgique 102(2):271~307. 
3A(^0)89-,-63. 

4'fogithcr with the physical agents of the environment, density 
determines the fecundity of the parents and the viability 
of the progeny. Independent of any effect of over-population, 
the group effect has a considerable influence on the deter- 
minism of polymorphism in the hatching. 
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UUX.    #F'armenov, V. I. 
^1968 *Bites of snakes and other poisonous animals 

(translated title),    *-Sovetskaya Heuitsina 
9:113-118.    C13E 38:255. 

*Among the 56 species of snakes known  to inhabit the USSR, 
the most widely distributed poisonous species are  the 
Viperinae common adder Jipera berus L._,  itenard's viper 
Vipera renardi, horned viper Cerastes cornutus,  .tadde's 
viper Vipera raddei, and the Caucasian viper.     I'he blunt- 
nosed viper Vipera lebetina,  indigenous to the Caucasus 
and the Central Asian republics, is one of the most 
poisonous.    The carpet viper Kchis carinata L. and the 
Central Asian cobra are also found in these areas.     The 
Ussurian mamushi Agkistrodon blomhoffi ussuriensis is 
found in the steppes of Kazakhstan    and the Far hast. 
Bites from other poisonous animals, except wasps and 
honeybees, occur only in the southern areas of the USSR. 
The black scorpion,  inhabiting   Central Asia,    he  Crimea 
and the Caucasus, and the karakurt spider Latroaeatus 
tredecimguttatus,  inhabiting the Ukraine,  the lower 
Volga region, Moldavia, Cent-ral Asia,   the Crimea, and 
the Caucasus, are especially dangerous.    The karakurt 
spider is considered the most dangerous of the 1068 
species found in  uhe USSR.    I'he venom of scorpions, 
karakurt spiders, bees, ana wasps is similar to snake 
venom, and antivenom sera prepared from cobra venom has 
been used for treatment.    However, antikarakurt serum, 
prepared by the Tashkent Institute of Vaccines and Sera, 
administered in 20—60 ml doses is the preferred method 
of treatment. 

U*2.    *Peckham, R.C, 
#1968 -*Role of ground water in Texas VJater Plan. 

-»AMerican Jociety of Civil Engineers, Proceedings 
Journal of Irrigation Drainage Division 9U(IRl): 
137-152.    ANAG(1968)0019^. 

*The Texas Watar Plan has given extensive attention to the 
availability of ground water in aquifers in the State.    By 
the year 2020, approximately 5,l|00;GüC acre-foot of ground 
water will be used in m«fiting the State's water require- 
ments.    There are approximately 5»000,000 acre-foot avail- 
able annually from the major and minor aquifers of the 
State and approximately 365,000,000 acre-foot available 
from storage in aquifers which receive little or nor re- 
charge. 

iiU3.    ttPedgley, D.E./Symmons,  P.i-I. 
•*1968 -»-Weather and the locust upsurge,    -^.leather 23(12): 

U8U-U92.     4GA 20.10-IU8." 
»During 1967 and 19^8, there was a spectacular increase in 
the numbers of the Desert Locust, Schistocerca gregaria. 
This account briefly sketches the effects of rainfall and 
wind distribution on the locust population,  gives summarized 
information on the two-year development and movement of 
swarms throughout Africa and the ."liddle East and relates 
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these to ihc weather during the same period.    The baild-up 
took place within the arid,  central part of v.he invasion 
area where rainfall is oartieularly erratic.    The mainten- 
ance of the s warns depended to some extent on their having 
reaci'ed swarm t:i7e and being able to migrate to loss arid 
areas where conditions  Cor their continued breeding existed, 

Uhk.    »PejrrJ., K. 
»1966    *3tudia 0 kolisani klimatu v historicke dobe na 

zapadnim pobrezi Jizni Amoriky (Study on climate 
fluctuations in the history cal time of the west- 
ern coast of iouth America). »Hydromeveorologicky 
Ustav, Prague, 82 p. .VIA 19.7-U53. 

•»■Drought indices computed for middle and north Chile, and 
related to the I69O-I93O period prove that the severest 
droughts occurred within 17Ö1-1510. Fluctuations of climate 
in the median part of the western regions of South America 
are caused by extreme shift: of the ITCZ and by changes in 
magnitude of the Peruvian stream. Only fluctuations in, 
not changes of, climate were established. 

UU5t *;Percious, J.K. 
•:-l?53   Geology and geoehronology of the Del Pac Hills, 

Pima County, Arizona. -»Arizona Geological Society, 
Southern Arizona Guidebook 3:199-207. AHAG (1969) 
03229. 

*Ths Del 3ac Hills, located on the San Xavier Indian Reser- 
vation, approximately 10 miles southwest of Tucson, are of 
interest as ?n example of mid-Tertiary volcanic rocks com- 
mon to southeastern Arizona. These hills are regarded geo- 
logically as the southernmost extension of the Tucson Moun- 
tains but structurally appear to form a portion of a north 
east trend segmenting the Tucson Basin and separating the 
Tucson and Sierrita Mountains. Lithologies of the area are 
similar to those :'.n the upper part of the Tertiary sequence 
exposed in the "A" Mountain-Tumamoc Hill area. Radioactive 
dates for many of the units are provided. 

UU*.    «-Perry, P..A, 
*1968 Australia's arid rangelands.    -»Annals of Arid 

Zone 7(2):2UU-2U9. BA(Sl)U6676. 
»The boundaries of" Australia's arid rangelands are delimited 
and a comparison made of features of arid Australia and 
other arid parts of the world. The cattle and sheep indus- 
tries, and their effect on rangeland resources, are descri- 
bed. The clinate-land-ver^etation-animal p.^osystem, and the 
program of rangeland research are outlined briefly, 

ltU7 •    -»Peru, Direccion General de .Ieteorologia, Lima 
»1967 *Anuario Meteorologico, 1965.    -»Direccion General 

de Meteorologia.    127 p.    MGA 20.U-3U. 
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•»Contains tabulated data for principal climatological and 
precipitation stations, synoptic stations, and s-a water- 
and soil temperaturo-stations.  t'he tables arc prefaced by 
h pages of explanatory notes on the units of measurements 
and procedures used in observing and measuring the various 
elements (precipitation, temperature, humidity, etc.). 

Ui3. »Peterson, P.L. 
»1968    »Bouguer gravity map of parts of ^aricopa, Pima, 

Pinal, and Yuma Counties, Arizona (1:250,000). 
»U,3. Geological Survey, Geophysical Investiga- 
tions Map GP-^15. 

hh9.    »Peterson, J.T./Dryson, R.A. 
■»1968    »Influence of atmospheric particulates on the 

infrared radiation balance cf northwest India. 
»National Conference on Weather llodification, 1st, 
Albany, N.Y., 1968, Proceedings p. 153-1^2. 
MGA 19.11-3U8 

»Field study of Indian climate was conducted in late April 
1966. The effects of quartz aerosols, water vapor, and 
carbon dioxide on infrared radiativs transfer were considered. 
The data indicate that the difference between the infrared 
upward flux observed and that which is calculated is related 
to the amount of dust in the atmosohere. 

1+50. -»Pianka, E.H. 
»1967   *0n lizard species diversity: North American flat- 

land deserts. »Ecology 1*8(3)«333-351. MCA 18.11-1*55« 
»Eight potential mechanisms for the determination of each 
species diversity are described and discussed, and data 
relevant to each are presented for a particular diversity 
gradient: namely that of the flatland desert lizards of 
western North America. It is concluded that ecological 
time, spatial heterogeneity, length of growing season, and 
amount of warm season productivity are all factors which 
determine the total number of lizard species occurring on 
an area, but that the most important single factor is the 
spatial heterogeneity (mainly vegetative) of the environ- 
ment. It is suggested that climatic variability allows the 
coexistence of many different plant life forms, the variety 
of which in turn controls the number of lizard species. 

U51. *   
»I969   »Habitat specificity, speciation, and species den- 

sity in Australian desert lizards. »Ecology 
50(3):l*98-502. EA(5l)3?5U7. 

»From data demonstrating habitat specificity, it is concluded 
that Australian desert lizards recognize more habitats 
than North American desert lizards. The large amount of 
environmental heterogeneity and intimate mixing of habitats 
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in Australia allow .'iany more lizard species to coexist 
there than in »i'orth America. 

h52.    »Pillsbury, A.F./Degan, A. 
«■19fii3 »Sprinkler irrigation. Wood and Agriculture Organ- 

ization, Agriculture Development Pap.'T 83. 179 p. 

Il53.    »Pine,  Q.L. 
i«-19^>3 »L)evonian stratigraphy and paleor^eograohy in Gila, 

ürahan,  3reenlec, and Final Counties, Arizona. 
"-Dissertation Abstracts 29(2) :44lB. 

h%.    »Pinna, M. 
»1968   »Sulla definizione dell' aridita. »Geografia 

nelle Scuole 13(b)«137-lUO. 

U5S.    »Piper, A.M. 
»1§49   »Water budget of the Carson Valley, Nevada, 

w-U, S» Geological Survey, Professional Paper 
U.7-F. 8 p. MOA 21.2-548. 

»The 100 square mile valley and the 087 square mile 
catchment of the Carson River draining the valley are 
described briefly. Annual runoff, moot of which comes 
from the Sierra Nevada, varies both with altitude and 
horizontally} little if any is generated below 5000 
feet. The need to know the water balance of the Carson 
Valley arose with the current drive for optimum land and 
water management in the arid parts of the U.S. 

U54. »Ponirovskii, E.N. 
*ly^9   »Ob epidemiologicheskiom snachenii moskitov 

(Phlebotomidae) v ochagakh vistseral'nogo 
üshmanioza Turkmenskoi SSH (Epidemiolo- 
gical significance of mosquitoes (Phlebotomidae) 
in visceral lei slmaniasis foci in the 
Turkmenian SSrt,;, »Meditsinskaya Parazitologiya 
i Parazitarnyo Polezni 33(1): 42-46. BA (50) 
82394. 

»Epidemiological role of sandflies as vectors of visceral 
leishmaniasis in the Purkmen S>R was studied. Obser- 
vations were carried out in foci of visceral leishmaniasis 
in the mountainous Kara-Kalinsky area and in the 3andy 
desert of southeastern Kara—<ums where a large number of 
cases were registered. 

U57.    »Pontrelli, M.J. 
»1968 »Mating behavior of the black-tailed jackrabbit 

(Lepus californicus).    Journal of Mammalogy 
h9UT: 7^5-784. 
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U58. *Prakash, I. 
»19^8   *Eeo-toxicology and control of Indian Desert 

Oerbil, Meriones hurrianae (Jerdon): Food 
preference in the field during monsoon. 

I "-Bombay Natural History Society, Journal 
[   . 65(3)s 581-589. 
f »Food preference of the Indid desert gerbil during mon- 

soon was determined by identifying uncorsumed plant 
species lying near burrow openings and comparing with 
those in o,:r^ounding plant communities. Economic losses 
to grasses by gerbils is discussed. 

U59. -*Prakash, I./Purohit;, K.G./Kametkar, L.R. 
*1967    ^Intake of seeds of grasses shrub and tree 

species by three species of gerbils in 
Ra.jasthan desert. "-Indian Forester 93(12): 
801-805. BA (50) 5^932. 

^Intake of seeds of various grass, shrub and tree species, 
which are of importance as fodder and are used in 
afforestation and sand dune fixation work, and their 
palatability index was studied. "Seeds of Cehchrus 
ciliaris, Eragrostis ciliaris and arianthus munja are 
lowly preferred among grasses and those of Acacia 
species, Azadirachta indicat and Aerva tornentosa 
among tree and shrub species. If these species of 
plants are more commonly used for soil conservation 
work, the damage to seeds by gerbils will be compara- 
tively less than that to other species seeds of which 
are preferred bv the rodents. The consumption of seeds 
with pulp of Zizyphus nummularia was maximum and they 
can be used as medium for poison-baiting these rodents. 

ii60. *Prokopovich, N.P. 
#1949   »Some geologic problems in reclamation of arid 

lands. -«U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Sacramento. 
52 p. Available CF3TI as PB-185 873. 
USQRDR 69(22): 71. 

♦The large-sc-üe reclamation of arid regions may involve 
importation of waters which are geochemically strange. 
This could cause drastic changes in the chemical and 
physical properties of some fine-grained unconsolidated 
deposits. Leaching of saline clays, or an increase of 
their salt content due to migration of salt3, and 
associated ion exchange reactions, flocculation and 
deflocculation could modify the engineering properties, 
particularly plasticity and perneability of clayey 
soils. Surface aoolication of  water and/or overdraft 
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of ground water may cause land s-ibsidence. This paptir 
discusses the general character of some of these processes 
and the need for their recognition and analysis by 
geologists prior to reclamation. Some modifications of 
standard laboratory tests, for example treatment of 
arid materials with project waters orior to the testing, 
could be particularly useful in planning developments 
in desert environments. 

I46I. *3uinn, F. 
:<-19^Q   *Mater transfers: must the American West be 

won again? Geographical Review 59(1): 
108-132. Maps. 

fleeting the demands for municipal industrial water 
supply in the Western urban oasis. 
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U62.    «Radwanski, S. A. 
■«■1968    «Field observations of some physical properties in alluvial 

soils of arid and oemi-arid regions.    «■Soil Science 106(U): 
31U-316.   ANAG( 1969)01*979.   SWRA 2(l6)w69-Q6$l$.   ßA(50)77Ö9U. 

•«Some physical properties of soiJs as observed by the soil surveyor 
in tne field are micro-lamination and self-sealing often-recurrent 
phenomena affecting moisture movement in the soil profile.    In ir- 
rigated deserts this can cause formation of salt crustj either on 
the surface or within the profile. 

'4.63.    «Rafyi, A./Kaghami, G. 
■K-I967    -«Contribution a 1'etude de quelque parasites du sang du 

mouton et de la chevre en Iran et dans les pays voisins. 
■»■Institut Raai, Tehran, Archives 19:77-86. 

«A study of some blood parasites found in sheep and goats in 
Iran and neighboring countries. 

U6 U.    ■KRamachandran, G. 
■&I967    «Rainfall distribution in India in relation to latitude, 

longitude and elevation.    *Indian Journal of Meteorology 
and Geophysics 18(2):227-232.    Y£k 19.U-3U3. 

«An analysis of the normal rainfall of 167 observatory stations 
distributed over India and the neighborhood has been made using 
regression equations representing montnly and annual rainfall as 
a linear function of latitude, longitude and elevation above 
sea level.    Other factors influencing rainfall,  such as oro- 
graphic effects, are noted. 

1*6$.    «Rasulov, M. 
*1967    «Deserts of the western part of the Karshi steppe 

(translated title). «Uzbekistanskoy Geograficheskoye 
Obshchestvo, Izvestiya 10:73-78.    CBE 33:121*. 

«Migratory sand dunes in thi3 area present several obstacles to 
the operation of agricultural communities.    A combined ground 
and aerial survey a,id wind observations from the Mubarek weather 
station form the basis of an analysis of the types of dunes 
present, their methods of formation, and methods for preven- 
tion of further migration.    Emphasis is on seasonal variations 
in vind directions and speeds, with additional graphic data on 
precipitation, temperatures, and occurrences of dust storms. 

1*66.    «Rathjens, C. 
«1968    «Schichtflachen und Schnittflachen im Trockenklima 

(Eedding and erosional surfaces in arid regions).    «Regio 
Basiliensis 9(l):l62-l69.    BIGENA 32(10)E68-126ll*. 

«Cuestas developed under arid climatic conditions are examined 
in the eastern Iranian upland, southern Afghanistan, the Thar 
desert, Turkey,, and the southwestern U.S.    Prevalence and 
stability of steep slopes, characteristics of pediments,  and 
the close relationship between surface form and geologic struc- 
ture are principal factors in the development of cuesta landscape. 
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U67.     -Hatschi Her, L.  K. 
■»1966   -"Sahara: correlazicni geologico, litostratigraflche fra 

Sahara Centrale ed Occidentale, con note peo^ogiche 
eenerali e brevi  cenni  sulle poasibilita petrolifere 
dell'Africa Nord-Occidentale.    Universita degli Studi 
de Trieste,  Istituto di Geologia, Pubblicazioni 1*6/ 
Museo Tridentino Scienze Naturali, Trento, Memorie 
1U(1)I53-293. 

^Presents a lithostratigraplü c correlation between the ar*as 
of the Central and Western Sahara based on the author's personal 
geological studies and explorations from 1957-1961*.    Illustrated 
by a correlation chert, a geological and a tectonic sketch mar 
of the Sahara and the bordering territories, and an extensive 
photograph collection (296).    Short geological notes regarding 
the oil research in northwestern Africa, and references to in- 
ternational stratit'raphical nomenclature are included. 

U63.    #   
*196d    '..Lithostratigraphy of the northern Spanish Sahara. 

«ttuseo Tridentino di Scienze Natural!, Trento, Memorie 
18(1). 

«Covers the coastal area between the Moroccan border and Punta 
Siete Cabos, the northeastern area of Spanish Sahara (Smara - 
El Farisia), and the Peleozoic uplife of Sequen - Uoloaa - 
Guelta Zemmur.    Presents lithostratigraphic sequence outcropping, 
documented by columnar sections, correlation tables, and 11 the-- 
strati graphic maps. 

U69.    *Reeue, H. C. et al 
*1969    -"Area handbook for the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 

DA-PAM-S50-3U. iHJ, S. Government Printing Office, Washing- 
ton, D. C.    373 p.    Available CFSTI as AD-701 369. 

-Supersedes DA-PAM-5503U dated 1 July 1961*.    Designed to be useful 
to military and other personnel needing a convenient compilation 
of basic facts about the social, economic, political, and mili- 
tary institutions of the area. 

U70.    »-Reich,  B./Arntsen, A./Walters, J.K. 
*1966    -Israel and the eastern £rab states: a stratigic source 

book.    Research Analysis Corporation, McLean, Virginia, 
Report RAC-P-U6.    99 p.    Available CFSTI as AD-698 200. 

#Kakes readily available a brief appraisal of factors of 
strategic significance in the area.    Accompanied by charts, 
tables, and other supporting data, as well as references. 
Intended to provide the user with an understanding of the 
complexity of the situation, and sources for more detailed 
examination of the subjects discussed. 

U71.    -Reiner, E. 
J"i968    "'".18 wirtschaftliche Entwicklung West-Australiens. 

»Angewandte- und Sozial-Geographie 12(2):33-ul.    Maps. 
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U72.    «Riess, R. 0. 
«19&9    ■«•"The Middle hast":  the problem of geographic terminolo- 

gy.    «Journal of Geography 6B(l):3kmh0. 

U73. «Riordan, P. 
■»1970 -«Weather extremes around the world. «U.S.Army Natick 

Laboratories, Technical Report 70-Up-ES. 38 p. 
«Includes map of world and continental weather extremes, and 
North American weather extremes, with comments on the relia- 
bility of the records shown: highest/lowest temperatures, 
largest ranges, greatest and least amounts of precipitation 
for various durations, maximum precipitation variability, 
highest solar radiation, highert wind speed, and other pheno- 
mena. Both absolute extreme and the most extreme annual averages 
and given for most elements. 

klh*    -;iflodis, H.G ./Hassan, A./Wahadan, L. 
«1968    ^Ground-water geology of Kordofan Province, Sudan. 

«U.S.Geological Survey, Water-Supply Faper 1757-J.    U8 p. 
■»Describes results of a reconnaissance hydrogeologic investiga- 
tion and the nature and distribution of the groundwater resources 
with respect to their availability for development.    In 1962 
withdrawals from Nubian and Umm Ruwaba aquifers in the south- 
western part of Kordofan »fere approximately 600 million gallons 
annually, a rate of draft that could probably be continued al- 
most indefinitely without significant depletion of the supply. 
Nubian aquifers in northern Kordofan need extensile exploration 
by test drilling before their economic potential ct>n be proper- 
ly evaluated. 

l475>.    -»"-Romanov, N,H./Liapina, O.A./Pribylova, I.L. 
#1966   -«0 pyl'nykh buriakh v raione Gazli v sentiabre 196k 

(Dust storms in the Gazli region in September 196U), 
«Glavnaia Geofizicheskaia Observatoriia, Leningrad, 
Trudy 189:160-162.   I4GA 18,9-353. 

«Oases of desert storms that developed in the Gazli district 
in the Kyzyl-Kum of Uzbekistan are described.    In addition to 
desert storms, dust drifts, and dust devils were observed, fre- 
quently preceding a desert storm. 

U76.    «Rose, C. W. 
«1968   «Evaporation from bare soil under high radiation condi- 

tions.    «International Congress of Soil Science, 9th, 
Adelaide, 1968, Transactions 1:57-66. 

U77.    «Rosenthal, E./Eckstein, Y. 
«1968 «Temperature gradients in the subsurface of the Dead 

Sea area, Israel. «Israel Journal of Earth-3cience3 
17(3):131-136.   VGA 21.1-766. 
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«Two distinct temperature gradients were discerned in the sub- 
surface of the southwestern part of the Dead Sea. Correlations 
between lithological changes and heat gradient are indicated. 
Conclusion that 1he temperatures of groundwater there derive 
from deep circulation and are controlled by temperature gradients 
is confirmed. 

l4?8.    «Ruf, E. 
«1967    «Nitrates dans les eaux du sud de Madagascar (Nitrates in 

the waters of southern Madagascar).    «Malgache, Comite' 
National Malgache de Geologie, Tananarive, Semaine Geolo- 
gique, Compte rtendu, 1966, p. 75»    BiC-ENA 32(ll)E68-lWi03. 

«High nitrate content noted in wells in southwestern Madagascar 
as op-posed to the low percentages in subsurface waters generally 
is th° result of organic pollution. 

U79.    -»-Ruiz Huidobro, 0. J. 
«1968    «Descripcion geologica de la ho ja 7e, Salta, provincias 

de Salta y Jujuyj  carta geolö'gico-economica de la 
Republica Argentina, escala 1:200,000 (Geologic descrip- 
tion of nheet 7e, Salta, Salta and Jujuy provincesj geo- 
logic map of Argentina, scale 1:200,000). ^Argentina, 
Institute- Nacional de Geologia y Minerfa, Boletfn 109.    U7 p» 

U80.    «Rumney, G. R. 
«1968    «Climatology and the world's climates.    *Macmillan, N. Y. 

656 p. 
«Textbook.    The section on classification of climates includes a 
description and comparison of the Kftppen and Thornthwaite 
systems.    Coverage of deserts in North and South America, 
southern and northern Africa, Australia, and Asia. 

I46I.    «Rush, F. E. 
«1968   «Water-resources appraisal of Clayton Valley - Stonewall 

Flat area, Nevada and California.    -«Nevada, Department 
of Conservation and Natural Resources, Water Resources - 
Reconnaissance Series, Report h$*    5U P«   Map.    SWRA 2(3) 
W69-00935, 3(8)W70-03231. 

♦The area covered is 80 miles north to south, 60 east to west, 
with a population of less than 1,000,    Bounded by mountains, 
most available groundwater is stored in valley-fill alluvium 
600 or more feet thick.   Most recharge is stream water from the 
mountains,  since precipitation in the Valley is 5 inches. 
The water is fair to poor quality for agricultural use, and 
marginal in quality for drinking.    Perennial yield is estimated 
to be 22,000 acre-feet per year in Clayton Valley, from 100- 
3,000 acre-feet per year in the smaller valleys of the area. 
There is extensive tabulated data included. 
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U82.    ttftush, F,E./ülancy, P.A. 
■«•I967    -Water-resources appraisal of the Warm Springs - Lernmon 

Valley area, Washoe County, Nevada.    Nevada, Department 
of Conservation and Natural Resources, Water Resources- 
Reconnaissance Series, Report U3.    70 p.    ANAG( 1968)07113'• 

*The Warm Springs-Lemmon Valley area in western Nevada covers 
about 900 square miles and includes 11 valleys.    Younger and 
older alluvium form the valley-fill reservoir and are the prin- 
cipal sources of groundwater.    Maximum thickness in places is 
1,000 feet.    Inflow is from precipitation, runoff, imported 
water, and inflow of groundwater through consolidated rock and 
alluvium.    Very few large-capacity wells have been drilled. 
Some water is not fit for human consumption. 
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U83.    *Saint Amant, J. A./Hulquist, R.G. 
*1969   »Palaemonetes paludosus collected in the Rio Hardy and 

Colorado River, Baja California.    California Fish and 
Game 55(3):252.    BA.($0)1231*58. 

»Freshwater shrimp collected in this area, March-June 1968. in- 
cluded large numbers of adult males, females carrying eggs, and 
juveniles, indicating this species is well established.    Water 
at the 3 collection stations were also inhabited by marine 
shrimp and fish. 

U8J4.    *Salem, M.Z./Hole, F.D. 
»1969   »Soil geography and factors of soil formation in 

Afghanistan.    »Soil Science 10?(U):289-296.    BA(50)89333. 
»Afghanistan is located in the low-latitude desert and steppe 
belt of the Asiatic climatic system.    Orographic uplift of air 
accounts for most of the precipitation.    Cultivable soils, 
mostly alluvial, sierozem, and brown, occur scattered throughout 
UO percent of the total area.    The remaining 60 percent of the 
country is in high mountainland (20 percent) and drylands (uO 
percent). In lowlands,desert soils developed on Quaternary de- 
posits.    Carbon-ll* dates reported from northern river terraces 
indicate that some soils of the plains are between 5*000 and 
15,000 years old, while soils on the interfluves of the low- 
lands are considered to be still older.    Eight soil profiles 
shown in detailed sketches are representative of major agricul- 
tural districts, of which 5 are desert soils.    Five generalized 
maps of Afghanistan sr.ow topography, radial pattern of drainage, 
climatic types, vegetation, and soils. 

U85-   «Satyarjarayan, Y./Saxene, S. K./Gaur, Y. D. 
#1966    ■»Studies on dune ecology.    Is    Vegetation of stabilized 

dunes.    »Tropical Ecology 7sl63-170.    Ba (50)56777. 
»The two types of dunes occurring in the tract under investigation 
in the Rajasthan are stabilized and coalesced transverse dunes with 
active crests.    The climate is characterized by low rainfall, 
extremes of temperatures, low relative humidity,  and relatively 
high wind velocities.    Although soils of both type dunes are 
alkaline,  with low amounts of organic matter and total soluble 
salts,  soils of the stabilized dune and at the base of the coalesced 
dune have more total soluble salts and better water holding ca- 
pacity than those of the active crest of the coalesced dune 
because they have been formed over gravel.    The vegetation in these 
stable areas therefore has the greater density and composition. 

U86.    «Sen amp, H. 
»1?67    *Kharga, van der Oasis magna zum Neuen Tal (Kharga, from 

the oasis Magna to the New Valley).    »Erde 98(3)$173-202. 
Map.    S.flA 3(ll)W70-OUa2. 

»Kharga, one of the largest of the Egyptian oases, was included 
in the area of the Western Desert selected for land reclamation 
and resettlement.    The first 5-year program (19^0-1965) provided 
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approximately 100 deep wells, furnishing irrigation water for 
tiie cultivation of nearly $0,000 acres as compared with only 
6,000 formerly. Origin of the groundwater in the area is not 
yet identified, but current estimates from known supplies in- 
dicate that even larger acreage may be brought under cultiva- 
tion. The extreme desertic conditions of the surrounding en- 
vironment make the Kharga Oasis development of interest, since 
its success could provide a pilot for similar water-short areas, 

U87.    -»Schoff, S. L./Moore, J.E. 
■x-1968    *Sodium as a clue to direction of ground-water movement, 

Nevada Test Site.    -«U.S.Geological  Survey,  Professional 
Paper 600-D:30-33.    MQA 21.2-565. 

■«Sodium dissolved in water generally stays in solution.    It is 
the predominant cation in grcundwater in volcanic aquifers in 
this area, but is usually lacking in alluvial and carbonate - 
rock aquifers in southern Indian Spring valley south of the Site. 
The low content of sodium in the water of the Indian Spring Valley 
shows that the water has not migrated into the valley from the 
Site. 

1*88.    ^Schulze, B. R. 
■»I969    *The climate of Gobabeb.    *Namib Desert Research Station, 

Scientific Papers 37/53:5-12. 
*The Namib Desert Research Station, situated at Gobabeb on the 
northern bank of the dry Kuiseb River, is some 60 miles south- 
east of Walvis Bay and about 35 miles in from the Atlantic coast. 
Its altitude is 1*07 meters above sea level.    Instrumentation 
provides measurement of atmospheric pressure, surface air tem- 
perature,  soil temperature, humidity, wind di^ecticn and force, 
precipitation, evaporation from a class A pan, and sunshine 
duration. 

1*89.    #Shanan, L./Evanari, M./Tadmor, N.H. 
*1967    -»Rainfall patterns in the central Negev Desert.    -»Israel 

Exploration Journal 17(3):l63-l81*.    Map. 

490.     *Shata, A./KnetJch,  G./Degens,  E.T./Munnich,  0./El-Shazli,  M. 
*1962 *Geology, origin and age of the ground water supplies 

in some desert, areas of the UAR. *Institut u Desert 
d'Egypte,  Bulletin 12(2) :61-124. 

1*91.    »Shneyer, M. S. 
*1967    -»Development of research in the multi-discipline study 

and mastery of the desert areas of Central Asia and 
Kazakhstan (translated title).    -«-Problemy Csvoyeniya 
Pustyn (3):9Ü-92.    CBE 32:105. 

»Proposals for future work under the aegis of the various Aka- 
demiias covered such fields as desert irrigation, ground- and 
surface water studies, classification of deserts, methods of 
combatting mobile sand belts, and climate logical studies. 
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kW.   *Shul ts, V. L. 
*1968   «Reki Afganistana (Rivers of Afgnanistan).   «Srodneaziatskii 

Nauchno-Issledovatelskii Gidrometeorologlcheskli Institut» 
Trudy U2($7).   172 p.   M3A 20.7-13. 

♦Brief information on the basic physiographic factors determining 
stream'low and on the state of the art in the hydrology of the 
rivers of Afghanistan.   The riifer net is divided into the basins 
of the Amu-Daria and Indus rivers, and of the Seistanskaia De- 
pression.   Unlike those of Soviet Central Asia, these rivers, 
particularly of the Depression, are fed principally by rainfall. 
This results in widespread mud flows, making the Afghanistan rivers 
less suitable for water utilization without mere extensive regula- 
tion than in Soviet Central Asia. 

93.    «31111toe, R. H./Mortimer, 0./Clark, A.H. 
#1968   «A chronology of landform evolution and supergene mineral 

alteration, southern Atacama desert, Chile.    Institution 
of Mining and Metallurgy, London, Transactions 77B(7Ui): 

I66-I69. 

k9k*   -»Simons, M. 
«1967     «Deserts: the problem of water in arid lands.    «Oxford 

University Press, London. 96 p., maps. 
♦Section on sources of water includes material on water from 
below ground frcm exotic rivers, from other areas, and from the 
sea, as well as on increasing rainfall and changing climate. 
Desert plants, animals, and climate are also discussed. 

k9$.    «Simpson, E. S. 
♦1969   «Contributions on the status of arid-lands research: 

Ground water in Australia.    *U.S.Army Natick Labora- 
tories, Technical Report 70-5-ES.   22 p., map. 

«Essentially all exploitable ground water of the Australian 
arid zone is contained in the pore spaces of relatively flat- 
lying sandstones and limestones occurring within the major 
sedimentary basins.    Although the quantity of stored water is 
immense, at least half is too mineralized for irrigation use* 
Annual recharge from rainfall is probably a fraction of the 
amount in storage.    Outside the sedimentary basins, small to 
moderate supplies of groundviater may be obtained from fissures 
in older crystalline rocks, or from relatively thin surficial 
deposits of unconsolidated sand, if the local water table is 
not deeper than the depth   f fissures or the bottom of the sand. 

U96.   «Sinadskiy, Y. V. 
«1968   «Study of the desert area? of CenJ,ral Asia and Kazakh- 

stan (translated title).    «Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Vestnik 
12:121-123.   CBE kl1305-306. 

«A brief account cf papers g>ven at the 2d All-Union Conference 
on tue Study and Utilization of the Desert Areas of Central Asia. 
See also #1.91, Shneyer (1967), above. 
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U97.    *Smith, H. H. et al 
#1969   Mrea handbook for Iraq. *U.S.Department of the Army, 

Pamphlet 550-31.    U20 p.   Available CFSTI as AD-687 755. 
■»Covers physical environment, historical setting,  social struc- 
ture, religion, government, armed forces, public order and safety, 
communication systems, and transportation. 

U98,   «Smith, H. T. U. 
*19o7    -»Past versus present wind action in the Mojave Desert 

region, California.    «U.S. Air Force Cambridge Research 
Laboratories, AFCRL-67-O68;.    Available CFSTI as AD-665 137. 
STAR N63-19827. 

•»The major products of wind action in the Mojave (dunes, sand 
sheets, deflation basins, and deeply abraded rock surfaces) are 
intern'ated to have be^n formed during a past arid interval fol- 
lowed by   n extended time of relative eoiian quiescence.    Present- 
day wind action is believed to represent a relatively recent re- 
activation.    These findings have significant implications for playa 
morphology and stratigraphy, 

199.   *•  
■»1968   «Nebraska dunes compared with those of North Africa and 

other regions.    In Loess and related eoiian deposits of the 
world.    -»International Association for Quaternary Research, 
7th Congress, Boulder, 1965, Proceedings 12:29-U7. 

■»Compares sand dunes of the Nebraska Sand Kills with those of 
North Africa in areal extent, size, type, conditions of origin, 
drainage patterns, mylticycle eoiian activity, and proximity to 
belts of loesc. 

500. »Smith, K. G. 
*1961|   *Frew River, N. T.j 1:250,000 geological series, sheet 

SF/53-3, international index, explanatory notes.    -«-Austra- 
lia, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics, 
Canberra.    15 p.    BIGENA 32(ll)E68-00603. 

■»In the plains and uplands of the arid Frew river area, north 
of Alice Springs, there are low outcrops of Precambrian and 
Paleozoic rocks occurring mainly as ridges in the Davenport 
Range where tectonic activity is mainly confined.    Quaternary 
cover of sand, soil, and alluvium surrounds minor outcrops in 
the plains. 

501. *5nead, R, E. 
•»I968   -«Weather patterns in southern V.sst Pakistan.    -»Archiv f. 

Meteorologie, Geophysik, und Bioklimatclogie, ser. B, 
16:316-3^6.   Available CFSr as AD-685 975. 

■»The area is one of transition between the Indian summer mon- 
soon system to the east, and the winter cyclonic system of 
southwest Asia to the west, and as such receives scanty, un- 
reliable rainfall averaging less than 25U mm per year from 
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several storm types-    Six main weather patterns cross the region: 
large subtropical anticyclonic high pressure cell that predomi- 
nates most of the year; western depressions originating over the 
Mediterranean; Arabian Sea cyclones; local 1'. mderstorms and dust 
storms; a modi 11 ed monsoon pattern;  and eastern depressions ori- 
ginating over the Bay of Bengal or central India. 

502. «Snead, ft. E. 
*1969    Physical geography reconnaissance: West Pakistai coastal 

zone,    «university of New Mexico, Publications in Geo- 
graphy 1.    55 P«    Reports field work sponsored by Coastal 
Studies Institute, Louisiana State University, under 
auspices of the GNR Geography Branch, Contract No. Nonr 
1575(03), Task Order No. NR 33^ 082. 

*Describe& the physical and cultured features of the West Pakistan 
coastal zone between the Iranian and Indian borders.    The coastal 
zone includes rocky headlands, pocket bays, lagoons, and wide 
alluvial plains extending in places 80 rtiles inland.    In addition 
to coastal landforms, the paper discusses ports and fishing vil- 
lages», as well as a summary of the main motorable roads. 

503. *  
*1970   «Physical geography of the Kakran coastal plain of Iran. 

Final report, reconnaissance phase.    -«University of New 
Mexico for Office of Naval Research under Contract NOOOll;- 
66-C-010U.    715 p. 

■«•Preliminary results of a reconnaissance conducted 1968 along the 
Makran coastal plain of Iran.    Covers physical geography, includ- 
ing changes taking place   during the Quaternary.    Land use, land- 
forms, photographic interpretation, and other supporting data 
(climatic tables, plant species, analysis of sand and rock 
samples, marine shells, radiocarbon dating of shell samples, as 
well as a glossary of Iranian and Pakistani words and gazetteer 
of place names) make this report a comprehensive one for this 
little known area.   Accompanied by a 779-item bibliography. 

50U.    *Snead, ft.b./Frishnan, S.A. 
*1966   -«Origin of sands on the east side of the Las Bela Valley, 

West Pakistan.    -«Geological Society of America, Bulletin 
79:1671-1676.    Available CFSTI as AD-682 820. 

*The large sand complex in the area is thought to have been de- 
rived from the nearby mountain ranges rather than from an ex- 
posed continental shelf.    Sea level changes .rod Recent tectonism 
complicate the sequence of events. 

505.    *Sosic, M.  7. J. 
*1966   «Hydrogeological appreciations of the province of La 

Rioja.   In International Conference on Water for Peace, 
1967, Washington, D. C, <<Water for Peace U:928-932. 
SWRA 2(16)W69-07358. 
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This province in Argentina's arid northwest has a considerable 
reserve of underground water, little exploited and incompletely 
investigated.    Eight hydrogeologic zones are discussed on the 
basis of quality of water, depth of water, demand for water, 
river systems, well yields, soil salinity, and regional economy. 
Of these eight, h of the most propitious areas for rational un- 
derground water exploitation are indicated, 

506.    *South Africa, Department of Foreign Affairs 
*1S>67    -»»South West Africa survey, 196?.    «South Africa, Depart- 

ment of Foreign Affairs, Pretoria.    190 p.    maps. 
-»Covers geographical features, population, history,  economic 
conditions, etc. 

/ 507. -»Spain, Servicio Meteorologico Nacional 
■«•19o7    «Resumen anual de la observaciones meteorrineicas, aiio 

1961 (Annual resume of meteorological observations, 1961). 
■-Spain, Servicio Meteorologico Nacional, Madrid.    703 p. 
MGA 19.9-155. 

«Tables.    Gives not only annual data, but monthly and daily from 
selected climatological stations in Spain and the Spanish colonies 
in North Africa, including atmospheric phenomena, rainfall map 
for natural precipitation regions, temperature, relative humidity, 
wind speed and direction, mean evaporation,  etc. 

508. «Srivastava, A. S. 
#1970 «Recent massive locust plague in India and Middle Eastern 

countries and its control. «Labdev Journal of Science 
and Technology, B (Life Science),8(1):1U-16. BA(5l)69U57. 

«Desert locust activity in India since 195U and in Iran, Afghan- 
istan, Pakistan, and India since 1966 is presented, with special 
reference to the condition of scattered individual desert locust 
and their breeding and activity. 

509. «Stace, H. C. T. et al 
*1968 «A handbook of Australian soils. «Rellim Technical Pub- 

lications, Glenside, South Australia. U3U p. 

510. «Staffeldt, E. E. 
*1969    -«Microorganism study, desert fungi.    Final technical re- 

port.    «California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory; New Mexico State University, Las 
Cruces, Department of Biology, for NASA-CR-10535, Con- 
tracts NAS7-100, JPL 951602.    Available GF3TI as STAR 
N69-35U65.    10 p. 

*Fungal isolates were extracted from soils removed under desert 
conditions in Chile, Egypt, Oregon, Wyoming,  Hawaii, and the 
White Mountains, California.    Complete fungal description charts 
are submitted, including order, family, genus, species, colony 
characteristics, and sexual or asexual reproductive aspects. 
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511. «-Stander, G. J,/Van Vuuren, L. &, J, 
•»1969    *The reclamation of potable water from wastewater.    ^ater 

Pollution Control Federation, Journal ul(3:l):35S>-367. 
BA(50)9U293. 

#A bio logical-chemical pilot plant has been initiated at Wind- 
hoek, South tvest Africa, for a future one million gallon per day 
reclamation plant to help solve the water shortage problem there. 
The processes incorporates flotation, ammonia stripping, recar- 
jonisation-stahilization,  sand filtration,  foam fracti onation, 

1 chlorlnaticn, and activated carbon filtration. 

512. *Stepanyan, L. S. 
*1969    -»Observations on the falcon (Falco pelegrinoides babylonicus 

I Sclater) in Central Asia (translated title).    -»Moskovskogo 
Obshchestva Ispytatelei Prirody Otdel Biologicheskli, 

I bulletin 7U(6):37-u8.    BA(5l)6uiOO. 
1 «-Mew data are presented on the distribution, numerical abundance, 
I nesting ecology, post-nesting and winter life habits in the USSR 

of the palearctic desert falcons of this group. 
I 

513. *3traesser, M. 
I «1968    -Trosse Salzsee Nordamerikas (Great Salt Lake of North 
I America).    -Erdkunde 22(u):26u-29u.    M>A 20.9-767. 

^-Discusses river inflow, level and area fluctuations as related 
to climatic changes, water budget with reference to precipita- 
tion and evaporation, long term and annual fluctuations, ground- 
water inflow,  salinity, sediments, marine life, and recovery of 
salt from the Lake. 

51U«    *3trydcm, U, B. et al 
*1966    *The metabolic cost of marching at 3 mph over firm and 

sandy surfaces.    «-Internationale Zeitschrift f. Ange- 
wande Physiologie Einschliesslich Arbeitsphysiologie 
23(2):166-171.    BA(U9)Uia60. 

•«■Determined the energy cost of walking over sandy and firm 
surfaces, and compares the physiological responses of recruits 
recorded while walking over these surfaces.    The average 
oxygen intake of 11 young men walking over loose sand carrying 
loads of about 50 pounds each as compared to walking on a firm 
surface shows an increase of 80 percent.    Average pulse rate 
and rectal temperature were significantly higher during the 
march over sand.    The increased physiological strain was ob- 
vious. 

515. ---Subrahmanyam, V. ?. 
*1967 --Incidence and spread of continental drought. *Inter- 

naticnal Hydrological Decade, Reports on WMO/IHD Pro- 
jects 2. $2 p. MGA 20.1-352. 

^Presents the current svatus of research on problems associated 
with droughts in general and of continental drought in particular: 
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nature of drought phenomena and interpretation of aridity in the 
light of climatic classifications, definitions of drought and 
various concepts underlying formulation of such definitions, 
evolution and use of indices for the quantitative evaluation of 
drought magnitude, criteria employed, assessment of droughts 
with special reference to their incidence, spread, frequencies 
and persistence. 
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516.    -T'ang, Hsi-K'o 
*196l    ^Relationship between distribution of vegetation and 

ground water in arid and semi-arid areas of China 
(translated title).    «T'u Jang, Peking?, 7:314-38. 
Translated, 1966, by Joint Publications Research Ser- 
vice, and available CFSTI as JPR3 U5823 (p. 1*3-53). 
MGA 20.11-65U. 

■"•Describes a surveyed 1*0 square kilometer area with an extremely 
arid climate (annual rainfall less than 10 mm) in the environs 
of T'o-k'o-sun ilsien, Sinkiang Province.    The area included Gobi 
sand dunes and oasses with depth to ground water fluctuating from 
one meter to several decameters.    The relationship between vege- 
tal cover and ground water is presented.    Five main divisions of 
the area by depth-to-ground water and the corresponding plant 
cover are given.    Each of these ground conditions and plant 
covers are discussed in relation to depth-to-ground water and 
salinitv.    Results of similar surveys of areas along the middle 
reaches of the Yellow River in Inner Mongolia are similarly pre- 
sented and discussed.    An annotated profile of vegetation and 
ground water level in the environs of Ho-shun-chuang along the 
intermediate shoals in Inner Mongolia is shown. 

517. --Tanner, W.«./Santa,  B.H. 
•«•1966    *A systematic review of the Great Basin reptiles in the 

collections of the Brigham Young University and the 
University of Utah.    *Great 3asin Naturalist 2ö(3-il):87-135« 

3A( 50)671*45. 
•»One of a planned series of analyses of reptile specimens taken 
from the Great Basin and now deposited in the major institutional 
respositories of the western U. 5.    This report emphasizes the 
species occurring in the region and specimen locality data, and 
gives summarized data demonstrating variation of certain mor- 
phological characters.    Seventeen lizards and 21* snakes are 
covered. 

518. «Taylor, G. R. 
*1968 -»Hygroscopic food: a source of water for desert antelopes? 

-»Nature 219(5150): 181 -182 . 

519. 
■K-I968    «The minimum water requirements of some East African bovids. 

''Zoological Society of London, Symposia 21:195-206. 
'•Several wild East African bovid3 are reported capable of surviv- 
ing in arid regions without drinking.    Minimum amounts of water 
required by eland, oryx, and Grant's gazelle, whose ranges in- 
clude the hot arid sub-Sahara, are compared with the amounts re- 
quired by buffalo, wildebeest, and Thomson's gazelle, whose 
ranger   .re limited by availability of water.    Frequent droughts 
have provided a severe selection pressure for frugal use of 
water during the relatively short period in which zebu cattle 
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have been resident in East- Africa.    Thus the water requirements 
of these animals provide a yardstick for evaluating the rate at 
which water conserving mechanisms evolve.    The development of 
these mechanisms is only one aspect of the complex of adapta- 
tions determining the limits of a specie's range. 

520. «Taylor, C. ft. 
#1969   -KThe eland and the oryx,    ^Scientific American 220(1):88-95. 
■«Survival without drinking is possible for these animals because 
their food contains almost all the water needed.    Even in 
droughts the leaves of the acacia, the eland's preferred fodder, 
are 58 percent water.    The leaves of a shrub, Di sperma, and other 
fodder prrferred by the oryx contain little watur by day but may 
average 30 percent water at night.   Thus the amount of water each 
animal can obtain by feeding is more than the animal needs for 
survival in a moderate environment when dehydrated, and closely 
approaches the quantities necessary for survival under desert 
conditions. 

521. *  
■«■1969   -»Metabolism, respiratory changes, and water balance of an 

antelope, the eland.    ^American Journal of Physiology 
217(1) O17-320. 

■«The eland is a large East African antelope which can survive 
prolonged droughts in hot deserts without drinking.    This ability 
is partly due to a low respiratory water loss relative to oxygen 
consumption at night.   Each night the eland has a low body tem- 
perature, and as its temperature falls, its respiratory rate de- 
creases while the amount of oxygen extracter from the inspired 
air increases.   For a given rate of oxygen consumption, therefore, 
the volume of expired air and the amount of water lost through 
respiratory evaporation decreases. 

522. *Terjung, W. K. et al 
#1969 «Terrestrial, atmospheric and solar radiation fluxes on 

a high desert mountain in mid-July: White Mountpin Peak, 
California. Solar Energy 12(3):363-375. HGA 21.2-117. 

♦Presents some of the major radiation data of a high desert 
mountain (approx. lu,Q00 feet elevation) peak during a typical 
day in mid-July. The daily amounts of solar radiation and net 
radiation exceeded most of those reported in the literature. 

523. *Thole, G. 
*1967   *DLe Republik Mall.    «Geographische Berichte 12(h) :257-28l|. 
♦English summary p. 283-28U. 

$2k.    ^Thomson, D.A./Mead, A.ti./Schreiber, J.ft. 
■»■I969   #Environmental impact of brine effluents on Gulf of 

California.    *U.3.Office of Saline Water, Research and 
Development Progress Report 387.   196 p.   MJA 20.12-22. 
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«The establishment near the extreme northern end of the Gulf of 
Call fond a on the arid Colorado delta of a nuclear powered dual 
purpose desalination ami power plant has been the subject of in- 
ternational discussion.    The effluents at the lower yield of 
gallons per day would constitute a "river" of heated brine, cer- 
tain to have an impact of uncertain magnitude on the physical 
environment and an unknown effect on the biota.    Several recom- 
mendations firowin« out of the study of this group are described. 

$2$.    «Thrower, N.  J. W. 
«1970    «Land use in trie southwestern United States from Gemini 

and Apollo ir.a^ery.    Association of American Geographers, 
Annals 60(1):208-209 + Map Supplement 12. 

[ «Gemini  and Apollo satellite photography of the area, including 
the dry deserts of California eastward into Texas, is superior 
in quality to that of any major region of the U.S., exhibiting 
a diversity of land use characterized by aridity.    It is probable 
that initial interpretation of land use abroad will be in similar 
environments where techniques developed from the examination of 
the southwestern U.S. will be most helpful.    The land use map 
under review is at a scale of 1:1,000,000.    It delineates cropland, 
hard rock mining sites and oil fields, grazing land, woodland and 
coniferous forests, airfields and ground transportation linkages, 
settlements, bodies of water, and the predominant land type of 
the area - desert. 

^26.    Tibbitts, G. C,  jr. 
■'''•1966   «Groundwater resources of Ash Shati' area, Kingdom of Libya. 

*U. 3. Geological Survey, Open-file Report, July 1966.    181| pu 

3WI1A 3(9)W70-O3306. 
-«-Flowing wells, springs, and dug wells yield water of fair to good 
chemical quality supply a string of oases in the area.    The de- 
pression locally receives very infrequent runoff from ephemeral 
streams rising in the north, but never from the adjacent sand sea 
to the south.    Precipitation averages about 3> mm annually, but in 
many years no rain faxxs.    Sandstone of Devonian age is the im- 
portant aquifer of the area.    Contemporary recharge of groundwater 
is scant and infrequent,    üischarge of water through wells and 
springs has increased, but about U3 percent is wasted.    This ex- 
cess causes waterlogging, and evaporation deposits salts in the 
soil sufficiently to alter soil structure and stunt or preclude 
growth of grops. 

^27.    «Tinkle, D. W. 
*1967    -"Home ran^e, density, dynamics, and structure of a Texas 

population of the lizard Uta stansburiana.    In W. M. Mil- 
stead, ed., Lizard ecology, a symposium, p. 5-29. 
«University of Missouri Press, Columbia.    BA(U9)U3828. 

«In western Texas this species has an essentially annual popula- 
tion turnover and most of the properties of the population are 
adjusted to this fact.    Immigration, emigration, and movements 
are limited.    The home range is small. 
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528.    -«Travis, B.V./Lee, H.H./Labadan,R.h. 
•1*1969   -«-Arthropods of medical importance in America north of 

Mexico.    -«U.S.Army Natick Laboratories, Technical Re- 
port 69-2-ES.    3u7 p. 

•»«The occurrence of insects and other arthropods of medical 
importance in America north of Mexico is summarized on the 
basis of review of most of the available references in toe 
scientific literature.   Includes for each major group a list- 
ing of species and subspecies, with biological and distribu- 
tional data, tabulations of diseases or disease organisms trans- 

I mitted, and literature citations. 

I 529.    -»Triumph Press, Inc. 
•»1966   -»Map of Lake Powell, Colorado River, Glen Canyon area, 

I Utah-Arizona.    «TrK .ph Press, Inc., Los Angeles.    Kym's 
I Guide 27. 

«Scale 1 inch to 5 miles.    Descriptive text and illustrations on 
f verso. 
I 

530. * - 
«1968    «Map of Baja California, Sea of Cortez (Gulf of Califor- 

nia.    -»Triumph Press, Inc., Los Angeles.    Kym's Guide 6. 

531. *  
*1969   «Map of the Colorado River, Lake Mohave.    «Triumph Press, 

Inc., Los Angeles.    Kym's Guide 5. 
«Scale 1:62,^00. 

532. «Tromp, S. W. 
«1969   «Integrated physiological research required in develop- 

ing arid and send.arid countries, with special reference 
to the health and economic development of these areas. 
In C. C. Hoff and M. L. Riedesel, eds.. Physiological 
systems in semiarid environments, p. 195-202.    «Univer- 
sity of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque.    MGA 21.2-310» 

«Integrated research and teamwork by meteorologists, physiolo- 
gists, and other specialists will be needed to solve the many 
problems facing populations living in arid regions. 

$13.    «Troxel, B. W. 
«1968    «Possible relationship of faults in the Mojave Desert 

to the San Andreas fault.    «Stanford University, Publi- 
cations, Geological Sciences 11:281.    (Abstr.) 

53U«   «Tunisia, Service de la Meteorologie Nationale 
«1969    «Probabilite' des pluies en Tunisie.    Its Etudes 

Meteorologiques 1.    37 p. charts. 
«Precipitation probabilities based on data acquired by 80 synop- 
tic, climatological, and pluviometric stations, 1931-1960. 
Diagrams shown by percent, year, and season, with chart of annual 
norms• 
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53$.    «-Turner, F. 8.  et al 
■WI969    «-Density and composition of fenced populations of leopard 

lizards (Crotaphytus wislizenii) in southern Nevada. 
»Herpetologica 25(10:2U7-257.    BA(51)58806. 

•«■This species exists in Rock Valley, Nevada,  at low densities 
sustained by good adult survival and maximal life-spans of at 
least 7-8 years.    Adult males have a higher rate of survivor- 
ship.    On?, clutch of eggs per year is typical, but occasionally 
2 clutches may be laid,  or none. 

536. 
#1969    *A demographic analysis of fenced populations of the 

whiptail lizard, Cnemidcohorus Up:ris. in southern Nevada. 
«Southwest Naturalist 1U(2):189-201.    BA(£L)U7i?7. 

jj7.    «Tuttle, Ü.M./Baker, E.W. 
«•I968    *Spider mites of southwestern United States and a revision 

of tne family Tetranychidae.    «University of Arizona 
Press, Tucson.    1U3 p. 

*125 line drawings illustrate characteristics of iiO new species, 
with a bibliography, index of spider mites, and index to genera 
of host plants. 
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538. »Uhlig, D. 
»19&9   »Koenig-Faisal-Projekt Haradh: Kin Siedlungsvorhaben in 

der Wueste Arabiens (King Faisal Haradh Project: a settle- 
ment project in the Arabian Desert). -»Wasserwirtschaft 
59(6):171=176.    MGA 21.1-660. 

»Brief discussion of soil and climate in the Wadi as Sobha area, 
with data on the water requirements and supply, irrigation s^  tern, 
water drainage, agriculture, settlement and transportation. 

539. »U.S.Agency for International Development 
#1970   »A.I.D. economic data book: Africa.    •'U.S.Agency for 

International Development, Washington, D. C, Statistics 
and Reports Division.    31*1 p.    Available C'-STI as PB-190 281*. 

»Revision of 1968 report (PB-180 910).   A general reference for 
the area, with information on political divisions, population 
trends, production,  trade, foreign exchange, education. 

5U0.    #  
#1970   »A.I.D. economic data book: Latin America.    *U.3.Agency 

for International Development, Washington, D. C, 
Statistics and Reports Division.    321 p.    Available 
CFSTI as PB-190 286. 

»Revision of 1968 report (PB-180 908).    Includes Argentina, 
Chile, and Peru, and Mexico.   Covers general information and 
data on population and production, trade and investment, 
foreign exchange, education, as well as agriculture, minerals, 
and power. 

51*1.   *  
#1970   »A.I.D. economic data book: Near East and South East. 

»U.S.Agency for International Development, Washington, 
D. C, Statistics and Reports Division.    2ii3 p.    Avail- 
able CFSTI as PB-190 287. 

»Revision of 1968 report (PB-180 909).   Includes general infor- 
mation and data on population, production, trade, education, 
as well as agriculture, industrial production, and power. 

51*2.   »U.S.Air Weither Service 
»I967- »U.S.Naval Weather Service world-wide airfield sam- 
1969   maries.    V: Australia, South Pacific, Antarctica. 

VT(1)J South America (Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay). 
VII: Central America (Mexico, etc.).    VIII(2): U.S.A. 
(Rocky Mountains and Northwest Basin).    »U.S.Environ- 
mental Science Services Administration, Ashville, 
North Carolina.   MGA 19.5-1*0, 19.8-1*55, 21.2-291*. 

»Almost entirely data.    Parts of a series of compilations includ- 
ing climatological summaries for selected airports and for the 
climatic areas in which they are located.    Presented by country, 
then arranged according to numbered climatic area and by increas- 
ing WMO Station Index Numbers.   Glossary of terms, and locator 
list of stations. 
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5 43.    !'U.3.Army Electronics Research and Development. Activity, 
Ft. Huachuca,, Arizona 

-«-I960    united States Army Meteorological Team Data (RDT&E Spt), 
iuma Proving Ground, Arizona, Central Meteorological Ob- 
servatory, Uovember 1968.    *U.3.Army Electronic    Research 
and Development Activity, Ft. Huachuca, Arizom.       'teoro- 
logical Support Activity.    66 p.    MGA 20.11-9U. 

•Tables.    Meteorological data include wet bulb global tempera- 
ture, wind direction and speed, snow-soil temperature,  tempera- 
ture gradient and ozone; precipitation, station pressure, 
psycnrometric, and solar radiation observations] wind xosej 
daily maximum wind gust; hourly average for  the month} and a 
monthly c lima to logical summary. 

$kk*    *U.S.Department of State, Bureau of Public Affairs, Office of 
Media Services 

#1966-^Background notes: 
1968 Angola.    Rev. ed.,  I967.    Publication 7962.    $ p. 

Chad.    Rev. ed., 1966.    Publication 7669      5 p. 
Chile.    Rev. ed., 1968.    Publication 7998.    b p. 
Ethiopia.    Rev. er., 1968.    Publication 7785.    5 p. 
Kenya.    Rev. ed., 1968.    Publication 802lu    6 p. 
Muscat and Oman.    Rev. ed., 1966,    Publication 8070.    k p. 
Peru.    Rev. ed., I966.    Publication 7799.    5 p. 
Saudi Arabia.    Rev. cd», 1967. Publication 7835•    k p. 
Ysnan,    1968.    Publication 8170     k p. 
Yeman, Southern.    1968.    Publication 8368.    k pt 

5U5.    *U.S.Environmental Sciences Services Administration, Environmental 
Data Service 

*1968    «Clinat-i atlas of the United States.    *U.S.Environmental 
Sciences Serices Administration, E  vironmental Data 
Service, Washington, D. C.    80 p.    MGA 20.3-^9• 

«Presents a series of analyses showing the national distribution 
of mean, normal, and/or extreme values of temperature, precipita- 
tion, wind, barometric pressure, relative humidity, dewpoint, 
sunshine,  sky cover, heating degree days, solar radiation and 
evaporation.    The map projection has been standardized to allow 
accurate comparison and correlation of the various climatic 
elements and their patterns. 

5U6. 
*1968    «World weather records, 1951-1960.    6: Antarctica, 

Australia, oceanic islands, and ocean weather stations. 
U.S. Environmental Sciences Services P imini strati on, 
Washington, D.  C.    605 p.    MGA 20.3-37. 

*lixth and last volume of the 1951-1960 data.    Tables of mean 
montnly and mean annual pressure, temperature, and precipitation 
are prefaced by editorial notes on sources of data, grouping of 
stations and arrangements of data, adjustments for homogeneity, 
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conversion of units, and methods of avera^in^.    Station notes 
are given for each group of stations.    Con/ersion tables, alpha- 
betical indexes by area or country and by 10-degree bands of 
latitude, and maps of Antarctica,  and the Indian, Atlantic, 
and Pacific Oceans are appended. 

<&?.    «U.S.Geological Survey 
*1968    «Aeromagnetic map of the Hot Creek Range region,  south- 

central Nevada (scale 1:250,000).    U,S.Geological Survey, 
Geophysical Invest!gationa Nap GP-637« 

5U8. *  
»1968 «Ground-water levels in the United States, 1961-65: 

Northwestern states. -»U.S.Geological Survey, Water-Supply 
Paper 18U5. 19° p. 

5U9.    *  
«1968   -»Ground-water levels in the United States, 1961 -65: 

Southwestern states. «U.S.Geological Survey, Water-Supply 
Paper 1655-    125 p. 

550. *  
#1969 *Map of flood prone areas (in Arizona). -»-U.S.Geological 

Survey. 
■»•Flood prone areas overlaid on the following 7.5' quadrangles: 
Fowler, Paradise Valley, Phoenix, St. Joseph, Tempe, Tucson, 
and V&nslow. Scale 1:2U,000. 

501.   *  
■«■I969    «Water resource investigations in Texas.    «U.S.Geological 

Survey. 
«■Scale ca. 1:3,000,000.    Selected references on verso. 

552.    «Utah, University of, Ecology and Epizoology Research Group 
#1969    «A study of the ecology and epizoology of the native 

fauna of the Great Salt Lake Desert, 1968.   Annual 
summary review.    «University of Utah, Ecology and Epi- 
zoology Research Group, Report li;5«    2I4.8 p.    Available 
CFSTI as AD-700 lk9. 

♦During 1966 over 5,000 vertebrates were collected and pro- 
cessed for disease analysis, including rodents, other mammals, 
and birds.    In addition, some 6,700 ectoparasites associated 
with these animals were collected, including ticks, fleas, mites, 
and lice.    Topics discussed covered ecological investigations of 
the native fauna, disease ecology investigations, improvement 
of diagnostic techniques research, and faunal development. 
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u • y-y).    <*Van iiusen, G, 
«196?     "Klima»',liederung in Chile auf der üasit; von Haeufigkeits- 

verteilunge» der Ni ederschlagssummen (Climate classifica- 
tion in Chile on the basis of frequency distribution of 
precipitation totals).    «Freiburger Geographische k>    133 p. 
F.GA 20.2-lü. 

-The precipitation conditions in Chile are investigated and a cri- 
terion for the climatic classification developed on the basis of 
frequency analysis of the monthly preclpication.    The precipitation 
aggregates were formed out of the separate precipitation totals 
for the 3 months each of summer and winter.    Of the zones distin- 
guished from one another by definite hyriric characteristics is the 
zone of total annual drought (30 degrees to the equator). 

55U»    -i-Van kooy, M.F. 
-"•1966   «Regional analysis of South African rainfal] for tho 12- 

month calendar period ending June 30.    «South Africa, 
Weather Bureau, Notes l5(l-U):13-28.    t*JA 19.9-505. 

«An anomaly index measuring the relative local degree of rainfall 
abnormality is used to analyze the rainfall over South Africa 
for a time unit of 12 months ending June 30.    Informative regional 
patterns are obtained of the probability distribution for excep- 
tionally dry, wet, and normal periods, and of the anomaly index 
distribution for outstanding dry and wet periods. 

555. *Van Zyl, F.D.W. 
«1967 «Water resource planning in Australia. «Tijdschrift voor 

Economiscne en Scriale Geographie 58(6):306-315. 
«Examines the Snowy Mountains and the Ord River schemes. 

556. «Vazhev, A.F. et al 
«1968    «Epizooty of plague in southeast Kara Kum, 196U (transla- 

ted title).    «Akadeiriia Nauk Turkmeniya SSR, Izvestiya, 
ser. Biologicheskikh Nauk 1:73-78.    CBE 31:90-91. 

«A schematic map of the local epizooty of plague first observed 
among great gerbils in the Kara Kum Desert in I96U is shown. 
This epizooty, characterized by microfoci consisting of one or 
several gerbil colonies, was presumed caused by unfavorable 
conditions in the preceding winter (low temperatures and late 
snows).    It was most active in the central part of the desig- 
nated area,    respite high rodent population, percentage of in- 
fection was not high, probably due to the chronic nature of 
the infection,  low incidence of infection in gerbil fleas, 
and lack of contact between colonies because of thick vegetation. 

557«    «Venkataraman, S./Krishnanurthy, 7. 
«1967    «Radiation climate over India.    «Indian Journal of 

Meteorology and Geophysics 18(1):39-UU.    MGA 19.U-2U6, 
«Use of data of bright hours of sunshine to eotimate radiation 
receipt is examined.    Monthly normal radiation maps based on 
estimated solar radiation values for 52 stations are presented. 
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558. *Verstappen, H. T. 
•H-1968    -»On the origin of longitudinal (seif) dunes,    ^Zeitschrift 

f. Geomorphologie n.f. 12(2):200-220. 

559. *Viala, R. 
*19o7    -M-L'etablissement de la saison des pluies li Bamako et dans 

le Mali pendant 1'annee 1962.    *Annales de Geographie 
76(U13):60-7U. 

■«■Buildup of the rainy season in Mali varies.    In 1962 precipita- 
tion developed very irregularly, both in time and space.    Mali 
was for some time in the oscillation zone of the intertropioal 
front.    Most rains have issued from tornados.    These disturbances, 
the violence of which lessens as the inter tropical front moves 
north, seem to be associated with the mobility of the front 
activated by the surges of the monsoon.    Their frequency and 
the activity of the squall line accompanying them determine the 
characteristics of this intermediate period, the volume and dis- 
tribution of the precipitations as welJ  as the distribution of 
temperature, 

560. *Vinogradov, B.V. 
#1967    ^Principal trends in the development and use of aerial 

methods for the multi-discipline study of the arid zones 
of the USSR (translated title).    -»Problemy Osvoyeniya 
Pustyn (2):37-U6.    CBE 32:110. 

*Aerial survey methods and photointerpretation techniques used 
chiefly by the Aerial Methods Laboratory in studying desert 
areas of the USSR are described, including scales at which 
photography is taken for various areas, purposes, seasons, 
and times of day.    Extensive aerial survey coverage and a 
multiplicity of photointerpretation keys have been developed. 
A five-step program for future operations covers all aspects 
of photogrammetric and aerial surveying procedures used in 
mapping desert terrain: botanical, soil, geological, geomor- 
t,l...logical, and hydrological investigations. 

561. *Vitale, C, S. 
*1968    ^Annotated bibliography on the climate of French Somali- 

land.    •»U.S.EnvU-onmental Data Service, WB/BC-101,    3k p. 
MGA 20.6-32. 

#A total of kl items, with abstracts, compiled from available 
sources containing climatclogical and meteorological data for 
the area.    A natural scale indicator has been employed to ob- 
tain scales, in the absence of printed information.    Chrono- 
logical arrangement, with author and subject index. 
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562.    "Wallace, C. K. 
*1969    «Water out of the desert.    -»-University of Texas, El Paso, 

Southwestern Studies 22.    UÖ p., maps. 
*An historical survey of water resources and their development 
and future potential in the El Paso, Texas,  vicinity. 

9^3.    «Wallen, CG. 
*1966    «Arid zone meteorology.    In t,. S. Hills, ed., Arid lands: 

a geographical appraisal, p.  31-51« *Methuen, London. 
^Discusses macroclimatic and microclimatic influences, Penman's 
and Thornthwaito's methods, Koeppcn's ^assification, and the 
Meigs map.       The concluding section on human interference pre- 
sents well-known facts on deforestation, phreatophytes,  rain- 
making,  and evaporation suppression. 

5'6U.    #  
* IS'66    -i'Agroclimatological studies in the Levant.    In Agroclima- 

tological methods: Proceedings of the Reading Symposium, 
1966,  p. 225-233. *UNESCG, Paris.    MGA 20.11-61. 

^Discusses a general approach to the problem, available data, 
methods of analysis used, and general conclusions reached. 
Special attention was paid to problems of water balance, using 
Penman's potential transpiration calculations satisfactorily. 
Methods of representing the variability of climate factors are 
discussed.    Comparisons of the Levant climate with that in other 
areas of the world ar^ made, and the agricultural implications 
of climate are summary^d. 

565. «Waller, P. P. 
■«■1967 *Vorlaeufiger Bericht ueber eine Keise nach Afghanistan: 

Hilmend-und Hangahar-Bewaesserungs projekte (Preliminary 
report on a journey to Afghanistan: Hilmend and Nangahar 
Irrigation projects). *Erde 96(l):61-70.    Maps. 

566. -»Ward, P. 
*-1967    -«-Touring Libya:  the western provinces.    -;;Faber and Faber, 

London.    102 p, 
«A guide to Tripolitania, Sabratha Farwa, Nlub, Zliten,  and 
Ghadames. 

567. *— — 
■«•1968    -«Touring Libya:  the southern provinces.    -s-Faber and 

Faber, London.    103 p.    Kaps. 

568. -Watt, G. A. 
-Ä-I967    -"-An index of comfort for Bahrain.    -«-Meteorological 

Magazine 96(llUU):321-327. 
■^Discusses summer climate of Bahrain in terms of human comfort, 
an assessment obtained by working out values of effective tem- 
perature. 
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569, «Watt, G. A. 
*1968    *A comparison of effective temperatures at Bahrain and 

Sharjah.    «Meteorological Magazine 97(115>5) :310-31ii. 
MQA 20.*-63. 

*Extands investigation of effective temperature at Bahrain 
(see #568, above) to Sharjah and compares the results with those 
at the former.    Data used cover the period 1962-1966.    The re- 
sults suggest that Sharjah has a slightly more pleasant climate 
than Bahrain during the summer months because of the prevalence 
of a dry katabatic wind during the morning.    Conditions at both 
places during the afternoon are largely comparable in spite of a 
greater average wind speed at Sharjah. 

570. «Weir, J. S. 
*1968    «Seasonal variation in alkalinity in pans in central 

Africa.    #HydrobLologia 32(l-2):69-80.   BA(50)17692. 
SWRA 2(20)W69-06301. 

*The alkalinity and pH of pans on Kalahari  sand varies with the 
physical nature of the pan, the range being attributable to local 
soil ciJTerences.    3ome pans have been deepened or had water 
pumped into them to provide drinking points for game animals. 
The alkalinity of "pumped" pans is determined by the alkalinity 
of the water pumped in and when this took place.    There is no 
correlation between variations in the numbers of game animals 
recorded at pans with difierences in bicarbonate alkalinity. 
Fish, turtles, or insects living either in permanent or tem- 
porary pans have to withstand a wide range of alkalinity fluc- 
tuation during the year. 

571. 
#1969    -»Studies on central African pahs.    Ill: Fauna and 

physico-chemical environment of some ephemeral pools. 
*Hydrobiologia 33(1)593-116.   3A(?0)?623l|. 

*A continuation of the studies described for #570,, above. 

572. Wells, P. V. 
#1970 -»Postglacial vegetational history of the Great Plains. 

«Science 167(3925):l57h-l532. 
■«Radiocarbon-dated macrofossil and pollen records from the 
plains region of central North America indicate that areas 
now occupied by grassland or desert vegetation were wooded 
during the Wisconsin glacial stage. Fossil pollen sites in 
present deserts include the Llano Estacado, and the Laramie 
Basin in southeast i-.-n Wyoming. 

573. -«Went, F. W»/31emmons, D.B./Mozingo, H.N. 
«1967 -The organic nature of atmospheric condensation nuclei, 

«National Academy of Science, Proceedings 58(1):69-7U. 
BA(50)735U8. 
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-Both in a desert and in a montane forest, where no air pollution 
through human activities exists, large numbers of solid condensa- 
tion nuclei are formed every day. In the photochemical condensa- 
tion process of molecularly dispersed terpenes in the atmosphere, 
carbon-like so-called "combustion nuclei" are formed that cluster 
together into microscopically visible condensation nuclei. 

:''J?4.    »Werner, Y.  L. 
"i960    -distribution of the Saharan Spheonops sepsoides (Reptilia: 

Jcincidae) in Israel and Jordan.    Herpetologica 2u(3): 
23S-2U2.    üA(5ü)73065. 

*This species of skirik occurred in 3 or the h sandy .areas of 
Israel.    Its eastern range limit,  as known to date, is in the 
Wadi Arava,  and  the northern at Atlit.    The occurrence of this 
north African lizard in the Wadi Ai'^va necessitates the postula- 
tion of a connection (at least in the past)  between the sands of 
northern Sinai   and those of the V.adi Ai-ava,    The lather's dunes 
are bisected by the Israel-Jordan frontier, so the observations 
reported here warrant the addition of this species to the fauna 
of Jordan. 

57!>.    *Westbrook, J. H. 
^1969    '-Relationship of hourly durations to the daily maximum 

temperature.     -U.S.Army Natick Laboratories Technical 
Report 69-87-23.    8 p. 

■«•Durations of temperatures within 10 degrees F of the maximum 
for 36$ hot summer days from the upper Midwestern U.S. are com- 
pared with those at Yuma, Arizona, and found to be similar. 

$76.     -Wheeler, S. S. 
*1968    -The desert lake:  the story of Nevada's Pyramid Lake. 

-Caxton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho.    133 p., maps. 

577. Whetstone, G. A. 
"1970    *interbasin diversion of water:  an annotated biblio- 

graphy.    Prepared for "-Water, Inc., Lubbock, Texas, as 
"Texas Tech university, Water Resources Center, Contri- 
bution 70-2.    323 p. 

--Abstracts of 1,020 references, with the emphasis on those 
portions of articles cited dealing with interbasin diversion. 
Chronological arrangement, with  author and geographic indexes, 
the latter of great value.    A second volume is in preparation. 

578. '-White, G. F. 
-"-1967    -i'Changin;' role of water in arid lands.    --Arizona Review 

lo(3):l-8. 

579. *Whittow, G.  C. 
J"1967    ^Climatic effects on physiological functions.    ^American 

Association fo.- the Advancement of Science, Publication 
86:233-2ii6.    NGA 19.7-68. 
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#Deals with the physiological control of the mechanism of heat 
loss and the physiological consequences of the activation of 
these thermo-regulatory devices.    Conclusions indicate that 
the heat-loss mechanisms of the ox can be activated by heating 
the skin alone, the heat-loss center in the hypothalmus alone, or 
the skin-heat loss center-and ot/ier tissues simultaneously. 
These changes are likely to be of considerable importance to 
an understanding of how well animals withstand a hot environment. 

580.    *Whyte, R. 0. 
■«■1966   -«Use of arid and semi-arid land.    In E. S. Hills, ed., 

Arid lands:  a geographical appraisal, p. 301-361. 
■KMethuen, London.    MGA 19,11-505. 

■>>The factors to be considered in land classification are grouped 
by independent variables such as geomorphology, geology, and 
climate,  \nd dependent variables such as soil, water, and vege- 
tation.    The latter change in relation to each other and to the 
3 independent variables.    In this paper data on the 6 variables 
are synthesized, and land units and systems are indicated. 
Land use along humidity gradients, conservation and management 
of vegetation, animal and crop husbandry, hybrids for the semi- 
arid zone, and trees in the desert are subjects of the other 

I sections. 

I 581. «Williams, G. E. 
«I969 «Flow conditions and estimated velocities of some central 

Australian stream floods. -"Australian Journal of Science 
31(10):367-369. M3A 21.1-6U6. 

*In the Outback roads are rendered impassable at the first down- 
pour; consequently, velocities and discharges are unknown for 
most central Australian floods. A study of some of the sandy 
channels in the Lake Eyre basin made following the 1967 floods 
indicated that the relation of bed forms and flow regimes to 
the Froude number could be used in estimating maximum velocities 
in some ungaged streams. Measured velocities and gage heights 
for the Todd River at Alice Springs and corresponding F values 
are tabulated. Large-scale ripples present in the sandy bed of 
the river at the recession of the flood were similar to those 
most common in the sandy channels of the Lake Eyre basin. 

582.    «Williams, M. A. J. 
*1968   *A dune catena on the clay plains of the west central 

Gezira, Republic of the Sudan.    ^Journal of Soil Science 
19(2):367-378.   BIGENA(32)E68-l625l. 

*Fixed dunes occupying 1*00,000 acres in the west central Gezira 
I probably originated as channel deposits laid down by former 

distributaries of the Blue Nile.    Minor eolian re-sorting took 
I place, followed by plant colonization and dune stabilization, 
j Erosion of the dunes is locally active, resulting in exposure of 

the underlying clays.    The catena comprises leached sands on the 
dune crests and illuvial loams and clays in the swales. 
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583.    «Winkler, E. 
!:196b    «Die Besaesserungswirtschaft im Tunesischen Medjerdatal. 

*0e3terreichische Geographische Gesellschaft, Mitteilungen 
110(1):79-eU.    Maps. 

58U.    tollman, N. 
-»1968    -»The water resources of Chile: An economic method for 

analyzing a key resource in a nation's development. 
*Johns Hopkins Press,  Baltimore.    279 p.    S'.flA 2(5)w69- 
0165U, 3(2)W70-00699. 

■"The water resources of Chile are examined in detail because of 
a long tradition of irrigated agriculture and the availability 
of better hydrolOfdcal data than can be found elsewhere in Latin 
America.    Treated are such topics as use of water for irrigation 
projects, projection of agricultural water use, waste treatment, 
costs, quality, and geography.    There is no foreseeable water 
shortage if supplies are compared with projected requirements, 
but there will be local shortages in drier irrigated areas in 
the north. 

£8$.    -Wulff, H. E. 
*1968    «The qanats of Iran.    -»Scientific American 2l8(U) :9U-100. 
^•Underground aqueducts provide 75 percent of the water used in 
Iran. 

£86. -«Wyndham, 
*-1967 

C. H.  et al 
^Physiological reactions of desert Bushmen in hot-dry and 
hot-humid conditions.    -^Internationale Zeitschrift f. 
Angewandte Physiologie Einschliesslich Arbeitsphysiologie 
2U(U)015-319.   BA(H9)U57u3. 

*A hot-humid environment may be used to study physiological 
reactions of desert dwellers, and to compare them with the reac- 
tions of other populations. 
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587.    *Young, R.A./Martin, W.E» 
*1967   "»»The economics of Arizona's water problem.    ^Arizona 

Review 16(3):9-18. 

589.   *Zakharov, P. S. 
#1966   *Kharakteristika i geograficheskoe rasprotsranenie 

pyl'nykh bur'  (Characteristics and geographic distribu- 
tion of dust storms).    -«Mezhvedomstvennyi Nauchnyi 
Sborniks Meteorologiia, Klimatologiia, Gidrologiia 
2:19-23.   MGA 18.11-356. 

#The dust or black storms observed frequently in arid regions 
are described, and a map showing their frequency in the agri- 
cultural zone of the USSR is presented. 

589. *-el-Zarka, S. el-2. 
*1968    ^Rehabilitation of the fisheries of an inland saline 

lake in the United Arab Republic.   *Gen Fish Council, 
Mediterranean Studies Review 35:21-43.    BA(50)62396. 

*Lake Karoun has recently undergone drastic chemical changes 
which have increased salinity progressively to its present 
range between 19 and 29 ppm, due to slightly brackish drainage 
water entering the lake, and high evaporation.    Because of the 
unfavorable effect on most of the fresh-water original fish 
fauna, the commercial catch dropped from 4,000 tons in 1920 to 
an average of 1,000-2,000 tons in subsequent years.    To compen- 
sate, the lake was stocked with fish of marine origin, some 
species of which succeeded in spawning, and their production 
now constitutes 46.7 percent of the total catch.   Others are 
unable to breed and their fry have to be transplanted continu- 
ously.    The catch data for the period 1961-1966 is analyzed to 
determine seasonal fluctuation and regional distribution. 

590. *Zimmerman, R. C. 
*1969    #Plant ecology of an arid basin, Tres Aiamos-Redington 

area, southeastern Arizona: Vegetation and hydrologic 
phenomena.    *U.S.Geological Survey, Professional Paper 
485-D.    51 p.    KGA 20.12-65. 

■«Geology, stream flow, and vegetation of the 750 square mile 
San Pedro Valley in the basin and range physiographic province 
with an average annual rainfall of 12 inches are described. 
The study reveals that drainage area, geology, and flow regimen 
are probably the 3 most important controls in the distribution 
of valley-floor vegetation.    With increasing drainage area, the 
valley floor widens, and aquifers in the alluvium sustain base 
flows.    Given an optimum combination of valley-floor width, 
thickness of alluvium, and sustained flows, the vegetation may 
be a closed-canopy forest of cottonwood, willow, ash, sycamore, 
walnut, and hackberry.    Variations in the plant cover can thus 
be explained in terms of current conditions or processes, though 
the processes may occur either frequently or infrequently. 
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591«    ->>Zubenok, L. I, 
*1965    Worldwide evaporation maps (translated title).    *Glavnaya 

Geofizicheskaya Observatoriya, Leningrad, Trudy 179:lUi-l60. 
Edited machine translation available CFSTI as AD-68U 655« 

•«World maps are given showing evaporation for the year and for 
each separate month for 1,U60 points located on all continents 
except Antarctica and mountainous re    ->ns, showing evaporation 
zonally    Lstributed outside the troj      il latitudes.    Deviations 
are observed close to shore lines whv   >* cyclonic and monsoon cir- 
culation develops because of a reduction in radiation balance for 
these territories.    Distribution of evaporation in the tropical 
latitudes depends mainly on the distribution of the radiation 
balance.    A maximum evaporation of more than 250 cm per year is 
observed in the Sahara.    Spring and fall maxima are observed in 
the equatorial latitudes. 

592. *  
*1966    ■ itol'ispareniia v teplovom balanse sushi  {Rolo of evapora- 

tion in the heat balance of land surfaces).    In M.I.Budyko, 
ed., Sovremennye problemy klimatologii, p. 57^6. 
■«Gidrcmeteoizdat, Leningrad,    MGA 16.12-236. 

^Analyzes the role of evaporation in heat balance and discusses 
moisture conditions of continents in relation to the ratio of 
evaporation tc evaporativity.    Results obtained with Budyko's 
method based on the interrelationship between components of the 
heat and water balances discussed and presented in maps and 
graphs,  show that evaporation accounts for the principal part 
of the heat in the heat balance in humid regions, and reduces 
to practically  zero in tropical deserts. 

593. *Zumwalt, E. V. 
•«1969    :;The last frontier: America's arid public lands.    ^Arizona 

Review 19(12): 1-5. 
-Adapted from a paper delivered at tiie International Arid Lands 
Conference, University of Arizona, June 1969,  the article con- 
cerns the potential, use, and management of America's arid 
lands, particularly those public lands under federal control * 

591*.    -"Zwittkovits, F. 
-K-1966   -"Die Karstfcrmen im Wadi Garawi (Arabische Wueste, 

Ägypten)(Karst features in the Garawi wadi, Arabian 
Desert, Egypt).    *Oesterreichisehe Geographische 
Gesellschaft, Mitteilungen 108(2-3):287-295.    BIGENA 
(32)E68-16119. 

•«•Karst forms in this area and their formation are discussed, 
along with short summaries of the geologic setting and climatic 
conditions in  the area, an east-west depression 1|0 km longj of 
the effects of chemical weathering in arid regions; and of the 
chemical versus eolian formation of sculptured boulders in the 
area. 
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